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RÉSUMÉ EN FRANCAIS

Contexte

Les normes de codage de la vidéo immersive sont dans une position difficile car le

contenu à coder, la vidéo volumétrique ou le light Ąeld, nŠest pas encore largement utilisé

par les consommateurs. LŠune des raisons en est que ce contenu nécessite dŠimportantes

quantités de débit binaire pour être traité par les systèmes de décodage classiques déployés

dans les appareils des utilisateurs. Ce problème de la poule et de lŠœuf est lŠune des

raisons pour lesquelles les normes précédentes de vidéo immersive, comme les extensions

3D dŠAVC et HEVC, nŠont eu quŠun succès commercial limité, voire nul : le coût du

déploiement de 3D-AVC ou 3D-HEVC dans les appareils des utilisateurs était trop élevé

par rapport à la demande de décodage de ce contenu. La prochaine itération dŠune norme

de codage vidéo immersive par MPEG est appelée MPEG Immersive Video (MIV) et vise

à être beaucoup plus simple et moins chère à déployer que ses prédécesseurs. Cet objectif

est atteint en exploitant les codecs vidéo 2D déjà déployés sans nécessiter de modiĄcation

de ces derniers. Toutefois, cette approche présente plusieurs inconvénients : la quantité de

données que ces codecs peuvent traiter est limitée et quantiĄée par ce que lŠon appelle le

taux de pixels. Le taux de pixels est déĄni comme le nombre de pixels luma par seconde, qui

peuvent être décodés par un décodeur vidéo 2D matériel donné. Le respect de la contrainte

du taux de pixel est un déĄ supplémentaire que les normes de codage vidéo immersif

doivent relever, contrairement aux codecs 2D. Un autre inconvénient est que les différents

types dŠattributs ainsi que la géométrie de la vidéo volumétrique sont codés par le codec

vidéo 2D déployé. Les formats vidéo volumétriques avancés comportent plusieurs attributs

supplémentaires en plus de la couleur. La géométrie est souvent représentée en termes de

cartes de profondeur, qui contribuent également au taux de pixels. Par conséquent, le

nombre de caméras pouvant être codées dans un tel système est limité par le nombre

dŠattributs supplémentaires, outre la couleur, la géométrie et dŠautres propriétés comme

la résolution et la fréquence dŠimages. Toutefois, pour obtenir une véritable expérience

immersive (i.e. 6 Degrees of Freedom (6DoF)), plusieurs caméras doivent être utilisées

pour capturer la scène. EnĄn, on sŠattend à ce quŠun tel système soit inefficace en termes
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Introduction

de codage de profondeur, car les codecs vidéo 2D déployés nŠutilisent pas dŠoutils de

codage de profondeur dédiés.

Motivation et objectifs

Ce travail est initié au tout début des activités de normalisation du MIV. Les recherches

et propositions menées doivent respecter les contraintes données de cette activité et visent

à réaliser un système de codage vidéo immersif de haute qualité, qui atténue lŠinconvénient

dŠun codec vidéo immersif basé sur la vidéo, i.e. reposant sur les codecs 2D existants. La

qualité dŠun tel système est mesurée en termes dŠefficacité de codage, en réduisant le

débit binaire requis pour coder la vidéo volumétrique tout en améliorant simultanément

les performances de synthèse de la vue. Les inconvénients du système donné sont lŠexigence

du taux de pixels et le traitement inefficace de lŠinformation de profondeur par les codecs

2D classiques.

Tout dŠabord, nous comprenons que les systèmes précédents de codage vidéo immersif

(lŠ"état de lŠart") sont de nature complètement différente car ils suivent des contraintes

différentes. 3D-HEVC nŠa pas été contraint par des limitations de taux de pixel pendant

le développement, puisque des conĄgurations à 3 vues ont été testées. En outre, les cartes

de profondeur ont été codées efficacement à lŠaide dŠoutils de codage de la profondeur. Ces

normes précédentes nŠont donc pas été confrontées à la situation à laquelle nous sommes

actuellement confrontés dans le contexte de la MIV. Comme nous avons affaire à des

contraintes différentes, le système fondamental qui sous-tend les normes précédentes peut

être entièrement remis en question. Un point commun entre les systèmes précédents, et

aussi le point de départ de la MIV, est le codage des cartes de profondeur. Les cartes

de profondeur peuvent généralement être dérivées des textures par lŠestimation de la pro-

fondeur et donc, en principe, être dérivées du côté du décodeur. Toutefois, cela nŠa pas été

considéré comme une solution pratique, car lŠestimation de la profondeur est généralement

un processus complexe, qui peut être impossible à réaliser du côté du décodeur. En outre,

des outils spécialisés dans le codage de la profondeur et de lŠinter-composante peuvent

compresser ces cartes de profondeur de manière efficace. Ceci est certainement vrai compte

tenu des contraintes du codec et de la complexité de la vidéo volumétrique traitée lors du

développement de 3D-HEVC. Cependant, dans le cadre de MIV, nous avons lŠintention de

reconsidérer le système, dans lequel la profondeur est estimée du côté du décodeur. Ceci

est motivé par la situation différente de MIV par rapport à 3D-HEVC : les outils de codage

8
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de la profondeur ne peuvent pas être utilisés et par conséquent, les cartes de profondeur

seront codées de manière nuisible et inefficace. En utilisant lŠestimation de la profondeur

côté décodeur, cette situation peut être entièrement évitée. Un autre aspect est le taux

de pixel : dans le système conventionnel, les cartes de profondeur sont codées à lŠaide de

codecs 2D et contribuent au taux de pixel dans les mêmes proportions que la composante

de texture correspondante. Comme le taux de pixels est une quantité cruciale à gérer,

lŠestimation de la profondeur côté décodeur pourrait immédiatement doubler le nombre

de caméras qui peuvent être codées, contribuant ainsi à lŠobjectif dŠatteindre 6DoF.

Par conséquent, nous anticipons plusieurs avantages de lŠestimation de la profondeur

côté décodeur (DSDE) par rapport à lŠestimation de la profondeur côté codeur (ESDE)

compte tenu des contraintes MIV. Dans cette thèse, nous montrons que la DSDE est

plus efficace que lŠESDE et a un potentiel signiĄcatif dans le contexte MIV. Plusieurs

améliorations du système DSDE sont proposées et évaluées, qui abordent en outre le

problème de la complexité. En raison du lien étroit avec le processus de normalisation,

du suivi strict des conditions de test communes et des résultats prometteurs, ce travail a

conduit à lŠadoption du MIV Geometry Absent ProĄle et du MIV Geometry Assistance

SEI message de la prochaine norme MIV.

Résumé des Contributions

Ce manuscrit comprend 8 chapitres, dont les deux premiers résument les éléments

fondamentaux nécessaires à lŠinitiation de ce travail.

Chapitre 1: Ce chapitre résume les principes du codage vidéo immersif. Les formats

les plus courants et les plus récents, les stratégies de codage et les méthodes de

rendu sont présentés.

Chapitre 2: Ce chapitre présente la norme MPEG de vidéo immersive et les condi-

tions de test courantes.

Chapitre 3: Ce chapitre présente une analyse comparative et détaillée du système

DSDE de base proposé (B-DSDE) avec le système ESDE actuellement étudié par le

MPEG. Nous montrons que le système B-DSDE est nettement supérieur en termes

dŠefficacité de codage, dŠéconomie de débit de pixels et de qualité de synthèse de

la vue. Nous développons des améliorations potentielles, qui sont présentées dans

les chapitres suivants.
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Chapitre 4: Nous déduisons du chapitre précédent que la B-DSDE est globalement

plus efficace que lŠESDE, cependant, localement, le système ESDE peut encore

offrir certains avantages. Dans ce chapitre, nous proposons le système DSDE hy-

bride (H-DSDE), dans lequel les informations de profondeur locales sont codées,

ce qui a été identiĄé comme étant supérieur à B-DSDE. La décision est prise sur la

base dŠun bloc en utilisant lŠoptimisation du taux de distorsion avec le changement

de distorsion de la vue synthétisée. Cette approximation nous permet dŠidentiĄer

les blocs de profondeur, qui sont plus utiles pour la synthèse de vue, même sŠils

sont déformés par un codec vidéo 2D classique. Néanmoins, ce chapitre conĄrme

lŠhypothèse selon laquelle le codage des cartes de profondeur à lŠaide dŠun tel codec

est tout simplement inefficace, même sŠil est effectué partiellement.

Chapitre 5: Dans le cadre des résultats du chapitre précédent, nous proposons un

système qui continue à contourner complètement le codage de la profondeur, tout en

bénéĄciant simultanément des cartes de profondeur de haute qualité présentes du

côté de lŠencodeur. Nous désignons ce système sous le nom de Feature-Driven DSDE

(FD-DSDE), dans lequel des informations secondaires utiles (features) sont iden-

tiĄées dans la profondeur côté codeur. Ces informations sont codées et fournies à

lŠestimateur de profondeur côté décodeur aĄn dŠaméliorer la qualité de lŠestimation

de la profondeur et, par conséquent, les performances de la synthèse de vues, tout

en réduisant considérablement le temps dŠexécution de lŠestimateur de profondeur.

Chapitre 6: Etant étroitement lié aux activités de normalisation du MPEG, ce chapitre

résume lŠimpact des résultats des chapitres précédents sur la norme MIV. Nous

montrons comment cette recherche a conduit à lŠadoption du proĄl MIV Geometry

Absent, du message MIV Geometry Assistance SEI et de plusieurs expériences et

résultats supplémentaires menés par dŠautres recherches.

Chapitre 7: À partir de ce chapitre, certaines contraintes qui ont été données dans

les chapitres précédents sont levées. Nous étendons nos recherches à un format

plus récent, appelé images multiplans (MPI), et étudions les performances dans le

contexte MIV, si elles sont utilisées du côté du décodeur. Nous introduisons une

approche dŠestimation MPI basée sur les blocs et montrons que lŠimpact sur la

qualité MPI est mineur par rapport à la référence dŠestimation MPI plein cadre.

CŠest la première condition pour fournir à chaque bloc les informations secondaires

identiĄées au chapitre 4. Nous montrons enĄn que les MPI peuvent bénéĄcier de

manière signiĄcative du message SEI dŠassistance à la géométrie (ou FD-DSDE),
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en améliorant la qualité de la synthèse de vue compte tenu dŠun faible nombre de

plans de profondeur.

Chapitre 8: Ce chapitre propose le DSDE à faible complexité (LC-DSDE). Dans les

chapitres précédents, nous avions lŠintention de conserver (ou dŠaméliorer) les cartes

de profondeur, et donc la qualité de la synthèse de vue, tout en réduisant la com-

plexité. Cependant, il est assez courant quŠune accélération de lŠestimation de la

profondeur soit obtenue en sacriĄant la précision. Dans LC-DSDE, nous proposons

dŠutiliser les informations de mouvement codées dans le Ćux binaire de texture

pour récupérer les cartes de profondeur temporellement par compensation de mou-

vement. De cette façon, la majorité des étapes dŠestimation de la profondeur sont

sautées pour les inter-images, ce qui réduit considérablement la complexité. Cepen-

dant, comme aucun résidu nŠest codé (étant donné la contrainte de ne pas coder la

profondeur), une distorsion est introduite, que nous concluons être tolérable étant

donné la rapidité obtenue.
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INTRODUCTION

Context

Immersive video coding standards have a difficult position as the content to be coded,

the volumetric video or light Ąeld, is not yet widely utilized by consumers. One reason is

that this content requires signiĄcant amount of bitrate in order to handled by conventional

coding systems deployed in user devices. Consequently, an efficient compression system is

required in order to enable the spread of immersive video. This chicken-and-egg problem

is one of several reasons why previous immersive video standards like the 3D-extensions

of AVC and HEVC had little to no commercial success: the cost for deploying 3D-AVC or

3D-HEVC in user-devices have been too high given the demand for decoding such content.

The Ąrst digital 2D video codecs, starting from H.261, have not been in such a position,

as 2D videos have already been widely consumed.

The next iteration of an immersive video coding standard by MPEG is denoted as

MPEG Immersive Video (MIV) and aims at being signiĄcantly simpler and cheaper to

deploy in comparison to its predecessors. This is achieved by exploiting already deployed

2D video codecs without requiring any modiĄcation of the latter. However, such an ap-

proach comes with several disadvantages: the amount of data these codecs can process

is limited and quantiĄed by the so called pixel rate. Pixel rate is deĄned as the num-

ber of luma pixels per second, which can be decoded by a given hardware 2D video

decoder. Meeting the pixel rate constraint is an additional challenge, immersive video

coding standards have to deal with, in contrast to 2D codecs. Another disadvantage is

that the different types of attributes as well as the geometry of the volumetric video are

coded by the deployed 2D video codec and therefore, contribute to the overall pixel rate.

Advanced volumetric video formats come with several additional attributes in addition

to color, while geometry is often represented in terms of depth maps. Consequently, the

number of cameras that can be coded in such a system is limited by the number of ad-

ditional attributes beyond color, the geometry and other properties like resolution and

frame rate. However, in order to achieve a true immersive experience (i.e. 6 Degrees of

Freedom (6DoF)), multiple cameras have to be used to capture the scene. Finally, it is
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expected that such a system is inefficient in terms of depth coding, as deployed 2D video

codecs do not utilize dedicated depth coding tools.

Motivation and Goals

This work is initiated at the very start of the standardization activities of MIV. The

conducted research and proposals need to respect the given constraints of this activity

and aim at achieving a high-quality immersive video coding system, which mitigates the

disadvantage of a video-based immersive video codec, i.e. relying on existing 2D codecs.

The quality of such a system is measured in terms of coding efficiency, reducing the

required bitrate to code the volumetric video while simultaneously improving the view

synthesis performance. The disadvantages of the given system are the requirement of pixel

rate and the inefficient processing of depth information by conventional 2D codecs.

First of all, we understand that the previous immersive video coding systems (the

"state of the art") are of completely different nature as they follow different constraints.

3D-HEVC has not been constraint by pixel rate limitations during development, as typ-

ically, 3-View conĄgurations were tested. Furthermore, the depth maps were efficiently

coded using depth coding tools. These previous standards have therefore not been con-

fronted with the situation we are currently facing in the context of MIV. Since we are

dealing with different constraints, the fundamental system behind the previous standards

may be questioned entirely. A commonality between the previous systems, and also the

starting point of MIV, is the coding of depth maps. Depth maps can typically be derived

from the textures through depth estimation and therefore, in principle, be derived at

the decoder side. However, this has not been considered a practical solution, since depth

estimation is typically a complex process, which may be unfeasible to perform on the

decoder-side. Furthermore, dedicated depth and inter-component coding tools may com-

press these depth maps in an efficient matter. This is certainly true given the constraints

of the codec and the complexity of the volumetric video handled during the development

of 3D-HEVC. However, in the scope of MIV, we intent to reconsider the system, in which

depth are estimated on the decoder side. This is motivated by the different situation of

MIV in comparison to 3D-HEVC: depth coding tools cannot be used and therefore, the

depth maps will be coded in a harmful and inefficient matter. Using decoder-side depth

estimation, this situation may be entirely avoided. Another aspect is the pixel rate: in

the conventional system, depth maps are coded using 2D codecs and contribute to the
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pixel rate in the same amounts as the corresponding texture component. As pixel rate is

a crucial quantity to handle, decoder-side depth estimation could immediately double the

amount of cameras that can be coded, contributing to the goal of achieving 6DoF.

Consequently, we anticipate several advantages of decoder-side depth estimation (DSDE)

as opposed to encoder-side depth estimation (ESDE) given the MIV constraints. In this

thesis, we show that DSDE is more efficient than ESDE and has signiĄcant potential in

the MIV context. Several improvements of the DSDE system are proposed and evaluated,

which additionally address the problem of complexity. Due to the tight link with the

standardization process, strictly following the common test conditions and the promising

results, this work has led to the adoption of the MIV Geometry Absent ProĄle and the

MIV Geometry Assistance SEI message of the upcoming MIV standard.

Thesis Roadmap

This manuscript covers 8 chapters, of which the Ąrst two summarize the fundamentals

required to initiate this work.

Chapter 1: This chapter summarizes the principles of immersive video coding. The

most common and recent formats, coding strategies and rendering methods are

presented.

Chapter 2: This chapter presents the MPEG Immersive Video standard and the

common test conditions.

Chapter 3: This chapter presents a comparative and detailed analysis of the pro-

posed basic DSDE (B-DSDE) system with the ESDE system currently investi-

gated in MPEG. We show, that B-DSDE is clearly superior in terms of coding

efficiency, pixel rate savings and view synthesis quality. We elaborate on potential

improvements, which are presented in subsequent chapters.

Chapter 4: We deduce from the previous chapter, that B-DSDE is globally more

efficient than ESDE, however, locally, the ESDE system may still provide some

beneĄts. In this chapter, we propose the Hybrid DSDE (H-DSDE) system, in which

local depth information is being coded, which has been identiĄed to be superior over

B-DSDE. The decision is done on a block-basis using Rate-Distortion optimization

together with the synthesized view distortion change. This approximation allows us

to identify depth blocks, which are more useful for view synthesis even if distorted
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through a conventional 2D video codec. Nevertheless, this chapter conĄrms the

assumption that coding depth maps using such a codec is just to inefficient, even

if conducted partially.

Chapter 5: In scope of the results of the previous chapter, we propose a system,

which continuous to completely bypass the depth coding, while simultaneously

beneĄting from high-quality depth maps present at the encoder-side. We denote

this system as Feature-Driven DSDE (FD-DSDE), in which useful side-information

(features) is identiĄed in the encoder-side depth. This information is encoded and

provided to the decoder-side depth estimator in order to improve the depth esti-

mation quality, and therefore, the view synthesis performance while signiĄcantly

reducing the runtime of the depth estimator.

Chapter 6: Being closely related to the standardization activities of MPEG, this

chapter summarizes the impact of the Ąndings of the previous chapters on the

MIV standard. We show, how this research led to the adoption of the MIV Ge-

ometry Absent proĄle, the MIV Geometry Assistance SEI message and several

additional experiments and results conducted by other researches. Finally, the Ge-

ometry Absent proĄle and Geometry Absent SEI message are presented, which are

utilized in Chapter 7 and 8.

Chapter 7: Starting from this chapter, some constraints that have been given in

the previous chapters are lifted. We extend our research to a more recent format,

denoted as Multiplane Images (MPI) and investigate the performance in the MIV

context, if utilized on the decoder-side. We introduce a block-based MPI estimation

approach and show that the impact on the MPI quality is minor compared to the

full-frame MPI estimation reference. This is the Ąrst condition, in order to provide

each block with the side-information identiĄed in chapter 4. We Ąnally show that

MPIs can signiĄcantly beneĄt from the Geometry Assistance SEI message (or FD-

DSDE), improving the view synthesis quality given a low amount of depth planes.

Chapter 8: This chapter proposes Low-Complexity DSDE (LC-DSDE). In the pre-

vious chapters, we intended to retain (or improve) the depth maps, and therefore,

view synthesis quality, while reducing the complexity. However, it is quite com-

mon that a speed-up of depth estimation is achieved by sacriĄcing accuracy. In

LC-DSDE, we propose to utilize the encoded motion information in the texture-

bitstream to recover the depth maps temporally through motion compensation.

This way, the majority of depth estimation steps are skipped for inter-frames, re-
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ducing the complexity signiĄcantly. However, since no residual is coded (given the

constraint of not coding depth), a distortion is introduced, which we conclude is

tolerable given the achieved speedup.
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Chapter 1

PRINCIPLES OF IMMERSIVE VIDEO

CODING

1.1 Introduction

Immersive video coding covers a wide range of topics beyond coding. Particularly depth

estimation and rendering, which are huge research domains by themselves, are dominantly

discussed in computer graphics rather than in coding. Consequently, research and progress

in computer graphics often neglects the requirements and constraints of coding, and vice

versa. It can therefore happen that the rendering in coding systems, especially in scope

of the standardization activities of the Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG), may be

perceived as too traditional by computer graphics experts. At the same time, the huge

amount of data and rendering time that is tolerated in computer graphics may seem too

unpractical by coding experts. Consequently, immersive video coding takes a very peculiar

position in between coding and computer graphics as expertise in both are required to

design a useful system.

This thesis is strongly related to the design of the overall immersive video system

and therefore, every module of the system may play a role in the overall improvement.

The main goal is to avoid the coding of geometry, as it is identiĄed as one of the biggest

bottleneck in terms of coding gain and limits the amount of color information that can be

coded. Consequently, the intention of this chapter is to present the principles of immersive

video coding systems, which are necessary in order to initiate research on the system

design. Fig. 1.1 depicts the high-level scheme of immersive video. The capturing aspect

Figure 1.1 Ű High-level Immersive Video Framework from capturing to rendering.
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Chapter 1 – Principles of Immersive Video Coding

of immersive video is only marginally relevant for this thesis. However, it is important to

be aware of the most important camera types and setups. The main scope of this thesis

is multiview video sequences, which have been captured with multiple omnidirectional

or perspective cameras. These cameras are typically embedded in a rack in order to Ąx

their positions. The orientation can be divergent and convergent. We deal with sequences

with up to 42 cameras. The resolution is typically HD for perspective and up to UHD for

omnidirectional cameras. The frame rate is 25 or 30 fps. The cameras can be placed in the

real world or virtually in a computer generated imagery (CGI) environment. In addition

to the color (or texture 1) information, depth sensors may also capture the distance of the

captured content, which is often stored as depth maps. Depth (or geometry) is a crucial

information for the reconstruction of the captured content. Besides of active methods like

depth sensors, passive methods like disparity estimation can be used to compute the depth

directly from the captured textures. Captured textures, together with the measured or

estimated depth maps are often referred to as Multiview plus Depth.

After capturing, an optional format conversion can be performed. The textures and

depth maps may be converted into a format, which is expected to be more friendly with

the coding framework or enable mathematical tools considered advantageous. As an ex-

ample, the texture information can be re-projected, based on the given geometry, into 3D

space leading to the point cloud format. Neural networks can be used to convert the mul-

tiview sequences into more sophisticated formats like multiplane images, which provide

transparencies in addition to color information for every considered depth plane. More

details on these formats are given in the subsequent section. The encoder of the test model

of MPEG Immersive Video can be seen as a format converter, which translates multiview

plus depth into an atlas format, which is easier to compress with 2D codecs (see Chapter

3). It is also an example of how the format conversion can lead to a representation with

reduced redundancy and therefore lower coding cost - prior to the actual coding.

The coding framework is responsible for the compression of the sequence. In this thesis,

we differentiate between two strategies of coding: The geometry-based and the video-based

immersive video coding systems. Geometry-based solutions operate in the domain of the

given format. Consequently, coding tools for point clouds are operated in 3D space. In

case the geometry is represented as depth maps, dedicated depth coding tools are utilized.

Video-based solutions utilize existing 2D codecs in their framework. For that purpose, the

1. Texture is a commonly used MPEG terminology referring to the color attribute of volumetric video

and, throughout this dissertation, shall not be mistaken with its very specific meaning in image processing.
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1.2. Immersive Video Formats

input sequence is typically converted into a format which is more appropriately coded by

a 2D codec. In case of point clouds, a special projection of the sequence is performed using

virtual cameras. The entire sequence is represented as so called atlases. These atlases are

then coded by a ordinary 2D video codec. The novel MPEG Immersive Video Standard

also falls into the category of video-based solutions. Section 1.3 further details the most

recent geometry-based and video-based immersive video coding standards.

The rendering is the Ąnal stage of the immersive video pipeline. The goal of the

renderer is to synthesize novel, intermediate views, which have not been coded. The view

is typically requested by a viewer. The goal of the MPEG group is to achieve 6 Degrees

of Freedom (6DoF), which is an often used MPEG terminology referring to the ability of

the client to navigate freely through the captured video sequence.

1.2 Immersive Video Formats

The continuous light Ąeld contains the information of all light rays, Ćowing through

all points and all directions in 3D space. It can be described by the 5D plenoptic function,

deĄning each ray by three spatial coordinates and two angular directions. A sampled rep-

resentation of the continuous light Ąeld can be captured by multiple cameras. In that case,

the radiance along the ray is considered constant and the 5D plenoptic function reduces

to a 4D light Ąeld. The cameras can be omnidirectional or perspective cameras. They can

be oriented to a convergent or divergent setup. Active or passive geometry reconstruc-

tion allows to associate the captured images with the 3D space. Since immersive video

refers to the captured 3D space, it is also often referred to as volumetric video. Different

representations of the sampled light Ąeld are possible, of which the most prominent are

summarized in the following.

1.2.1 Point Cloud

During or after capturing of the scene, the geometry is actively measured through

depth sensors or passively computed, e.g. through depth estimation [1]. The volumetric

video can then be represented as a point cloud by unprojecting the captured scene to 3D

space, where at each spatial position (x, y, z) an attribute is given. Attributes describe

the properties of the surface through the color information, transparencies, reĆectance

and many more. Point clouds are often classiĄed in categories like dense, sparse, static
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Chapter 1 – Principles of Immersive Video Coding

or dynamic. In immersive video, point clouds are typically dense and dynamic [2]. Sparse

and static point clouds are typically found in the context of preserving architecture or

objects as well as in autonomous driving, in which LiDaR scanners are used to capture

surrounding data in realtime [3]. Examples of dense, dynamic and sparse, static point

cloud videos are shown in Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.3 respectively.

Figure 1.2 Ű Example for dense and dynamic point cloud video sequences : longdress, loot,
redandblack and soldier sequences [2].

1.2.2 Multiview video plus Depth

Similar to point clouds, the multiview video plus depth (MVD) format is generated by

capturing the light Ąeld through multiple cameras and the geometry is either measured

or estimated. The geometry is represented as depth maps, which indicate for every color

pixel the distance to the captured object. Depth maps are often stored as 8, 10 or 16 bit

Y , Cb, Cr (or YUV) video 2, where the depth is represented in the luma component or as

grey level image. MVD is a very Ćexible format and has been used for over a decade in the

standardization activities of MPEG. Also in the ongoing standardization activity of the

next generation immersive video codec and this thesis, the MVD format plays the main

role. Examples are shown in Fig. 1.4. The Chess sequence [4] at the top is represented

in a equirectangular projection (ERP). The cameras are positioned in a divergent setup,

i.e. are positioned on a sphere, pointing outwards. This is a computer-generated content

and therefore, the depth maps have been generated using the computer model. In this

2. Y , Cb, Cr is commonly shortened as YUV in the context of standardization and used in the re-

mainder of this manuscript.
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1.2. Immersive Video Formats

Figure 1.3 Ű Example of sparse point clouds in autonomous driving, clockwise from top-
left : junction approach, junction exit, motorway bridge and navigation turns [3].

thesis, we exclude ERP content from our analysis, because they were not supported by

the used depth estimator. The Painter sequence [5] at the bottom is represented using a

linear perspective projection (LPP). The cameras are positioned in a convergent setup,

i.e. are positioned on a rack, pointing towards the same direction.

1.2.3 Multiplane Images

Multiplane Images (MPIs) have gained popularity recently among computer graphics

expert for enabling high-quality rendering despite the usage of low-complex and simple

view synthesis approach [6] [7]. Furthermore, it is very straightforward to train neural

networks to estimate this format. Again, the starting point is a set of captured images of

the scene. A network estimates MPIs from these images, converting each image towards

a volume, in which the third dimension represents a Ąxed distance between camera and

object. For each of these depth layers, a color mage and a transparency map are computed.

The transparency map represents the visibility of the corresponding color values at this

depth level. The amount of data stored in this format is signiĄcant and has motivated

work towards a compressed representation of the MPI, which is simple, as MPIs are very
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Figure 1.4 Ű Two examples of the MVD format. Top: Chess sequence. Bottom: Painter
sequence.
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sparse, i.e. containing many zero-valued transparencies [8] [9]. Two examples are shown in

Fig. 1.5. Each indicated slice represents a depth plane, for which a color and transparency

map is given.

Figure 1.5 Ű Two examples of the MPI format: Left: Kitchen sequence. Right: Musem
sequence.

1.3 Volumetric Video Coding

For point clouds, two different standards have been developed by MPEG: the Video-

based Point Cloud Compression V-PCC MPEG standard (ISO/IEC 23090-5) and the

Geometry based Point Cloud Compression (G-PCC) MPEG standard (ISO/IEC DIS

23090-9). These two standards correspond to two fundamentally different strategies of

coding the same format: A video-based and a geometry-based solution.

Video-based Coding

Video-based immersive video coding strategies are characterized by utilizing existing,

unmodiĄed 2D codecs to compress the volumetric video [10]. The motivation for such a

type of system is the simplicity of deployment. Hardware-based 2D decoders are widely

spread in user devices. The immersive video decoder, as it is handling a small amount of

data, relative to the volumetric video, can be deployed, e.g. in software as the complexity

is minor. The latter does not consider the rendering process, which is not normative.

A simple example for a video-based solution is the compression of a MVD sequence

by simulcast 2D coding each texture and depth map independently. The 2D coding may

have some capabilities to remove inter-view redundancy. Multiview Video Coding [11] [12]

(MVC) utilizing h.264 [13] or Multiview High Efficiency Video Coding [14] (MV-HEVC)
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utilizing h.265 [15] are examples for that, where removal of inter-view redundancy is

possible by simple high-level syntax modiĄcations. V-PCC as well as MIV fall in the

category of video-based solutions as well. The point cloud or MVD, in case of V-PCC or

MIV respectively, are converted to a format which is considered more friendly to a 2D

codec. The V-PCC and MIV bitstreams are merely describing how these formats have to

be interpreted by the renderer.

Geometry-based Coding

Geometry-based immersive video coding strategies operate directly in the domain of

the format. This typically requires to design and include additional coding tools, leading to

signiĄcant changes or a completely new decoder. The immersive video decoder is handling

all the data, including the volumetric video. Consequently, the deployment of such a

decoder may be cost-intensive and may slow down or prevent the deployment of a standard

by the industry. In case of point clouds the G-PCC tools operate directly on the attributes

and geometry in 3D space. As motion compensation turned out to be very challenging

in this domain, G-PCC is typically recommended for static point clouds. For coding of

dynamic point clouds, V-PCC seem to be more efficient. Consequently, both standards

may not compete with each other, but Ąnd their own applications and advantages. In

case of MVD the 3D-HEVC depth coding tools operate on the depth maps as well. They

are exploiting the properties of depth, i.e. smoothness and sharp edges, and utilize view

synthesis optimization to compress the volumetric video. However, the additional cost and

effort to deploy such a complex decoder on top of already existing codecs has been too

big a hurdle considering the expected coding gain. Consequently, 3D-HEVC cannot be

considered a successful standard and even with the Ąnalisation of Versatile Video Coding

(VVC) in 2021, there are currently no plans towards a 3D extension for VVC. However,

3D-HEVC is the most recent solution for MVD coding and especially the MV-HEVC part,

which is still in the video-based category, can be a promising starting point for deĄning

the next iteration of a MVD immersive video codec and is therefore elaborated in more

detail in the following section.

1.3.1 3D-HEVC

The 3D-HEVC standard can be roughly separated into three components: inter-view

and inter-component prediction as well as depth coding tools. Examples for each of these
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components are given in the following and based on the test model 11 of 3D-HEVC

(HTM11). HTM11 is elaborated in detail in [16].

Inter-view prediction

Similar to motion compensated prediction (MCP) in temporal coding of 2D video,

given a disparity vector, the current view can be compensated from already encoded,

neighboring views. It is therefore denoted as disparity compensated prediction (DCP)

and is used as an alternative to MCP, as illustrated in Fig. 1.6 [17]. The motion vector

Figure 1.6 Ű Disparity-compensated prediction and motion-compensated prediction.

prediction is adapted accordingly, predicting motion vectors from motion-compensated

blocks using only neighboring blocks that refer to temporal reference frames and prediction

disparity vectors from disparity-compensated blocks using only neighboring blocks that

refer to reference views. The category of inter-view prediction itself is the main feature of

MV-HEVC [14], which is used in the main anchor used in scope of this thesis (see Chapter

2). As already mentioned, MV-HEVC can be realized by mere high-level syntax changes

and no additional coding tools are required to perform inter-view prediction.

Inter-component prediction

Inter-component prediction refers to techniques that exploit the correlation between

video and depth signal [18]. In case of 3D-HEVC, already coded depth maps may be

available and can be used to improve the texture coding. The disparity vector is derived
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from neighboring blocks that use inter-view prediction or from motion vectors obtained

by inter-view prediction. This disparity vector is used to identify the corresponding depth

block in the decoded depth maps in order to perform backward-warping, allowing to

further reĄne the estimated disparity vector. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1.7. In

Figure 1.7 Ű ReĄnement of the disparity vector utilizing decoded depth maps.

view synthesis prediction (VSP), backward-warping of texture information is used as a

predictor for the current prediction unit. The concept is shown in Fig. 1.8. The process

entails three steps:

1. A disparity Vector (DV) is derived from a neighboring block.

2. A depth block is fetched from a reference depth view and used as an estimator for

the depth information in the current prediction unit.

3. Texture information is backward-warped from a texture reference view according

to the estimated depth block. The block derived from this simple synthesis process

serves as the predictor for the current block

In the depth-based block partitioning (DBBP) approach, the prediction signal of the

texture is constructed based on the corresponding decoded depth map. A segmentation

mask mD(x, y) is derived from the depth, trying to separate back- and foreground, as

indicated in Fig. 1.9. Motion estimation is performed for the corresponding texture, which

is partitioned into two N ×2N blocks and therefore, two motion parameters are available.

Two prediction signals pT 0(x, y) and pT 1(x, y) are derived using the same 2N × 2N block

with both motion parameters, leading to a background and a foreground prediction. Both

are merged using mD(x, y) and the inversion mD(x, y), leading to the Ąnal predicted signal

pT (x, y) as described in Fig. 1.10
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1.3. Volumetric Video Coding

Figure 1.8 Ű Concept of view synthesis prediction (VSP).

Figure 1.9 Ű Generation of the segmentation mask using the depth map, in order to
compute the prediction signal for the corresponding texture.

Figure 1.10 Ű Construction of the prediction signal in DBBP.
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3D-HEVC further allows to utilize the motion parameters estimated during texture

coding for the subsequent depth inter coding, denoted as motion parameter inheritance.

Since the motion of the object may be reĆected similarly in the depth maps as well as in

the textures, the inherited motion information may serve as an appropriate candidate.

Depth coding

In order to better adapt to the properties of depth maps, i.e. sharp edges and smooth

object areas, additional coding tools are included in 3D-HEVC. This is necessary, since

intra prediction and transform coding can lead to coding artifacts at object boundaries

in depth maps, translating to double-contouring in synthesized views. Two strategies for

partitioning are used: wedgelets and contours.

Wedglets separate a block into two regions P1 and P2 by a straight line SE, see

Fig. 1.11. The separation between both areas is coded as a partition pattern, which is a

binary array, indicating to which area each pixel belongs.

Figure 1.11 Ű Wedglet-based partitioning. Continous (left), discrete (middle) and binary
partition pattern (right) separation of the areas P1 and P2.

Figure 1.12 Ű Contour-based partitioning. Continous (left), discrete (middle) and binary
partition pattern (right) separation of the areas P1 and P2.
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In addition of the partitioning, a constant partition value (CPV) is used as a pre-

dictor, representing the mean depth value of an area. This is motivated by the expected

smoothness of depth maps.

The quantized depth maps may not require the full 8bit bitdepth and therefore, the

effective bitdepth of the residual can be reduced using a depth lookup table (DLT). The

DLT is dynamically constructed and encoded into the bitstream through differential cod-

ing or bit map coding.

Encoder control

In general, the decision of coding modes is done through a rate-distortion optimization

(RDO) process using the cost measure

D + λR, (1.1)

with the estimated rate R and distortion D if a certain coding mode is used [19]. λ is

the lagrangian multiplier that is computed based on the selected quantization parameter.

It controls the compromise between the introduced distortion and invested bitrate. This

process is usable locally, e.g. on a block-level, at the condition that the local distortion

and rates are additive and sum up to the total distortion and bitrate of the content.

Typically, the distortion between the reconstructed block and the original block is used.

In texture coding, the sum of squared differences (SSD) or the sum of absolute differences

(SAD) are the most common metrics. The goal of immersive video codecs however, is

not primarily the accurate coding of depth maps, but rather high quality view synthesis.

While it is an often reasonable assumption, that the most accurate depth translate to

the most accurate synthesized view, it cannot be generalized. A more robust option is to

additionally consider the view synthesis distortion.

The synthesized view distortion change (SVDC) considers the impact of the currently

tested block on the overall synthesis quality. It is a more robust approach to avoid the

problem of evaluating occlusions in the synthesized view. A single depth block cannot

recover the full synthesized texture block in the target view, as it may require an additional

reference view to fully recover the occluded areas. The concept of the SVDC computation

is illustrated in Fig. 1.13. The currently tested block is surrounded by decoded blocks

and uncoded original blocks. The reference signal sD considers the currently tested block

as uncoded. The whole depth frame is used in view synthesis leading to the synthesized
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view s
′

T . The SSD is computed between S
′

T and the uncoded reference texture S
′

T,ref at

the same position as the synthesized target view. This distortion is denoted as D. Then,

for every possible coding mode, the currently tested block is reconstructed as above, the

whole depth view s̃D is used to compute the synthesized view s̃
′

T . The distortion is denoted

as D̃. The SVDC is then deĄned as

∆D = D̃ − D. (1.2)

∆D replaces the distortion measure in the RDO. As every tested coding tool requires

re-performing of view synthesis, this approach can quickly get too complex. A partial

re-rending is therefore proposed [20]

Figure 1.13 Ű Computation of the SVDC.

The view synthesis distortion can alternatively be estimated using a model, omitting

the rendering process. In that case, the horizontal texture gradient is additionally used to

modulate the distortion of the depth signal.

V SD =
∑

(x,y)∈B

(
1
2

α ♣sD(x, y) − s̃D(x, y)♣×(♣s̃T (x, y) − s̃T (x − 1, y)♣+♣s̃T (x, y) − s̃T (x + 1, y)♣)2),

(1.3)

with the reconstructed texture s̃T and

α =
f

B

(

1
Znear

− 1
Zfar

)

, (1.4)
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with the focal length f , the baseline B between the currently coded and the rendered

view and the maximum and minimum depth in the scenery, Zfar and Znear respectively.

The Ąnal distortion is then a normalized, weighted sum of the depth distortion and the

synthesis distortion [18].

D =
wsyn × Dsyn(mDL) + wdep × Ddep(mDL)

wsyn + wdep

(1.5)

The presented tools and strategies of 3D-HEVC are considered a summary and are

not complete. The standardization process has motivated a lot of research in depth cod-

ing tools [21], continuously improving compression performance [22] or reducing encoder

complexity [23] [24].

1.4 Depth Estimation

Depth estimation refers to a set of tools or algorithms which extract scene geometry

from a single or from multiple cameras. The category of monocular depth estimation is

more speciĄc and has gained signiĄcant progress using convolutional neural networks.

Stereo and Multi-view depth estimation are often based on the foundation of epipolar

geometry. This perspective opens strategies in which depth estimation is done through

disparity estimation. Several strategies exist to estimate disparity. In the following sec-

tions, the algorithm of the Depth Estimation Reference Software 8 (DERS 8) is explained.

The algorithm has a long history in MPEG and has been reĄned over several years. It is

used in all upcoming experiments in this thesis. Beyond DERS8, Immersive Video Depth

Estimation (IVDE) [25] has been extensively used throughout the MIV standardization,

particularly with rising interest in decoder side depth estimation.

The following block diagram summarizes the process of disparity estimation through

global optimization.

1.4.1 Cost Volume Construction

The goal is to estimate the disparity value for each pixel of the image. That means,

Ąnding the spatial shift of the pixel of the current view relative to another reference view.

If it is assumed, that no prior information is available, any possible disparity value must
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be tested which points to an existing color value in the target view.

The view for which the depth map is to be estimated is denoted as input view, other

available views are denoted as target views. The views have a width w and a height h.

Every possible disparity value to be tested is denoted as disparity candidate. Without

any additional information, the possible range of the disparity candidates is d = [0, ..., w].

However, the maximum and minimum disparity candidates are often known from prior

analysis or automatically estimated, and therefore d = [dmin, ..., dmax]. Then, the number

of disparity candidates to be tested is N = (dmax − dmin)p + 1, with an optional sub-pixel

precision p. For every image pixel and for every disparity candidate, a (dis-)similarity

measure is to be associated. The chosen metric is evaluated between the color value of

the current pixel of the the input view and the color value at the target view, which

is associated with the current disparity candidate. Often, patches instead of pixels are

evaluated in order to reduce noise. The association from the input view to the target view

is performed by re-projecting the current pixel of the input view to 3D space and projecting

it to the target view. The projection from 3D space to the input view is described by the

projection equation [26]:
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, (1.6)

with an object point (X, Y, Z) in 3D world coordinates and the image pixel (u, v) of the

input view. [R] = (rij) is the rotation matrix, [T ] = (ti) is the translation vector of

the camera, f is the focal length and (pu, pv) is the principal point of the input view. s

is the distance between the object and the camera lens center. [R] and [T ] are denoted

as extrinsic, f and (pu, pv) as intrinsic camera parameters. As all other parameters are

assumed to be available, s is the only unknown variable in depth estimation. This situation

is further sketched in Fig. 1.14 [26].

In order to describe the re-projection from the input image to 3D space, equation 1.6

needs to be inverted. For that purpose, the equation is modiĄed as follows [26]:
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(1.7)
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Figure 1.14 Ű Sketched relationship between the image plane and 3D space [26].
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, equation 1.7 can be simpliĄed to:
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By modifying [W ], the expression can be merged and the projection matrix [P ] can be

deĄned as:
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Finally, [P ] is extended as follows, enabling to compute the inverse:
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The Ąnal re-projection equation projects an image pixel to 3D space:
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(1.11)

In order to describe to re-projection from the input view to 3D space, followed by the

projection of the 3D space to the target view, both steps can be combined:
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The homography matrix [H] contains only known camera parameters from the input view

and the target view. The advantage of this description is, that [H] can be pre-computed

and re-used for any disparity candidate, reducing the complexity. The disparity candidate

is converted to depth using the following relationship:

s =
fB

d
(1.13)

In DERS8, a weighted sum of absolute difference (SAD) in a window of Ąxed size of

3 × 3 is used. The cost considers the luma as well as the chroma component of the YUV

sequences:

Cu,v = CY + CU + CV . (1.14)

The luma cost is computed as follows

CY =
∑

K ⊙
∣

∣

∣Y input
w (u, v) − Y target

w (i, j)
∣

∣

∣ , (1.15)
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with a normally distributed kernel K =











0.05 0.09 0.05

0.09 0.14 0.09

0.05 0.09 0.05











and the element-wise matrix

multiplication ⊙. Due to weighting the SAD with the matrix K, the center pixel con-

tributes more to the luma cost. The chroma cost is considering a single pixel and is set

as follows:

CU = 0.15 ×
∣

∣

∣U input(u, v) − U target(i, j)
∣

∣

∣ (1.16)

CV = 0.15 ×
∣

∣

∣V input(u, v) − V target(i, j)
∣

∣

∣ . (1.17)

Given multiple target views, the cost is computed independently for each view. The

cost included in the cost volume is the minimal cost among all views. This way, erroneous

matches due to occlusions are excluded. The size of the cost volume is Ąnally CV = Nwh

1.4.2 Graph cut optimization

Selecting the depth candidate with the minimum cost is not adequate as multiple

depth candidates may be associated with a similarly low cost. This is typically the case

for low textured areas. DERS8 uses a reliability weight, in order increase the cost of depth

candidates associated with homogeneous, low-textured regions. First, the slope is analysed

as follows:

S = 1.2 × slopeY
y + 0.6 × (slopeY

y−1
+ slopeY

y+1
) + 0.3 × (slopeU

y + slopeV
y ) (1.18)

Each cost value is then weighted by

Rw =



















Rth

0.3
S < 0.3

1 S > Rth

Rth

S
else

, (1.19)

with a manually selected threshold Rth. The weight Rw is higher, the smaller the slope

S. As low-textured areas have a smaller slope, Rw is higher and therefore, the cost of the

corresponding disparity candidate is higher, making it less likely to be selected than other

candidates with similar cost, but higher reliability.

After Ąltering the cost volume with the reliability weight, the disparity candidate has
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to be selected. In order to achieve a coherence between neighboring selected depth values,

a dependency between the depth candidates has to be established. A popular approach

is to use a Markov Random Field graph [27] [28], initialized with the cost volume and

minimize the total energy using Graph cut with α-expansion. In addition to the cost

volume (Edata), the energy function is extended by a smoothing constraint (Esmooth):

E = Edata + Sw × λ × Esmooth, (1.20)

with the depth smoothing weight Sw and the smoothing coefficient λ. The smoothing

term Esmooth increases linearly with the difference of the disparity value of the vertical

and horizontal neighbor. Therefore, Esmooth increases the overall energy if the disparity

candidate differs to much from the disparity in the neighborhood. Consequently, this

term encourages the selection of similar disparity values spatially, contributing to the

smoothness of the Ąnal depth map. However, this effect has to be attenuated in case a

transition between disparity values is wanted. This is done by Sw deĄned as:

Sw =



















1 S < ρ × Sth

ρ S > Sth

ρ × Sth

S
else

, (1.21)

with a second smoothing coefficient ρ, a smoothing threshold Sth and the slope S deĄned

in equation 1.18. A strong slope (large S) can indicate a transitioning between fore-

and background objects, in which case Sw will be small, reducing the impact of Esmooth.

However, this approach can fail, if an edge is identiĄed, even though a transitioning

between fore- and background is not occurring, e.g. in checkerboard-patterns.

1.5 View Synthesis

View synthesis refers to a set of tools or algorithms, which synthesize novel views from

available views. The novel view is typically positioned between the available views, i.e.

as if captured by a virtual camera. The synthesizer may infer geometry internally or is

utilizing explicit geometry, e.g. in terms of depth maps. Therefore, depth estimation and

view synthesis are often jointly utilized tools. Utilizing depth maps and textures for view

synthesis is often referred to as depth image-based rendering (DIBR). In the following,

the algorithm of the Versatile View Synthesis (VVS) software is explained. VVS has been
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adopted for the standardization process of MIV for 6DoF. Another synthesizer is reference

view synthesizer (RVS), which has been used for 3DoF+ sequences, i.e equirectangular

sequences. In scope of this thesis, we focus on perspective sequences and therefore 6DoF.

Consequently, VVS is used in all upcoming experiments in this thesis.

1.5.1 View Sorting and pre-processing

The input to VVS are all (decoded) views, i.e. textures T i, depth maps Di, their

camera parameters Ci and the camera parameters CV of the view V to be synthesized.

The very Ąrst step is the sorting of the reference views in descending order based on

their closeness to the target view V. A metric ∆Di is computed reĆecting the minimum

variation of p of a depth value that can yield to a displacement δp in the texture, if a new

depth value Di(x, y) + p is used instead of Di(x, y) for projection:

∆Di = minN
p=1

¶p♢
∆p > Θ

, (1.22)

with the number of reference views N .

Next, the depth maps Di are re-sampled to 16 bit precision. If the depth maps are

already given in 16 bit precision, they are instead re-sampled to 20 bit. Znear and Zfar

of the target view V are computed, since the depth range can differ from one view to

another:

ZV
near = minZ i

neari=1..N (1.23)

ZV
far = maxZ i

fari=1..N
(1.24)

The textures ti are up-sampled at quarter-pel precision using the H.264/AVC up-sampling

Ąlter.

Finally, safe warping areas are identiĄed as it cannot be assumed that the depth maps

Di are Ćawless. For that purpose, binary maps Si are constructed, indicating for each pixel

if it "safe" or "unsafe" to warp. By computing a spatial gradient of the depth maps Di on

eight different angles, an amplitude and gradient is given for each pixel and thresholded

by ∆i. Only the most salient points are retained by Ąltering the amplitudes in the gradient
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direction. Then, Si is deĄned using a 3 × 3 window W3 centered on a pixel (x, y):

Si(x, y) =







1 Di(x, y) > ∆Di∀(x, y) ∈ W3

0 else
, (1.25)

If the ratio of "unsafe" pixels exceed 20%, the corresponding reference view is no longer

considered for view synthesis.

1.5.2 Conditional depth merging and warping

The depth maps Di are warped to the target view position V using the camera pa-

rameters Ci and binary maps Si. In a Ąrst pass, a simple pixel-based projection is used.

In a second pass, two triangles ABC and ACD, which together form a square ABCD,

are projected, with the pixel positions [(xA, yA), ..., (xD, yD)]. For each point of the trian-

gles, it is evaluated using Si if the corresponding position is considered "safe" or "unsafe".

An entire triangle is only warped, if all positions are considered "safe". If (xA, yA) is the

only "safe" position in the triangle, it is solely warped. For the triangle ABC, the depth

value dnew(x, y) is interpolated using the weights wV
A , wV

B , wV
C (with wV

A + wV
B + wV

C = 1),

computed based on the distance between (x, y) and the projected positions [AV , ..., CV ].

Some holes in the projected depth maps Di
V can be Ąlled with neighboring values. For

each pixel, the number of holes is counted in a 3 × 3 window. If the number of holes in

this window is above Θhole1 = 4, the hole at the center is not replaced. If the number of

holes in a 5 × 5 window is below Θhole2 = 10, the hole is replaced with the median of the

depth values in this window. The availability of a depth value for each reference is stored

in a binary map Oi.

The next step is denoted as conditional depth merging and further improves the quality

of the projected depth maps Di
V to derive Di

V +
. A conĄdence map CM i = (∆Di)2 is

deĄned, indicating the robustness of depth values towards variations. A binary reliability

map F i is computed as:

Dmax = maxi=1..N(Oi(x, y) × Di
V )(x, y)) (1.26)

Dmin = mini=1..N(Oi(x, y) × Di
V )(x, y)) (1.27)
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F i(x, y) = ((Dmax(x, y) − Dmin(x, y)) < Θmerge). (1.28)

Θmerge is deĄned as

Θmerge = max(2 ×
√

σ,
1
N

N
∑

i=1

∆Di), (1.29)

with the projected inter-view variance σ2:

σ2 =
height−1
∑

y=0

width−1
∑

x=0

N
∑

i=1

(Di
V (x, y) − 1

N

N
∑

i=1

Di
V (x, y))2, (1.30)

which is an indicator for noisy depth maps. Large variations require signiĄcant merging

of the depth maps, which can introduce blurriness. F i(x, y) = 1 indicates a reliable depth

value. The enhanced projected depth maps are Ąnally derived as:

Di
V +

(x, y) =
N
∑

i=1

F i(x, y)× (CM i ×Di
V (x, y)×Oi(x, y))+(1−F i(x, y))(Di

V (x, y)) (1.31)

1.5.3 Texture processing

Each up-sampled texture T i is backward-warped to the target view V using the depth

maps Di
V +

, the camera parameters Ci and the binary maps Oi. Only texture values are

projected, for which a valid depth value is given (indicated by Oi). Consequently, the

projected textures T i
V contain holes and are merged in a next step.

Only a subset of the textures T i
V , projected to the target view V, are used. The decision

is based on the depth maps quality. The following condition needs to hold for a reference

view to be used:
∥

∥

∥dmax(x, y) − Di
V +

(x, y)
∥

∥

∥ < ∆D, (1.32)

with ∆D computed similar to equation1.22 with a threshold Θ = 12 and dmax deĄned as:

dmax(x, y) = maxi..N(Di
V +

(x, y)) (1.33)

The subset of reference views sRef are used to merge the synthesized view and depth

maps as follows:

TV (x, y) =
1

cards(sRef)

∑

i∈sRef

T i
V (x, y) (1.34)
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DV (x, y) = maxi∈sRef (Di
V +

(x, y)). (1.35)

The remaining holes in the merged texture view TV are Ąlled using inpainting. ζ(x, y)

is initialized to Oi(x, y), indicating holes in the merged texture. Three different inpainting

techniques are used subsequently. First, the texture boundaries are Ąlled using a line

expansion algorithm. A 11×11 median Ąlter is used. The left boundary, starting at ζ(0, y)

is Ąlled with the value generated by the median Ąlter starting from the right boundary

of the line of holes. Similarly, the holes in the right boundary ζ(width − 1, y) are Ąlled

in reverse direction. Second, a template matching inpainting process is used to Ąll the

majority of holes. A conĄdence map CI(x, y) = ζ(x, y) is initialized. A pixel (x,y) is

considered as an edge if the four following conditions are met:

1. ζ(x, y) = 1: the pixel is not a "hole".

2. CI(x, y) >= 0: the conĄdence is sufficient to consider this edge pixel in the next

iteration.

3. ζ(x − 1, y) = 1 or ζ(x + 1, y) = 1 or ζ(x, y − 1) = 1 or ζ(x, y + 1) = 1: at least one

point, in 4 connectivity, is not a "hole".

4. ζ(x, y + 1) = 0: at least one point, in 4 connectivity is a "hole".

For each identiĄed edge pixel a conĄdence value Cedge is computed as the average of the

CI(x, y) values in a 11 × 11 window. The edge normal (nx, ny) and the gradient (gx, gy)

are computed for each pixel. The edge orthogonal is computed as:

Orth = nx × gy + ny × gx, (1.36)

which is used to give higher weight to gradients that are perpendicular to the edge. A value

Backg is computed as the normalized maximum depth around the position (x,y) in the

11 × 11 window, which corresponds to the background area. If the conĄdence Cedge < 0.1,

the edge is discarded, else a Priority P is computed as:

P = Cedge × (Orth + Backg) (1.37)

The pixel with the highest priority is kept for inpainting. In a full search, using a 11 × 11

patch size, the edge pixel is replaced with the average of the two texture candidates

associated with the lowest SSD. The template matching inpainting is not performed if

only one patch is found and the edge conĄdence CI(x, y) is set to -1. The conĄdence
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value is set to the selected edge average conĄdence. The process is iterated until all points

are Ąlled, or if the conĄdence falls below 0.1. Finally, the last inpainting method Ąlls the

remaining holes, where the template matching failed. A spiral search is performed for

each line segment with ζ(x, y) = 0, where 16 directions are tested. The search ends after a

radius of 128 has been reached or if all directions are tested. The texture is Ąlled with the

median texture inside a 7×7 window centered around the position with the smallest depth

identiĄed by the spiral search. Inpainted pixels are indicated by an inpainting map IV . For

video sequence, the inpainted texture TV can be improved by utilizing the information of

the synthesized view of the previous frame TV , CIV and IV . Temporal inpainting is only

performed on pixels for which the conĄdence and inpainting maps of both time instances

are equal. In that case, the synthesized texture is modiĄed as follows:

TV (x, y) =
TV (x, y) + 15 × TV (x, y)

16
(1.38)

A common artifact in DIBR methods is a tearing on object boundaries. VVS is applying a

gaussian Ąlter of size 5×5 on pixels, for which a separation between fore- and background

is detected. For this purpose, a boundary map Bmap using the depth map DV . Θi is used

to deĄne a new threshold

ΘV
safe = min(Θi

safe). (1.39)

Again, a pixel is considered as "unsafe" if Di(a, b) > Θi
safe for each (a, b) in a 3×3 window.

1.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, the fundamentals of volumetric video compression have been intro-

duced. Two different strategies have been introduced: geometry-based and video-based

coding. G-PCC and 3D-HEVC have been summarized as the most recent examples for

geometry-based volumetric video compression. In contrast, V-PCC and MIV have been

summarized for video-based solutions respectively. In that context, the most relevant

depth estimator and view synthesizer, DERS 8 and VVS, have been presented. These

algorithms will be used to evaluate the proposals presented in this thesis, following the

MPEG common test conditions, which deĄne the conĄgurations for all sequences, which

is a signiĄcant advantage over alternative methods outside the MPEG context. The MIV

activity in MPEG-I Visual is the main motivation for the research presented in this thesis.

Consequently, the upcoming chapter will elaborate on the test model for MIV (TMIV) in
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detail, the anchors and most importantly, the common test conditions, deĄning the rules

for evaluating proposals.
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Chapter 2

THE MPEG IMMERSIVE VIDEO

STANDARD

The standardization activities related to the MPEG Immersive Video standard has

signiĄcantly driven the direction of this thesis. The Ąrst response to the Call for Proposals

(CfP) was evaluated early 2019, several months after the start of this thesis. Consequently,

the common test conditions as well as the software is not related to the matured version

of MIV, Ąnalized in 2021. Nevertheless, the generic system and its implications where

known with the description of the CfP and enabled us predict the disadvantages of the

MIV, to Ąnd solutions in scope of this thesis and to shape a better version of the MIV. In

this section, the incentives of the MIV are described and set in contrast to the previous

immersive video standard 3D-HEVC. The MV-HEVC system and anchor are described,

which is the governing system for most of this thesis. The technical aspects of the Ąnal

reference software of MIV are described. Finally, the common test conditions are described,

which are strictly followed in scope of this thesis, giving Ądelity and robustness to the

experimental results.

2.1 Motivation and Limitation of a video-based im-

mersive video standard

As the spiritual successor of 3D-HEVC, the MIV standard may seem to take sev-

eral steps backwards in technical terms. At the same time, the ongoing publication of

research papers related to improvements of the 3D-HEVC standard and related encoder

optimizations may induce the impression of their relevance and potential. However, since

the Ąnalization of the 3D extension of HEVC in 2015, a widely spread deployment failed to

materialize. Consequently, 3D-HEVC cannot be considered a successful, industrial stan-

dard. A paradigm shift was required in order to satisfy the industrial needs and to lower
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the hurdle for implementation. The most signiĄcant change is the separation of the 2D

video codec from the immersive video standard. In the case of 3D-HEVC, the 3D exten-

sion becomes obsolete if the underlying 2D codec is not deployed. Consequently, MIV has

been designed to be compatible with any 2D video codecs that are or will be deployed.

While this choice may increase the chance of industrial success, it sets limitations on the

available coding tools. The most characteristic aspects of 3D-HEVC had to be omitted:

inter-view and inter-component prediction as well as depth coding tools. Even though

prediction-based coding is known to be very efficient, it requires long prediction struc-

tures when coding light Ąelds with many views, which cannot be processed by hardware

decoders currently deployed in consumer devices. This matter is quantiĄed by the pixel

rate, which is deĄned as the number of luma pixels that have to be decoded per second in

order to play a video in real-time. Furthermore, memory limitations make it impossible to

store all decoded pictures required to predict all views and frames. However, many views

are needed in order to perform high-quality view synthesis and to achieve Six Degrees of

Freedom (6DoF), i.e., a free navigation through the scene. As a consequence, the reference

implementation of the MIV codec, denoted as Test Model for MPEG Immersive Video

(TMIV) [29], is no longer coding all pixels by prediction, but instead discarding some of

them through a pruning process. The goal of the pruning is to remove redundant infor-

mation among the views, which is not required to render any point of view of the scene.

What remains are views containing multiple patches of pixels. The patches are packed

together into an entity called the atlas, which is the output format of the TMIV encoder.

Therefore, an atlas can be seen as a sparse representation of a collection of images. The

atlas description and related information is the basis of the MIV bitstream. The pruning

process is designed to respect a given pixel rate constraint, enabling the MIV codec im-

plementation to adapt the bitstream to current as well as future capabilities of hardware

decoders. The atlas construction is applied to the depth maps as well. An example of

texture and depth atlases is shown in Fig. 2.1. The selected full views (basic views) are

packed into the Ąrst atlases and the remaining space is Ąlled with patches (originating

from additional views). Consequently, one atlas contains mainly full frames, while the

other atlas contains mainly patches.

2.1.1 Simulcast 2D and Multiview Coding

The most straight-forward way to encode MVD is by using simulcast 2D coding. Ev-

ery texture and depth view is encoded by a single, independent bitstream. Consequently,
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Figure 2.1 Ű An example of texture and depth atlases for Frog sequence. First column:
texture atlas with four basic views and patches, second column: depth atlas with four
basic views and patches, third column: texture atlas with patches, last column: depth
atlas with patches.

each bitstream has to be decoded by a single decoder instantiation. The MPEG-I Visual

group works with the assumption, that four decoder instantiations are reasonable. How-

ever, in that case only two textures and two corresponding depth maps can be encoded.

Fig. 2.2 illustrates this situation. The two cameras would need to be chosen through a

view selection process. Without inter-view coding, the selected views may be selected

with minimized redundancy. It can be assumed that the four decoders have multiview

capabilities. In that case more views can be coded per decoder. More redundancy among

the views can be tolerated as it is efficiently removed through inter-view prediction. The

situation is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 with a multiview codec for texture and depth and a total

number of codable views N. The MPEG-I Visual group assumes, that the total decoding

capability is limited to 32 Megapixels at 30 frames per second (fps). As a consequence,

assuming a typical test sequence resolution of 2048 × 1088 at 30 fps, only N=8 views

can be coded. These views have to be spread over the available 4 codecs and therefore, 4

textures or depth maps can be coded with multiview capabilities into a single bitstream.
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Figure 2.2 Ű Video-based coding system using a simulcast of a 2D codecs. In this setup,
two views of the volumetric video can be coded.

Figure 2.3 Ű Video-based coding system using a simulcast of 2D codecs with multiview
coding tools. In this setup, N views of the volumetric video can be coded. N depends on
the pixel rate constraint of each decoder instantiation.
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Table 2.1 Ű The MIV proĄles. D - depth, T - texture, A - transparency, O - occupancy
sub-bitstreams.

ProĄles

Name Main Extended
Extended -
restricted
subproĄle

Geometry
Absent

Video
bitstreams

D, T D, T, A, O T, A T

Input format MVD MVD+ MPI
MVV
MVD

2.2 The Test Model for MPEG Immersive Video

2.2.1 MIV Overview

MIV (ISO/IEC 23090-12) is an extension of the Visual Volumetric Video-based Cod-

ing (V3C) MPEG standard (ISO/IEC 23090-5 2nd edition), which describes the syntax,

semantics and decoding of any volumetric media. Volumetric media refers to formats,

which represent a sampled version of the continuous light Ąeld or plenoptic function, e.g.,

MVD, lenslet images or point clouds. The term video-based implies that the format is

ultimately treated as a 2D video. Another example is the Video-based Point Cloud Com-

pression (V-PCC) MPEG standard (ISO/IEC 23090-5), which is common with V3C and

shares many similarities with MIV (the MIV speciĄcation is referencing V3C). In contrast,

the Geometry based Point Cloud Compression (G-PCC) MPEG standard (ISO/IEC DIS

23090-9) processes the point cloud in its own domain, without converting it to a 2D video

format.

2.2.2 MIV ProĄles

Several proĄles are deĄned, allowing adaptation to the input format. The latter is quite

Ćexible since, as shown in Tab. 2.1, several combinations of texture, geometry, occupancy

and transparency are possible.

The Ąrst proĄle is called Main ProĄle and is designed for MVD coding: in this case,

the only attribute is texture, and the geometry is described by depth information. The

Extended ProĄle targets more advanced formats, which, in addition to texture and depth,

also include transparency and occupancy. They are consequently referred to as MVD+.
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They can be useful to design more sophisticated synthesis algorithms, because DIBR

cannot appropriately handle transparent objects like windows.

The restricted subproĄle of the Extended ProĄle has been especially adapted to the

Multi-Plane Image (MPI) format [6], which has gained popularity in recent years for

providing high-quality view synthesis despite the very simple synthesis process [7]. Instead

of providing a single texture value for an explicitly coded depth value (as in MVD), MPIs

provide texture for multiple depth levels, each weighted with a certain alpha/transparency

value. In order to synthesize a view, the MPI is Ąrst generated at the target view and

each plane is alpha-blended.

Any additional attribute and occupancy in the extended proĄle is coded as a video

bitstream. While these attributes can improve the view synthesis performance, they in-

crease the general pixel rate and consequently less texture can be coded. Therefore, the

overall light Ąeld reconstruction can suffer. Especially for MPIs, minimizing the amount

of data prior to video-based coding is currently researched [8]. However, removing the

redundancy of MPIs for natural content is particularly challenging [9]. As a result, ad-

vanced formats have not been able to outperform any MVD-based anchors under CTCs

conditions (including MPIs) to this date.

The Geometry Absent (GA) ProĄle enables the encoding of light Ąelds without ge-

ometry, simply referred to as multiview video (MVV). One application concerns densely

sampled light Ąelds, for which image-based rendering can lead to sufficient synthesis qual-

ity. Another use case is Decoder-Side Depth Estimation (DSDE), in which depth maps are

estimated at the decoder-side or in the cloud prior to the rendering. This proĄle provides

the most pixel rate for coding of texture as no other attribute is coded. Given that 2D

codecs are particularly designed for texture coding, the GA proĄle allows for coding of the

light Ąeld with the least harm. The most important requirement for this goal is to have

sufficient redundancy in the coded light Ąeld in order to perform depth estimation, which

is based on Ąnding matching pixels or blocks among the views. With progress in machine

learning-based monocular depth estimation, it can be expected that this requirement will

be less stringent in the future.

DSDE is a novel architecture that has been introduced into the MIV standard for

the Ąrst time based on the research conducted in the scope of this thesis. Accordingly,

we denote the system, in which depth maps are encoded as Encoder-Side Depth Estima-

tion (ESDE). During the standardization activities, signiĄcant BD-rate performance gains

have been reported [30] [31] for DSDE compared to ESDE. Consequently, the Geometry
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Absent proĄle has been adopted into the MIV. The current implementation of DSDE, with

a depth estimator that simultaneously estimates the depth maps of all reference views,

does not take into account that the DSDE system can take advantage of the knowledge

of the desired viewport during the depth estimation process, which would result in lower

complexity. With complexity being the main concern of DSDE, an extension of DSDE

has been proposed in [32], which reduces the runtime of DSDE signiĄcantly while simul-

taneously improving the view synthesis performance. This approach has been adopted as

the Geometry Assistance SEI message in the MIV standard.

The GA ProĄle is based on the results presented in Chapter 3. The Geometry Assis-

tance SEI message is based on the Feature-Driven DSDE system presented in Chapter 5.

For better consistency between the chapters, the TMIV description is separated into two

parts. In the current chapter, the ESDE-proĄle of TMIV is explained. Chapter 6 extends

the TMIV description to the Geometry Absent proĄle as well as the Geometry Assistance

SEI message, the standardization process around it, proposals and the ongoing research

beyond this thesis conducted by other researchers. It will be outlined, how the adopted

technology in the MIV standard differs from the proposals described in Chapter 3 and

5. It furthermore sets the foundation for the experiments conducted in the subsequent

chapter 7, in which the Geometry Absent proĄle as well as the Geometry Assistance SEI

message of TMIV are utilized in the context of decoder-side Multiplane Images.

The following description of the TMIV refers to version 11, which is the latest im-

plementation at the time of writing this thesis. As the MIV has reached the Ąnal draft

international standard (FDIS) at the end of 2021, TMIV11 represents a complete test

model implementation of the standardization process.

2.2.3 TMIV Encoder

The TMIV Encoder implements one way to derive the MIV Metadata bitstream and

to convert the input format into an atlas representation. Even though it is able to include

additional attributes like transparencies into the atlases, for the sake of clarity, the fol-

lowing explanations will assume solely texture and depth maps as an input. A high-level

block scheme of the TMIV encoder is shown in Fig. 2.4. The input to the TMIV encoder

are all uncoded textures, depth maps and camera parameters. Texture and depth atlases

are constructed, which contain a subset of views and/or patches. The MIV Metadata

encodes the camera parameters and the atlas description. The atlases are independently

encoded by a 2D video encoder, which produce the video sub-bitstreams.
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Figure 2.4 Ű The high-level block scheme of the TMIV encoder [33].

More details of the TMIV encoder are given in the block diagram shown in Fig. 2.5.

The encoding is separated into two major steps: the group-based encoding and the single-

group encoding.

Figure 2.5 Ű Detailed block scheme of the TMIV Encoder in ESDE mode: group-based
and single-group encoding [33].

Group-based encoding

Group-based encoding refers to a set of steps, which are applied on all source views.

One step is the separation of these source views into groups. The number of groups is

at least one, which means that all source views are considered a group. The motivation

behind the grouping of the source views is to deĄne clusters of views and to process these

clusters independently in the single-group encoding stage.
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The very Ąrst step of the group-based encoding is the assessment of the depth maps

quality. The quality is deĄned by the inter-view consistency of the depth maps. This is

done as follows: the very Ąrst frame of every depth video sequence is re-projected to the

positions of all other source views. The re-projected depth values are compared with the

depth values in the target view. This information is used in several later stages of the

single-group encoding process, in order to increase the robustness of the TMIV encoder

if erroneous depth maps are given.

The next step is the splitting of the source views into groups. Using the camera pa-

rameters, the position of each view in 3D space is known. The dominant cartesian axis is

selected and certain key points are deĄned along this axis. The distance of all views to

these key points are computed and the views are assigned to these key points in itera-

tions. Finally, clusters of views are given, with each cluster forming a group. The number

of groups is deĄned by the user. The advantage of the grouping process is that processing

of views is avoided, which have a long distance to each other and may therefore share

little to no commonality.

The goal of the inpainted background synthesis module is to reduce the complexity

of the inpainting operation at the decoder-side. First, an intermediate view at the center

of all cameras is synthesized. Minor modiĄcations of the internal synthesizer are taken in

order to render the background over the foreground. Afterwards, several steps are taken in

order to remove all foreground pixels, that may be present on top of the background. The

remaining identiĄed background pixels are inpainted using a variation of the push-pull

inpainter [34] [35]:

1. Push: Starting from the input resolution, a pyramid is constructed of the texture

and depth components using linear interpolation. The top of the pyramid is of size

1 × 1.

2. Pull: The starting point is the second-smallest Image. If the depth is larger than

zero, the texture and depth is preserved. Otherwise, the texture and depth is

averaged using the neighboring samples of the higher layer. The zero depth is

maintained, if the higher layer has zero depth as well.

3. The output of the push-pull inpainter is the Ąltered image at input resolution.

The Ąnal, inpainted background view is encoded and used at the decoder-side to recon-

struct occluded areas and therefore, avoiding the complex inpainting process.

The push-pull inpainter is initialized with the synthesized background view. In the push

process, the resolution is repeatedly halved with a linear interpolation of the texture and
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depth, until the top of the pyramid is an image of size 1 × 1. In the pull process, the

process is reverted starting with the second smallest resolution. If a depth value is larger

than zero, the texture and depth is preserved and otherwise averaged over the neighbor-

ing samples of the higher layer, which do not have zero-valued depth. If the sample does

not exist in the higher layer, the zero depth is maintained. The output of the push-pull

inpainter is the Ąltered frame at input resolution.

The Ąnal step of the group-based encoding is the view labeling. This module classiĄes

each view into basic views and additional views. Basic views are preserved during the

single-group encoding, while additional views are pruned. Two modes are implemented,

which are both used in different anchors of the common test conditions (See section

CTC). The Ąrst mode is illustrated in Fig. 2.6, in which the category of additional views

is enabled. This mode refers to the main anchor of the MIV (denoted as MIV anchor). The

second mode is illustrated in Fig. 2.7, in which the category of additional views is disabled.

Consequently, only basic views are coded, which implies, that the single-group encoder

does not require to perform any pruning. This mode is used in an alternative anchor of

the MIV (denoted as MIV View anchor). The number of basic views can be controlled

Figure 2.6 Ű View labeling mode 1. Additional views are enabled.

Figure 2.7 Ű View labeling mode 2. Additional views are disabled.

by the user. The encoder conĄrms through internal calculations, that the number of basic

views can respect the pixel rate constraint considering the number of requested groups.
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In case of mode 1, at least one view is classiĄed as additional view, in order to have at

least some degree of view pruning. With the Ąnalization of the view labeling, each group

is further processed by the single-group encoding.

Single-group encoding

The very Ąrst step is the automatic computation of parameters and the preparation

for the atlas construction. All components of the volumetric video, including atlas data,

occupancy video data, geometry video data and attribute video data is stored in the atlas.

In V3C, some of the components are rescaled as part of the reconstruction In MIV, the

attribute video data is always stored at original resolution, while the geometry can be

downscaled by an user-deĄned integer factor. The number of atlases per group and the

resolution of each atlas is calculated automatically. Three restrictions deĄne the atlas

resolution:

1. The maximum sample rate (in Hz) of the luma component.

2. The maximum resolution of a frame considering the luma component only. This

constraint is given by the decoder capabilities.

3. The total number of allowed decoder instantiations.

The computation is then as follows:

1. number of atlases = number of atlases per group × number of groups.

2. luma picture size = atlas frame width × atlas frame height.

3. luma sample rate = 1 + 1

N2 × luma picture size × frame rate × number of atlases.

4. number of decoder instantiations = 2 × number of atlases.

The following steps are taken to meet these constraints:

1. First, the atlas frame width is set to the widest source view width.

2. The number of atlases per group is set to reach or exceed the maximum luma

sample rate, but not more than the maximum number of atlases.

3. The atlases frame height is maximized within the constraints.

The second step is the atlas construction, which consists of pruning and packing.

The pixel pruning has two goals: Ąrst, remove the inter-view redundancy among the

volumetric video, as this task is not assumed to be performed by a multiview codec.

Second, the pruning is a complete deletion of the corresponding pixels, as they are not
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coded in a predictive way. Consequently, the pixel is not decodable and needs to be

reconstructed during the TMIV rendering. However, besides of reducing the bitrate, the

pruning reduces the pixel rate required to code the volumetric video and therefore enables

a richer representation of the light Ąeld. The pruning further aims at considering temporal

Figure 2.8 Ű Construction of the pruning graph.

consistency and to retain more, smaller patches. The complexity of the pruning shall

remain realistic. The process is indicated in Fig. 2.8 assuming a single basic view and

three additional views. First, the basic view is re-projected to all three additional views

and a pruning mask is constructed for each. Afterwards, the additional view with the most

preserved pixels is used, to further prune the remaining additional views and the pruning

mask is further updated. This process is done for all additional views constructing a

hierarchical graph. This hierarchy is maintained for future frames, preserving the temporal

consistency. The additional views and basic views are clustered, in order to limit the size of

the graph and therefore, reduce the complexity of the pruning process. Since the decision

to prune a pixel is based on the similarity identiĄed through re-projection, the pruning

performance and therefore the bitrate and pixelrate requirement depend on the depth

maps quality. The pruning mask is reĄned in a second-pass considering the global color

component differences among the source views. Finally, the pruning masks are aggreated

frame-by-frame and reset after each intra period. The thresholds used in the pruning

operation can be set by the user and is further adapted using the global luma standard

deviation in order to consider different levels of noise in the sequence.
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The pruning is performed on a pixel-basis and connected pixels have to be identiĄed

in order to deĄne clusters. If a pixel has another clustered pixel in the immediate neigh-

borhood, the pixel is added to that cluster. In order to reduce the number of cluster and

therefore, the number of side information to encode, clusters are merged. A cluster is

described by a bounding box, including the top-left pixel position, width and height of

the box, see Fig. 2.9. In case, the cluster inside the box is irregularly-shaped, a splitting of

the cluster is possible, if the bounding box of the resulting two split cluster is smaller by

a threshold compared to the original bounding box. The Ąnal step of the atlas generation

Figure 2.9 Ű Packing of patches into the atlases, considering free space in the block bound-
ary of merged clusters.

is the packing of clusters into the atlas, which is done using the MaxRect algorithm [36].

The packing process allows for splitting, rotating and Ćipping of clusters, in order to Ąt

them as best as possible into the available atlas frame. This excludes basic views, because

the atlas frame resolution is always computed based on their width. Therefore, packing

basic views is simple, since they are included Ąrst. Since a cluster is described through a

boundary box, free space may be available inside that box, which is used Ąrst, as shown in

Fig. 2.10. If there is no space left for a cluster, despite rotations, a splitting is performed on

the longer border. If one part is smaller than a threshold, it is discarded. The constructed

atlas video data comes along with side information, required to recover the patches at

the decoder-side. Each patch is indexed and for each patch it is coded to which atlas it
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belongs to, the size, position, possible Ćipping and rotation and the view it originated

from. It is further signalled, if a patch is related to the inpainted background view. An

optional entity ID can be included. The color correction module is an optional step, which

Figure 2.10 Ű Packing of patches into the atlases, considering free space in the block
boundary of merged clusters.

allows for alignment of the color characteristics towards the center view, improving the

coding efficiency. The color offset is coded with each atlas allowing for reconstruction of

the original color color value.

The constructed geometry atlas can be downscaled by a factor of 2 if enabled. A 2 × 2

max pooling Ąlter is used. Geometry downscaling allows for coding of depth with lower

pixel rate cost and mitigating impact of compression, since similar bitrate can be spend

on a smaller frame. However, the downscaling also reduces the original depth quality and

therefore synthesis quality. The consideration of such a technique reĆects the urgent need

of saving pixel rate. An example for the Ąnal constructed atlases are shown in Fig. 2.11.

2.2.4 TMIV Decoder and Renderer

The TMIV decoder includes demultiplexing, bitstream parsing, video decoding (e.g.

using HM oder VTM), frame unpacking and block to patch map decoding following the

MIV speciĄcation [33]. The TMIV renderer outputs a synthesized view according to the

requested target views camera parameters. Similar to 3D-HEVC, the process of rendering

is non-normative, which means, any other method can be used. The full TMIV renderer

is shown in Fig. 2.12. The patch culling module identiĄes patches, which have no overlap

with the requested target view in order to speed-up the synthesis process as they can be

subsequently ignored. All other patches are reconstructed by copying them to the views
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Figure 2.11 Ű Attribute and downscaled geometry atlases.

Figure 2.12 Ű Block diagram of the TMIV decoder and renderer in ESDE mode. The
corresponding DSDE mode system is presented in Chapter 6 [33].
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they originally belong to, see Fig. 2.13. In case of Decoder-Side Depth Estimation, a depth

Figure 2.13 Ű Reconstruction of the pruned views.

estimation module is evoked (See Chapter 6).

Two alternative synthesizers are implemented in TMIV : an approach based on RVS [37]

and the View Weigthing Synthesizer (VWS). RVS uses similar and typical DIBR-based

techniques as VVS. However, it is less robust to erroneous depth maps. VWS follows two

steps: Ąrst, a visibility map is computed by warping and merging the geometry infor-

mation towards the target view. This process is already considering the weight of each

view. Next, the texture is warped considering the consistency with the visibility map.

The weight is based on the distance between each reconstructed view and the target view.

The decoded inpainted background view is only supported by VWS and used to recover

occluded information, if possible. The remaining holes are Ąlled through inpainting. Each

hole is replaced by the distance-weighted average of the closest available left and right

pixel.

2.3 The Common Test Conditions

The previous section described the latest version of TMIV at the time of writing this

chapter. The Common Test Conditions (CTC) [38] described in the following, however,
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Sequence Type #Views (Setup) Resolution (frame rate)
Painter Natural 16 (4x4 planar) 2048x1088 (30)
UnicornA Natural 25 (5x5 planar) 1920x1080 (still image)
UnicornB Natural 15 (5x3 planar) 1920x1080 (still image)
Shaman CGI 25 (5x5 planar) 1920x1080 (30)
Kitchen CGI 25 (5x5 planar) 1920x1080 (30)
Dancing CGI 42 (14x3 planar) 1920x1080 (30)
Chef2 Natural 20 (5x4 planar) 1920x1048 (30)
Frog Natural 15 (15x1 linear) 1920x1080 (30)
Fencing Natural 10 (10x1 linear) 1920x1080 (25)

Table 2.2 Ű Test sequences of the CTC for MPEG Immersive Video.

are based on the very early stages of the standardization activity. The 6DoF and 3DoF+

exploration experiments where separated early 2019 and have been merged at a later de-

velopment stage of MIV. The CTC used in this thesis [38] is based on the Ąrst version

released in 2019, at the time of the beginning of this thesis. It will used in the chapters 3,

4 and 5 and will be less strictly followed in chapters 7 and 8. Later CTCs, used in more

progressed stages of the MIV, included additional objective metrics in order to evaluate

proposals. We have applied them all experiments retrospectively. Novel sequences are used

in chapter 8. The CTC deĄnes nine test sequences covering a wide spectrum of challenges.

The number of cameras, their positioning as well as scene complexity varies for each se-

quence. A summary of the test sequences is provided in Tab. 2.2. Depth maps are provided

originating from different sources. In case of CGI, the depth maps are typically computer

generated as well. In case of natural content, the depth maps may be estimated using

software not publicly disclosed. They may further be reĄned by additional algorithms. As

we are required to estimate the depth maps ourselves for all sequences, we use DERS8,

which is the reference software for depth estimation in the MPEG-I Visual group. ConĄg-

urations for all sequences are provided, which we adopt for all our experiments without

any modiĄcation. However, DERS8 provides inconclusive results for the Fencing sequence

and has been since then removed from the mandatory sequences. Consequently, we ex-

clude it from our experiments as well. The MV-HEVC anchor block diagram is shown in

Fig. 2.14. The 6DoF anchor is generated using MV-HEVC version 13.0. A modiĄcation

is applied to enable the coding for move than 16 views. A subset of views is pre-selected,

however, for most sequences, all views are coded. The coding order for all sequences is

based on the serpentine scan, as indicated in Fig. 2.15. Textures and depth maps are

encoded separately using predeĄned quantization parameters (QP) for textures (QPT )
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Figure 2.14 Ű The MV-HEVC anchor.

Figure 2.15 Ű "Serpentine" scan coding order for MV-HEVC based coding of MVD.

and depth maps (QPD). Five QPT /QPD-pairs are tested for texture and depth coding.

Codecs are compared using the Bjøntegaard delta (BD) [39]. The four upper QP-pairs

deĄne the medium-bitrate range and the four lower QP-pairs deĄne the low-bitrate range,

which are used for BD-Rate computation. Transmitted views reside at source positions.

For subjective evaluation, views at intermediate positions are synthesized following a pose

trace. For objective evaluation, views at source position are synthesized assuming the tex-

ture and depth map at the currently synthesized source position do not exist. In this

way, the synthesized view can be directly compared to the uncompressed texture at the

source position. View Synthesis is performed by VVS. The evaluation procedure is shown

in Fig. 2.16 In contrast to classical 2D video coding, two types of BD-Rates are reported,

which consider the Y-PSNR of either decoded textures (video BD-Rate) or of synthesized

textures (synth BD-Rate) together with the total bitrate. Beyond the CTC, MPEG-I

Table 2.3 Ű Quantization parameter pairs for the MV-HEVC anchor.

QP1 QP2 QP3 QP4 QP5
QPT 25 30 35 40 45
QPD 34 39 42 45 48
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Figure 2.16 Ű Objective evaluation: allowed reference views (blue) to be used to synthesize
a target view (red) at source position.
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Visual further studies the combination of additional metrics with the BD-Rate by replac-

ing the PSNR with Video Multimethod Assessment Fusion (VMAF) [40] and Multi-Scale

Structural Similarity (MS-SSIM) [41]. This is motivated by the fact that the evaluation of

view synthesis performance can be misleading if merely PSNR is considered [42]. While

a common agreement of multiple metrics may conĄrm an actual improvement, subjective

evaluation of synthesized video segments is still the proper way of evaluating changes

in the design. We additionally report the LPIPS metric [43], which evaluates the human

perception of synthesized views. The overall objective performance of the system is always

evaluated considering the bitrate together with quality of synthesized textures compared

to the original source textures. According to the conventions of the CTC, negative BD-

Rate values indicate an improvement of the proposal compared to the anchor.

Pixel Rate Constraint

The limitation of immersive video coding due to the pixel rate constraint has been men-

tioned already multiple times in previous sections. This constraint [44] has signiĄcantly

deĄned the chosen strategies during the MIV development, like pruning and geometry

downscaling. A low pixel rate conĄguration is constrained to 32 Megapixels at 30 frames

per second, motivated by decoding capabilities of modern smartphones. A typical test se-

quence of size 2048x1088 and 16 views requires 64 Megapixels at 30 frames per second and

can therefore not be decoded at the low pixel rate constraints. This motivates solutions

which allow transmission of less pixels in terms of texture or depth maps. Consequently,

the concept is ordered as follows:

1. First, meet the low pixel rate constraint. Going further down is not considered

beneĄcial at this point.

2. Second, minimize bitrate requirements and maximize synthesis performance, i.e.

optimize synth BD-Rate.

Due to the increased relevance of pixel rate, an approach that performs worse in terms of

BD-Rate may be preferred if it manages to meet the low pixel rate constraint.
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QPD Allocation

A common difficulty in the ESDE system is the allocation of QPD depending on QPT .

Typically, QPD is derived using

QPD = QPT + ∆QP , (2.1)

with a Ąxed ∆QP for all sequences. The challenge in allocating QPD arises from its de-

pendency on multiple additional aspects besides the current QPT : the quality of the given

depth maps, the coding method used, and the sequence itself. The allocation problem

has been intensively studied in [45]. Recently, the authors of [46] propose to model the

relationship between QPT and QPD using linear regression, assuming high quality depth

maps. Yet, deriving sequence-optimum QPD remains a challenging task. The QPT /QPD-

pairs have been selected based on experience from 3D-HEVC standardization.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the incentives and motivation of the MPEG Immersive Video standard

have been elaborated, particularly emphasizing the advantages and compromises in video-

based immersive video coding. The TMIV 11 encoder, decoder and renderer have been

presented. TMIV 11 is the most recent and polished achievement of the MPEG-I Visual

group. The Geometry Absent ProĄle and the Geometry Assistance SEI message have been

adopted based on the work conducted in scope of this thesis, which is presented in the

subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 3

BASIC DECODER SIDE DEPTH

ESTIMATION (B-DSDE)

This chapter introduces the Decoder Side Depth Estimation (DSDE) system and em-

beds it in the context of the MIV. DSDE is compared to the traditional Encoder Side

Depth Estimation (ESDE) system. The motivation and advantages of DSDE are dis-

cussed, supported by the experimental results based on the common test conditions of

MPEG-I Visual. Possible improvements and extensions of DSDE are discussed, which are

detailed in later chapters. It is the Ąrst time DSDE has been evaluated in the context of

immersive video coding, making this chapter the foundation of this thesis.

3.1 Motivation for Decoder Side Depth Estimation

The next iteration of an MVD-based immersive video coding has been chosen to be

based on an video-based architecture. This decision has been motivated by the lack of

industrial success of 3D-HEVC and several technical limitation of this codec design. Con-

sequently, the mistakes of 3D-HEVC should not be repeated. As a video-based solution,

existing 2D codecs shall be utilized for MVD coding and the usage of dedicated depth

coding tools is not allowed. Consequently, the geometry is coded inefficiently leading to

a degradation of view synthesis quality. Simultaneously, pixel rate is a crucial quantity,

which has to be minimized. Furthermore, synthesis-degrading techniques like downscaling

of the geometry show the urgent need of saving pixel rate. With the goal of achieving

6DoF in mind, many views have to be coded. With these premises in mind, we propose

to investigate an alternative architecture for video-based coding of volumetric video.

Fig. 3.1 summarizes three possible systems for DIBR-based volumetric video cod-
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ing [47], mainly deĄned by the positioning of the depth estimator and the view synthesizer

in the codec pipeline. The scene is captured and stored as multiview textures T . They

are compressed using a texture encoder. This element is common for all system. The Ąrst

system (Fig. 3.1a)) requires the depth maps to be estimated (or captured) on the encoder

side and to encode them subsequently. Consequently, we refer to this system as Encoder

Side Depth Estimation (ESDE). The decoded depth maps D∗ and textures T ∗ are used

to generate novel views SESDE using a synthesizer. This is the system used in all previous

immersive video standards, presented in the previous chapters. In a video-based solution,

the original depth maps are encoded using the same video codec as for textures. Dziem-

bowski et al. [48] have tested the impact of compressing the textures on the accuracy

of depth estimation and showed that it is limited to low bitrates. Their investigation is

targeting the application of rendering servers [49] [50] (or edge servers), in which depth

estimation is performed on compressed textures to save storage, while synthesized views

are transferred to the client [51]. This solution is based on the third architecture shown in

Fig. 3.1c), which is signiĄcantly different from the design currently considered in MPEG.

In the system shown in Fig. 3.1b), the depth maps are not transmitted and the depth

estimator is moved to the decoder side. Consequently, we refer to this system as Decoder

Side Depth Estimation (DSDE). Depth maps D+ are estimated from decoded textures T ∗

to synthesize SDSDE. In contrast to ESDE, little investigation [52] and improvement have

been done towards the DSDE system up to this date, because the compression of depth

has always been the main concern. In the literature, several reasons are mentioned as for

why the DSDE system has not been considered for immersive video [53]:

1. The result of depth estimation varies depending on the method. Consequently, a

content provider may not have full control of the view synthesis quality on the

consumerŠs display.

2. Quantization noise and other compression artifacts present in decoded textures

make depth estimation more challenging and may harm the view synthesis process.

3. Depth estimation is typically a complex process and may therefore be inappropriate

to be performed on the decoder side.

The Ąrst argument has only minor relevance because the renderer is purposely not part

of the speciĄcation of 3D-HEVC and MIV: while this prevents a guarantee of a certain

level of quality, it leaves room for improvement as any type of future synthesizer can be

used. The second argument is the main concern of this chapter and will be adressed in the
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context of the MV-HEVC anchor of the MIV standardization process. The third argument

is a valid concern and its mitigation is one of the main goals of this thesis.

The DSDE system has the potential to overcome the disadvantages of video-based

solutions, which are generally related to the inefficient compression of the geometry and

the pixel rate cost. With the development of video-based solutions, the timing may be

right to investigate and improve DSDE as an alternative to ESDE.

Figure 3.1 Ű Three immersive video coding architectures with different positioning of
the depth estimator and the view synthesizer. The input signals are original multiview
textures T and multiview depth maps D. The superscript ∗ indicates decoded signals. a)
shows the ESDE system with synthesized views SESDE, b) shows the DSDE system with
decoder-derived depth D+ and synthesized views SDSDE and c) shows a third solution,
which directly transmits synthesized views S.

3.2 Experimental Setup to Evaluate B-DSDE

Since all experiments in this thesis are related to DSDE in general, for easier separation,

we refer to the unmodiĄed, simplest form of DSDE as Basic-DSDE (B-DSDE), shown in

Fig. 3.1. The goal of this chapter is to investigate the coding efficiency of B-DSDE in
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comparison to ESDE. Our evaluation procedure is described in chapter 3. In order to

perform a fair comparison, the depth maps are estimated from the same source: DERS8.

The conĄguration is unmodiĄed in ESDE as well as B-DSDE, as proposed by the MPEG-

I Visual group. View synthesis is performed with VVS, the reference view synthesizer

for 6DoF, which has been designed considering compression artifacts in the depth maps.

Despite possible bias of DERS8 and VVS towards ESDE, we do not perform any tuning

or adaptations. For all other conĄgurations, we strictly follow the CTC. In the following,

all visual examples show a view, surrounded by reference views, i.e. view x1y1 for 2D

setups or v1 for 1D setups.

First, all depth maps are estimated with DERS8 using the uncoded source textures.

The results are shown in Fig. 3.2 and are qualitatively high. Especially for natural content,

they are equivalent to the depth maps used in the standardization process of MIV. For

the evaluation of ESDE, these depth maps are coded with MV-HEVC. In contrast, the

B-DSDE depth maps are estimated from decoded textures, compressed with MV-HEVC

as well.

Figure 3.2 Ű Depth maps estimated by DERS8 using source textures. Top row: Painter,
Fencing, Dancing. Mid row: Chef2, UnicornA, Shaman. Bottom row: Frog, UnicornB,
Kitchen.
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3.3 Comparative Analysis of the Performance of ESDE

and B-DSDE

3.3.1 Depth Quality

First, we investigate the quality of the depth maps. Fig. 3.3 shows the continuous

degradation of the depth maps quality over all QPs for the Frog sequence. We observe,

that the performance of the depth estimator in case of B-DSDE is barely impacted at

high bitrates. This is expected, since the textures coded at high bitrates are still at very

high quality and comparable to the uncoded textures. It can even be expected, that the

depth estimation performs better in some cases at high bitrates, in contrast to uncoded

textures. This may be especially the case for noisy, natural content, since the coding at

high bitrates can be seen as a slight low pass Ąlter. Consequently, the mitigated noise levels

at high bitrates may serve in favor of the depth estimator. In case of ESDE, the impact of

compression is already visible at high bitrates. Block artifacts start to appear, boundaries

get blurred and all depth values may be altered, as they are treated like textures. Naturally,

these effects become more severe the lower the bitrates. However, B-DSDE seem to be

more robust towards depth degradation, if textures coded at lower bitrates are used.

Nonetheless, at the lowest bitrate, the degradation becomes apparent. While sharp object

boundaries are preserved, a strong "blockiness" starts to appear in the B-DSDE depth

maps. The impression is, as if the block artifacts in the textures start to become visible in

the estimated depth maps. This can be explained by understanding the depth estimation

algorithm described in chapter 1. The smoothing coefficient is modulated by edge maps,

computed from the textures. Therefore, the blockiness of the strongly coded textures may

be interpreted as a transition between fore- and background increasing the probability for a

transition between depth values. Simultaneously, the more structures are lost due to strong

texture compression, the more difficult it becomes for the depth estimator to Ąnd accurate

matches. This observation can provide clues for possible, architectural improvements of

B-DSDE.

Another example is shown in Fig. 3.4 for the Kitchen sequence, which is a CGI se-

quence. In this case, we observe a stronger degradation of the depth maps quality in case

of B-DSDE, starting from the high bitrate case. In comparison to natural content, CGI

content is far easier to compress, since the textures are more consistent with each other.

As we are comparing QPs and not rate points, this outcome may indicate that the "high
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bitrate" case of Kitchen may already relate to a lower bitrate scenario of a natural se-

quence. However, we see more "holes" appearing in the B-DSDE depth maps, indicating

difficulties with the selection of the smoothing coefficient. At the same time, the quality of

the ESDE depth maps seem more stable over the bitrates. Consequently, we can make the

observation that in case of ESDE, the depth maps have the same, initial quality, which is

subsequently degraded through compression. While trivial, it is fundamentally different

to B-DSDE, where the depth maps quality may change unexpectedly and is mainly deter-

mined by the settings and performance of the depth estimator. The change is unexpected,

because the depth estimator is operated "blindly", without control, adaptations or any

other prior knowledge. In contrast, the impact of compression with decreasing bitrates is

more deterministic.

We have seen, that for a comparative analysis, most information can be drawn from

the highest and the lowest bitrate scenarios. Consequently, we will limit the provision of

visual results on these two cases. Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 show additional ESDE and B-

DSDE depth maps for the remaining sequences. In same cases (e.g. Shaman and Chef2),

the depth maps may be normalized differently due to DERS8 decisions, but have no

impact on the synthesis performance, as the depth range is adapted. Again, we observe

signiĄcantly sharper object boundaries in the B-DSDE depth maps with erroneous depth

decisions in some cases.

The remaining depth maps in the low bitrate scenario are shown in Fig. 3.7 and

Fig. 3.8. Again, strong and different kinds or artifacts in ESDE as well as B-DSDE. The

Painter sequence reveals another type of challenge in the B-DSDE case: strong compression

of the textures may make a differentiation between fore- and background more challenging

(especially if both have a similar color). The back of the painter is therefore partially

merged with the background.

We can conclude, that both systems, ESDE as well as B-DSDE introduce degradations

in the depth maps. In the high bitrate scenario, the structural properties of the depth

maps of the B-DSDE system are very similar to the uncoded depth maps. In case of ESDE

however, despite the high bitrate, the compression artifacts become apparent in the depth

maps. In the low bitrate scenario, the structural properties of the depth maps can get

strongly degradated in case of B-DSDE. While they are more retained in ESDE, because

they were originally estimated from uncoded textures, the strong impact of compression

may have a more severe impact on the quality of the synthesized view. Finally, the ren-

dering quality and the compromise in invested bitrate are more important in scope of a
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coding system.
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Figure 3.3 Ű Evolution of depth map quality for ESDE (left) and DSDE (right) from high
bitrate (top) to low bitrate (bottom) for natural content (Frog sequence).
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Figure 3.4 Ű Evolution of depth map quality for ESDE (left) and DSDE (right) from high
bitrate (top) to low bitrate (bottom) for CGI content (Kitchen sequence).
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Figure 3.5 Ű ESDE vs DSDE Depth maps quality at high bitrate (1/2).
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Figure 3.6 Ű ESDE vs DSDE Depth maps quality at high bitrate (2/2).
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Figure 3.7 Ű ESDE vs DSDE depth maps quality at low bitrate (1/2).
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Figure 3.8 Ű ESDE vs DSDE depth maps quality at low bitrate (2/2).
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3.3.2 Synthesis Quality

The view synthesis quality is shown in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 in the high bitrate case.

Cropped areas for all sequences are shown. Even at high bitrates, double-contouring and

ghosting artifacts are visible in many cases in the ESDE system. Examples are the oven in

the Kitchen sequence, the tools, the roof and the Sintel character in the Dancing sequence,

the knife and the pots in the Shaman sequence and the sculpture and the cook in the Chef2

sequence. In contrast, the B-DSDE system provides signiĄcantly less blurry, however in

some cases more "noisy" results, especially well visible on the shirt in the Frog sequence

and the roof of the Dancing sequence.

The low bitrate scenario is shown in Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12. The degradation of

many objects seem more severe in the ESDE in comparison to the B-DSDE system.

Several structures become completely unrecognizable. Examples are the red button in the

Kitchen sequence, the Ąngers of Sintel and the bulb in the kitchen sequence, the knife in

the Shaman sequence. While more sharp and more structures are retained, strong noise

is noticable especially in the roof of the Dancing sequence.
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Figure 3.9 Ű ESDE vs DSDE view synthesis quality at high bitrate (1/2).
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Figure 3.10 Ű ESDE vs DSDE view synthesis quality at high bitrate (2/2).
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Figure 3.11 Ű ESDE vs DSDE view synthesis quality at low bitrate (1/2).
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Figure 3.12 Ű ESDE vs DSDE view synthesis quality at low bitrate (2/2).
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Tab. 3.1 presents the synthesis PSNR and the LPIPS metrics for ESDE and B-DSDE.

In terms of PSNR, ESDE is marginally better for Painter, UnicornA and UnicornB in

the high bitrates and UnicornA for the low bitrate. For all other sequences, we compute

signiĄcant PSNR improvements in the B-DSDE system compared to ESDE. On average,

B-DSDE performs 0.45 dB better than ESDE at high and 0.34 dB better at low bitrates.

The best PSNR gain of B-DSDE is seen in the Dancing sequence with 1.82 dB at high

and 1.09 dB at low bitrates. The LPIPS metric is mostly in line with the PSNR indicating

a better view synthesis performance in high as well as low bitrates. The metrics conĄrm

the better perceptual quality of B-DSDE over ESDE in all bitrates.

3.3.3 Coding Efficiency

Naturally, the bitrate has to be taken into account when evaluating coding systems.

Tab. 3.2 summarizes several BD-Rate values computed with different metrics. In B-DSDE,

the depth maps coding is entirely omitted. The bitrate savings are visible in the video

BD-Rate metric, which uses decoded texture PSNR, instead of view synthesis PSNR.

Since the decoded textures are equivalent in ESDE as well as B-DSDE, this metric solely

reĆects the bitrate savings. While it is apparent that B-DSDE saves more bitrate than

ESDE, it is still remarkable that the bitrate can be quite signiĄcant in a video-based

solution: 36%, 32.9% and 27.8% bitrate savings at high bitrates and 39.2%, 39.7% and

31.2% at lower bitrates for Painter, Shaman and Chef2 respectively. On average, 17.4%

and 21.0% bitrate are saved at high and low bitrage ranges respectively. This indicates,

that ESDE becomes less efficient at lower bitrate ranges.

More importantly, the synthesis PSNR BD-Rate, which indicates the performance of

all aspects of the system, shows that B-DSDE outperforms ESDE signiĄcantly. If the

synth PSNR BD-Rate indicate bigger gains than the video PSNR BD-Rate, it can be

concluded that the PSNR of B-DSDE is higher than for ESDE, which is in line with

Tab. 3.1. Remarkable coding gains are shown for the Dancing sequence (−72.4%) at high

bitrates, while the results are less conclusive for the two still image sequences UnicornA

and UnicornB. On average, B-DSDE outperforms ESDE by −39% at high and −36.3%

at low bitrates respectively. In terms of synthesis MS-SSIM BD-Rate, the biggest im-

provement is measured for the Shaman sequence for high (−72.4%) and low (−70.1%)

bitrates. The average synthesis MS-SSIM BD-Rate gain of B-DSDE is −33.4% for high

and −31.3% for low bitrates. The VMAF conĄrms the previous metrics with the best per-

formance gain measured for the Dancing sequence (−74.5%) at high and for the Shaman
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Table 3.1 Ű Average synthesis PSNR and LPIPS of B-DSDE and ESDE. The bold values
indicate the better solution.

ConĄg Sequence
synth PSNR [dB] LPIPS
ESDE B-DSDE ESDE B-DSDE

Medium
Bitrate

Painter 34.38 34.23 0.220 0.218
UnicornA 29.58 29.38 0.059 0.063
UnicornB 29.88 29.84 0.058 0.059
Shaman 33.61 34.21 0.255 0.243
Kitchen 30.55 31.05 0.181 0.176
Dancing 28.15 29.97 0.218 0.191
Chef2 31.50 31.91 0.260 0.260
Frog 26.95 27.59 0.229 0.208
Average 30.57 31.02 0.185 0.177

Low
Bitrate

Painter 32.96 32.75 0.334 0.331
UnicornA 28.21 28.20 0.123 0.122
UnicornB 28.56 28.65 0.123 0.121
Shaman 32.46 32.75 0.430 0.418
Kitchen 29.42 29.79 0.324 0.317
Dancing 27.02 28.11 0.386 0.374
Chef2 30.82 31.29 0.323 0.322
Frog 25.99 26.59 0.363 0.337
Average 29.43 29.77 0.301 0.293

sequence (−60.0) at low bitrates. The average synthesis VMAF BD-Rate gain of B-DSDE

is −40.8% for high and −39.3% for low bitrates.
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Table 3.2 Ű Objective coding performance of B-DSDE compared to ESDE.

ConĄg Sequence
video

BD-Rate [%]
synth PSNR
BD-Rate [%]

synth MS-SSIM
BD-Rate [%]

synth VMAF
BD-Rate [%]

Medium
Bitrate

Painter -36.0 -31.7 -30.9 -35.4
UnicornA -4.7 6.0 -5.9 5.5
UnicornB -5.6 -3.6 -7.8 -4.4
Shaman -32.9 -55.2 -72.4 -62.7
Kitchen -18.2 -39.2 -24.3 -43.3
Dancing -5.3 -72.4 -48.7 -74.5
Chef2 -27.8 -58.4 -40.7 -53.3
Frog -11.4 -57.8 -36.2 -53.3
Average -17.4 -39.0 -33.4 -40.8

Low
Bitrate

Painter -39.2 -35.1 -34.8 -39.8
UnicornA -5.4 -6.7 -8.3 -5.0
UnicornB -6.7 -13.8 -9.2 -14.3
Shaman -39.7 -50.0 -70.1 -60.0
Kitchen -22.3 -36.0 -26.0 -41.8
Dancing -8.0 -51.4 -32.9 -59.6
Chef2 -31.2 -54.3 -40.9 -52.8
Frog -15.0 -42.8 -28.5 -41.5
Average -21.0 -36.3 -31.3 -39.3

One of the most important advantages of the B-DSDE system is the saving of pixel

rate. In our experimental setup, 50% pixel rate is saved compared to ESDE, while simul-

taneously improving view synthesis performance and coding efficiency. In other words,

B-DSDE allows for coding of double the number of cameras, double the framerate or

double the width/height.

Depth Estimation Complexity

Nevertheless, when it comes to comparing codecs or coding systems with each other,

the decoder complexity is an important constraint and must always be considered. The

runtimes of DERS8 are shown in Tab. 3.3. With an average runtime of around 1400s,

DERS8 is far beyond any reasonable complexity for a client-side renderer. However,

DERS8 has never been optimized for runtime and the software mainly used for research.

Consequently, these runtimes are given for completeness and not meant to be used to draw

conclusions. SigniĄcantly faster software exist, especially in the context of GPU-driven

machine learning and FPGA-implementations. While a hardware-accelerated solution may
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Table 3.3 Ű Average runtime per frame and view using the unmodiĄed DERS8.

Sequence DERS8 [s]
Painter 698.3
UnicornA 291.4
UnicornB 270.5
Shaman 3933.9
Kitchen 1051.5
Dancing 1195.0
Chef2 2565.1
Frog 1107.3
Average 1389.1

be necessary for a realistic solution, it does not prevent us to improve the B-DSDE system

with the tools provided by the MPEG-I Visual group. Particularly, if these improvements

are system-related and reasonable generalized.

3.4 Opportunities in the B-DSDE system

Fig. 3.13 indicates several aspects of the B-DSDE system, which can be addressed.

Four scopes are described:

1. Scope A: modiĄcations of the texture decoder or the texture bitstream may apply

adaptations of the texture coding system to the peculiar characteristics of the

MIV. For example, adaptations to the atlas format. However, the MIV is supposed

to be agnostic to the used 2D codec and the presence of such a codec cannot

be expected. Instead, the information coded into the texture bitstream could be

exploited to improve the depth estimator in its task. Possible information could be

partitioning and local bitrate cost, which could imply complexity of the textures in

the corresponding block. Such an information could be used to adapt the smoothing

coefficient of the depth estimator. Another possibility is the provision of motion

information, which could be used to enhance the depth estimation temporally. This

scope is investigated in Chapter 7: low complexity decoder side depth estimation

(LC-DSDE).

2. Scope B: modiĄcations of the TMIV decoder or the MIV Bitstream may refer to the

inclusion of relevant side information, which can be used by the depth estimator to

improve the depth estimation performance. This scope is investigated in Chapter
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Figure 3.13 Ű Extensions to B-DSDE.
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5: feature-driven decoder side depth estimation (FD-DSDE).

3. Scope C: under the assumption that a depth decoder is present, a partial depth

bitstream could be provided. Depth maps of a single view could be provided (pos-

sibly lossless) to be used as a trustful reference for the estimation of depth maps of

all other views. Another possibility is the transmission of partial depth information

per view, including only the depth that could not be appropriately recovered at

the decoder-side. This scope is investigated in the subsequent chapter 4: hybrid

decoder side depth estimation (H-DSDE).

4. Scope D: the depth estimator is directly followed by the view synthesizer in B-

DSDE. Therefore, this system is much closer to typical rendering systems devel-

oped in the computer graphics community, where a coding and transmission mod-

ule is not considered between depth estimation and view synthesis. Consequently,

B-DSDE opens opportunities for joint operations of these two tools. For example,

in the context of machine learning, a CNN-based depth estimator is commonly

trained by back-propagating the view synthesis error of a subsequent CNN-based

synthesizer. Depth estimation and view synthesis can therefore be considered as a

single rendering module. MPIs are one example, where a geometry analysis opti-

mized for α-blending based view synthesis is performed. This scope is investigated

in chapter 8: decoder side multi plane images (DSMPI).

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, B-DSDE has been presented and analysed comparatively with the

ESDE equivalent deĄned in the CTC of MIV. Despite the claims found in literature,

this system provides signiĄcantly better coding efficiency with similar or better subjec-

tive synthesis quality. At the same time, this system is very promising given the pixel

rate constraint, which mainly deĄne the tools utilized in the upcoming MIV standard.

It therefore allows to encode twice the number of cameras, making it more suitable to

achieve true 6DoF. Furthermore, these additional textures are consequently coded in an

appropriate manner using deployed 2D codecs. Finally, this system potentially simpliĄes

the encoder optimization, since a difficult search for the optimal QPD/QPT is no longer

required.

In B-DSDE, this system may not guarantee a certain depth maps quality, since the depth

estimator is not intended to be part of the standard. However, we do not see this as an
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obstacle, because the same holds for the synthesizer. A content provider can therefore

not guarantee a certain quality in any case. Nevertheless, our proposals presented in the

subsequent chapters will step-by-step establish a link between the depth estimator and

the encoder-side.

The Ąnal and only concern of this system is the complexity of the depth estimator. As

a consequence, extensions and improvements to B-DSDE have to take this matter into

consideration.
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Chapter 4

HYBRID DECODER-SIDE DEPTH

ESTIMATION (H-DSDE)

This chapter introduces the hybrid DSDE (H-DSDE) system as an extension of the

B-DSDE system. In H-DSDE, depth coding is partially allowed using a 2D codec. Such a

hybrid system provides more opportunities to the encoder optimization to make the local

decision if a depth block should be coded or instead be estimated at the decoder side.

4.1 Motivation for a hybrid DSDE solution

B-DSDE has shown signiĄcant quality improvements over ESDE. However, depth es-

timation is performed completely uncontrolled and the encoder has no choice but the

accept the B-DSDE estimated depth maps as they are. From the observation of the B-

DSDE depth maps quality we have concluded that in some cases the structural properties

cannot be retrieved, due to the distortions in the texture views. Therefore it is still possi-

ble that local depth map transmission is more beneĄcial than B-DSDE, if the encoder has

the possibility to carefully select the areas where a depth map is transmitted. To test this

hypothesis, we apply a Rate-Distortion (RD) based decision between DSDE and ESDE at

the block level (Coding Unit, or CU) during HM-encoding. This H-DSDE approach aims

at transmitting only the depth CUs which are improving the RD criterion. Consequently,

there are potentially two different depth estimation processes at the encoder side: a Ąrst

one to produce the original depth maps (as in ESDE), and a second one which aims

at simulating the depth estimation process at the decoder side. Such an approach could

merge the beneĄts of both systems and further improve the objective performance.
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4.2 Description of the H-DSDE system

Figure 4.1 Ű Overview of the proposed H-DSDE system. The input signals are original
multiview textures T and multiview depth maps D. T ∗ are coded textures. D+ are depth
maps estimated from decoded textures. D∗

part are coded partial depth maps and DH are
depth maps composed of decoded and decoder derived-depth. SH are synthesized views.

The H-DSDE system is shown in Fig. 4.1. Texture compression is not modiĄed. We

assume textures to be encoded prior to the depth maps. Using the decoded textures, the

encoder can estimate the same depth maps as at the decoder side using DERS8.

Inputs to the H-DSDE encoder are the original depth D and DSDE depth D+. First, an

ESDE CU is processed by the video codec. The bitrate required to compress the depth CU

is denoted as RESDE. Then, in order to estimate the bitrate required for the DSDE case,

an empty (medium grey level) CU is encoded. The goal is to signal the DSDE-decision in

the cheapest manner, without disrupting the subsequent compression process. The corre-

sponding bitrate for the DSDE CU is denoted as RDSDE. In order to model the distortion,

we follow the concept of the synthesized view distortion change (SVDC) [54] using VVS

to synthesize views at source positions. The computation is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. We

construct a complete depth map in order to perform view synthesis. All decisions prior

to the current CU being processed are Ąxed during synthesis and are either ESDE- or

DSDE-type depth. All subsequent CUs are replaced by the original depth. Therefore,

three depth maps have to be evaluated, in which the current CU is either DSDE, ESDE

or original depth. We synthesize a neighboring target view using VVS and compute the

sum of squared differences (SSD) between the synthesized view and the corresponding

original view TRef for all three cases. Synthesizing a complete view ensures that the full

impact of the CU decision is taken into account in the synthesized view. In practice,

the complexity of our encoder could be reduced by synthesizing only the portion of the

view that is affected by the CU decision, similar to the partial re-rendering concept of
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4.2. Description of the H-DSDE system

3D-HEVC [55].

Depending on the depth type, we denote the corresponding distortion measures as eESDE,

eDSDE and eorig. The quantity used in the RD-formulation is the distortion change ∆EESDE =

eESDE −eorig and ∆EDSDE = eDSDE −eorig for ESDE and DSDE accordingly. The decision

is taken by choosing the minimum between the cost functions:

CESDE = ∆EESDE + γλRESDE,

CDSDE = ∆EDSDE + γλRDSDE,
(4.1)

with the lagrangian multiplier λ and a scaling factor γ. γ adapts the lagrangian multiplier

in order to optimize the coding performance using the SVDC. This modiĄcation allows

to take into account that the distortion is evaluated on the synthesized view, instead of

the decoded texture, as it is done in 2D coding. We set γ = 0.5 as in [54]. The decision is

signalled through a Ćag per CU.

At the decoder side, the partial depth map D∗

part is decoded. A depth estimator recon-

structs the depth CUs which were bypassed using the decoded Ćag. The resulting depth

map DH is a composition of ESDE and DSDE depth CUs, that can be used to render

novel views. Fig. 4.2 demonstrates the beneĄt of H-DSDE for the Kitchen sequence. Our

Figure 4.2 Ű Example for different depth signals in the H-DSDE system. From left to
right: source depth (D), DSDE depth (D+), hybrid depth (DH), decoded partial depth
(D∗

part).

H-DSDE encoder is based on HM16.6 [56]. Consequently, decisions in other views are not
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Figure 4.3 Ű Overview of the SVDC computation. View synthesis is performed by VVS.
The currently encoded CU is either ESDE, DSDE or original. The sum of squard differ-
ences (SSD) between the synthesized view and the original view Tref leads to the distor-
tions eESDE, eDSDE and eorig for all three cases respectively. The differences ∆EESDE and
∆EDSDE are used in the RD cost computation.
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taken into account, which is a disadvantage as the anchor is utilizing MV-HEVC. An-

other limitation is the evaluation during the SVDC calculation, which is not equivalent to

the Ąnal evaluation of the proposal after Ąnalizing the compression of all views. Fig. 4.4

visualized the situation during H-DSDE coding for two examples, views x0y0 and x1y0.

For each depth map being coded, the target view for view synthesis is selected based on

the serpentine order. The reference views that are used to generate the target view are

the same as in the Ąnal evaluation, which means target view x1y0 is synthesized using

the reference views x0y0, x1y1 and x2y0. The depth maps at x1y1 and x2y0 contain

solely uncoded depth blocks, while the view being coded, x0y0 contains three types of

blocks: ESDE, DSDE and uncoded. The block being currently processed (indicated with

?) is tested for all three cases in order to compute the SVDC. For clarity, the situation is

shown for position x1y0 as well. At the same time, a coded depth map may be used for up

to 4 different target views in the Ąnal, objective evaluation. Consequently, the synthesis

distortion taken into account during coding does not reĆect the synthesis distortion in the

Ąnal evaluation. In principle, these limitations could have been addressed in several ways.

For the decision of the current depth block, the contribution of every close target view

could have been considered. At the same time, the coding of a depth map could have been

conditioned on the Ąnalization of the previous view. This would allow to take previously

coded depth maps into account in the synthesis process during coding of a certain view.

However, all of these options would increase the runtime of the simulations by several

factors, which is considered unreasonable for the expected beneĄt.

4.3 Experimental results

We follow the common test conditions and compare to the same ESDE results provided

in the B-DSDE chapter. Therefore, the performance of H-DSDE can be directly compared

to ESDE and B-DSDE.

4.3.1 Partial Depth Decisions

First, we investigate the choice between ESDE and DSDE in the depth maps. Fig. 4.5

show the selection of the blocks across all bitrates for the Frog sequence. For the high-

est bitrate, a preference towards DSDE for object boundaries can be observed. This is

expected, because the object boundary has a signiĄcant impact on the view synthesis
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Figure 4.4 Ű Illustration of the quality evaluation during H-DSDE encoding for two exam-
ples. The green, dashed arrows indicate the "coding order", i.e. the selection of the target
view given the currently coded view. The blue arrows indicate the reference views (blue
boundaries) used for view synthesis of the target view (red boundary). In each reference
view, the current decision of the coded block is shown. Only the view currently being
coded contains either ESDE, DSDE or uncoded blocks, while all other reference depth
maps contain solely uncoded blocks. 96
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quality and is already at high bitrates strongly impacted by compression artifacts. This

behaviour stays consistent over all bitrates, which implies that the erroneous DSDE-blocks

are still less harmful than the corresponding ESDE blocks. With lower bitrates, more and

more blocks inside the objects are selected in favor of DSDE. However, when it comes to

the interpretation of these depth maps, the decisions are always a compromise between

spent bitrate and measured beneĄt for view synthesis. Sometimes, the additional beneĄt

of quality may not be worth the cost for coding a ESDE depth. Nevertheless, the "cost" of

a "grey" DSDE block may actually be surprisingly high, in comparison to smooth ESDE

block, which may be cheaper to predict from its surroundings. This situation could be

improved by making the selection of the constant value for DSDE blocks dependent on

the already coded neighborhood.

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show additional depth decisions of all other sequences for the

highest and lowest bitrates respectively. In terms of PSNR, B-DSDE performed the worst

for UnicornA and Painter. Consequently, a reasonable expectation could be that for these

two sequences, most decisions should be ESDE. However, we do not observe obvious

decisions in these views. For Painter, only a small number of blocks are chosen as ESDE.

This would imply, that barely any useful information was found in the uncoded Painter

depth, which is more efficient after compression in comparison to DSDE depth. It implies

further, that even though some useful information may be present in the uncoded depth,

the compression is too costly. Nevertheless, for UnicornA it seems that more structures are

chosen to be coded, especially the Ągures and objects on the table. Remarkably, the least

amount of ESDE blocks are coded in the Shaman sequence, especially at low bitrates.

ESDE as well as B-DSDE have shown the best performance in terms of synthesis PSNR

for Shaman (and Painter) with over 34 dB compared to the average of 31 dB for all

sequences. Therefore, if there is not much more performance to gain from coding the

depth, it is explainable that barely any ESDE blocks are selected, since, in case of similar

performance, B-DSDE will always win the competition.
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4.3.2 Synthesis Quality

The view synthesis quality is evaluated for the lowest and highest bitrates. Fig. 4.8

and Fig. 4.9 show cropped areas in case of high bitrates for B-DSDE (left) and H-DSDE

(right). Since the reference is B-DSDE, any change in the picture on the right is due

to the partial transmission of depth. Several structures have been better recovered by

the selected depth blocks, however, the differences are rather minor. In cases, where the

noise-like characteristics of B-DSDE were overwhelming, the coded depth provide slightly

better results, for example in the shirt of the Frog or the roof of the Dancing sequence.

Due to "holes" in the B-DSDE depth maps of UnicornA, some artifacts were visible in the

corresponding checkerboard, which has been corrected in H-DSDE. Structures like pots

in Shaman or the objects in Kitchen have been better recovered in H-DSDE. In lower

bitrates, see Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11, the beneĄt of H-DSDE becomes even more apparent.

This is expected as in high bitrates, the difference between B-DSDE and ESDE depth

maps are rather minor. The beneĄt in low bitrates is very well visible in the Dancing

sequence, were the B-DSDE synthesis suffers from strong distortions, which is mostly

corrected in H-DSDE.

The objective performance of H-DSDE in comparison to B-DSDE is shown in Tab. 4.1.

The objective performance is improved for the majority of sequences, conĄrming the

observations in the provided view synthesis examples. Some strong Ćuctuations are visible

in the metrics, e.g. high losses for Dancing (0.89 dB) but moderate improvements for

UnicornA (0.4 dB) are given. Consequently, an improvement of merely 0.04 dB is seen for

high bitrates. LPIPS generally conĄrms the PSNR values, indicating similar performance

on average. It is reasonable, that at higher bitrates, the PSNR-performance of B-DSDE

and ESDE are rather similar, leading to barely any beneĄt in H-DSDE. In low bitrates

however, the beneĄt of H-DSDE is more apparent. While gains and losses are seen for the

same sequences, the Ćuctuations are weaker. On average, a PSNR improvement of 0.12

dB and an LPIPS improvement of 0.002 is given for H-DSDE.
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Table 4.1 Ű Average synthesis PSNR and LPIPS for B-DSDE and H-DSDE. The best
performance is indicated in bold.

ConĄg Sequence
synth PSNR [dB] LPIPS

B-DSDE H-DSDE B-DSDE H-DSDE

Medium
Bitrate

Painter 34.23 34.34 0.218 0.217
UnicornA 29.38 29.78 0.063 0.056
UnicornB 29.84 30.18 0.059 0.056
Shaman 34.21 34.26 0.243 0.243
Kitchen 31.05 31.41 0.176 0.170
Dancing 29.97 29.08 0.191 0.202
Chef2 31.91 32.03 0.260 0.258
Frog 27.59 27.41 0.208 0.215
Average 31.02 31.06 0.177 0.177

Low
Bitrate

Painter 32.75 32.87 0.331 0.331
UnicornA 28.20 28.54 0.122 0.116
UnicornB 28.65 28.90 0.121 0.119
Shaman 32.75 32.87 0.418 0.419
Kitchen 29.79 30.17 0.317 0.311
Dancing 28.11 27.93 0.374 0.370
Chef2 31.29 31.41 0.322 0.321
Frog 26.59 26.44 0.337 0.344
Average 29.77 29.89 0.293 0.291
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Figure 4.5 Ű Evolution of H-DSDE selection (left) and corresponding view synthesis quality
(right) with falling bitrate for natural content (Frog sequence). The grey blocks indicate
omitted depth CTUs, which have to be recovered at the decoder side.
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Figure 4.6 Ű H-DSDE depth maps for high bitrate.
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Figure 4.7 Ű H-DSDE depth maps for low bitrate.
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Figure 4.8 Ű H-DSDE synthesized views for high bitrate (1/2).
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Figure 4.9 Ű H-DSDE synthesized views for high bitrate (2/2).
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Figure 4.10 Ű H-DSDE synthesized views for low bitrate (1/2).
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Figure 4.11 Ű H-DSDE synthesized views for low bitrate (2/2).
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4.3.3 Coding Efficiency of H-DSDE

Finally, all metrics have to be considered together to judge the performance of H-DSDE

as a coding system. Tab. 4.3 summarizes the BD-Rate results for several metrics. The

BD-Rate is computed for B-DSDE (for reference) and H-DSDE compared to ESDE. The

video BD-Rate shows that the bitrate cost for partial coding of depth is higher than for B-

DSDE, which is natural. In some cases, losses compared to ESDE are seen, which means,

the cost for the partial depth is higher than the MV-HEVC coded full depth maps. In a

classical rate-distortion optimization scenario, this behaviour is not expected. However, in

this hybrid scheme, the distortion has to rely on an approximation, which is a limitation

of the approach itself. This is also clear, as our design does not include any removal of

inter-view redundancy, hence, for sequences like Dancing, the highest loss of 8.1% and

14.7% are seen for high and low bitrates respectively, since it this sequence consists of

the most views. Due to the additional bitrate required to transport the local depth maps,

H-DSDE does not outperform B-DSDE in terms of overall compression efficiency. The

limitations of the rate-distortion formulation and derivation of the distortion value have

been elaborated earlier. This is a limitation inherent to DIBR systems and we believe this

is the reason why the encoder fails to select the ESDE blocks most efficiently. Moreover, the

additional redundancy in the H-DSDE makes a competition with MV-HEVC challenging.

Overall, H-DSDE outperforms ESDE by −34.9% and −24.8% synthesis PSNR BD-Rate

for high and low bitrates respectively. Similarly, −18.0% and −10.2% MS-SSIM BD-Rate

improvement as well as −33.1% and −24.4% VMAF BD-Rate improvement is reported.

The H-DSDE system re-introduces the video-based depth coding in comparison to

B-DSDE. Consequently, pixel rate is invested for depth maps. Simultaneously, the coded

depth maps do not need to be estimated at the decoder-side. Therefore, H-DSDE has two

effects: the pixel rate is increased, but the decoder-side depth estimation complexity is

reduced. Tab. 4.2 summarizes the hypothetical reduction in pixel rate and cost volume

size relative to ESDE. The values are hypothetical, since the coding of "grey blocks" does

not truly save pixel rate and the decoder side depth estimator does not truly estimate

only the B-DSDE blocks in our experiments (a limitation that is overcome in Chapter

5). The required pixel rate for depth decoding is different for each sequence. Since the

amount of such blocks is unknown, the decoder must have capabilities for the worst case,

and therefore have the complexity for pixel rates that are equivalent to the ESDE design.

The cost volume reduction of −38.49% and −36.11% implies, that in case of complexity

constraints on the decoder-side, partial depth transmission could be utilized to make the
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Table 4.2 Ű Pixel Rate and Cost Volume Reduction for H-DSDE.

ConĄg Sequence PRR [%] CVR [%]

Medium
Bitrate

Painter -39.43 -21.13
UnicornA -22.55 -54.89
UnicornB -21.13 -28.83
Shaman -41.05 -17.89
Kitchen -32.24 -35.51
Dancing -14.78 -70.42
Chef2 -30.64 -34.58
Frog -27.65 -44.68
Average -28.68 -38.49

Low
Bitrate

Painter -39.78 -20.42
UnicornA -19.30 -61.39
UnicornB -32.16 -35.7
Shaman -45.13 -9.72
Kitchen -35.60 -28.79
Dancing -18.46 -63.07
Chef2 -30.64 -20.42
Frog -26.80 -46.39
Average -30.98 -36.11

system feasible.

4.4 Future Work

H-DSDE has been developed during the early stages of the MIV and most tools de-

scribed in Chapter 2 were not available in the TMIV. The design of H-DSDE presented

in this chapter breaks an important premise, which is the agnosticism of the 2D codec

towards MIV. However, this section shall outline, how H-DSDE could be embedded in

the current design of the MIV standard.

In order to evaluate the ESDE candidate, the block has to go through a coding process

as described in this chapter. Subsequently, the blocks of the uncoded depth map are packed

into a patch atlas based on the decisions of the H-DSDE encoding. The metadata related

to the patch atlas is encoded through the MIV bitstream. The resulting patch atlas is

encoded by an unmodiĄed 2D codec. In such an approach, the provided hypothetical pixel

rate and cost volume reductions can be approximately achieved.
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Table 4.3 Ű Summary of the BD-Rate objective metrics for B-DSDE and H-DSDE compared to ESDE. The best synthesis
performance is indicated in bold.

ConĄg Sequence
video BD-Rate [%] synth PSNR BD-Rate [%] synth MS-SSIM BD-Rate [%] synth VMAF BD-Rate [%]
B-DSDE H-DSDE B-DSDE H-DSDE B-DSDE H-DSDE B-DSDE H-DSDE

Medium
Bitrate

Painter -36.0 -24.0 -31.7 -23.0 -30.9 -19.4 -35.4 -25.1
UnicornA -4.7 2.0 6.0 -14.6 -5.9 -4.2 5.5 -9.8
UnicornB -5.6 -0.8 -3.6 -22.7 -7.8 -7.8 -4.4 -20.2
Shaman -32.9 -20.9 -55.2 -46.7 -72.4 -31.5 -62.7 -53.3
Kitchen -18.2 1.3 -39.2 -37.0 -24.3 -12.4 -43.3 -34.6
Dancing -5.3 8.1 -72.4 -42.6 -48.7 -22.8 -74.5 -42.8
Chef2 -27.8 -5.3 -58.4 -50.9 -40.7 -25.7 -53.3 -43.5
Frog -11.4 -1.3 -57.8 -41.9 -36.2 -20.8 -53.3 -35.7
Average -17.4 -5.1 -39.0 -34.9 -33.4 -18.0 -40.8 -33.1

Low
Bitrate

Painter -39.2 -23.2 -35.1 -20.8 -34.8 -18.0 -39.8 -24.3
UnicornA -5.4 3.7 -6.7 -11.1 -8.3 -1.1 -5.0 -7.1
UnicornB -6.7 -0.2 -13.8 -15.9 -9.2 -3.8 -14.3 -14.7
Shaman -39.7 -20.9 -50.0 -34.0 -70.1 -23.0 -60.0 -42.9
Kitchen -22.3 6.8 -36.0 -21.3 -26.0 0.5 -41.8 -21.0
Dancing -8.0 14.7 -51.4 -35.1 -32.9 -11.1 -59.6 -34.4
Chef2 -31.2 -2.2 -54.3 -36.0 -40.9 -14.9 -52.8 -28.8
Frog -15.0 0.0 -42.8 -24.8 -28.5 -9.8 -41.5 -22.2
Average -21.0 -2.7 -36.3 -24.8 -31.3 -10.2 -39.3 -24.4
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4.5 Conclusion

This chapter has presented a possible implementation of an H-DSDE system using HM.

The proposed system has effectively chosen depth blocks to be coded, which improve the

quality of the view synthesis at the decoder-side. This has been achieved using an adapted

SVDC-based approach. However, the inefficiencies in simulcast HM and limitations of the

rate-distortion formulation prevented to outperform B-DSDE in terms of BD-Rate. Ad-

ditional steps are required in order to include H-DSDE into the MIV standard. However,

this system maintains the disadvantages of both: ESDE and B-DSDE. All the problems

that were solved through B-DSDE have re-appeared, including QPD allocation for the

partial depth, complex encoder optimization, pixel rate cost and inefficient depth coding.

Simultaneously, the B-DSDE problems are only partially adressed: depth estimation and

decoder complexity. In H-DSDE, a decoder has to be ready to decode depth information

and at the same time estimate the missing depth. For these reasons, we conclude from

the hybrid approach that depth map transmission, even when limited to local cases, does

not seem to be a promising design. Furthermore, additional steps are required in order

to embed H-DSDE into the context MIV. However, during the Ąnal stages of the MIV

standard, H-DSDE has been proposed for MIV and is still under investigation in 2022 at

the time of writing this thesis (see Chapter 6).
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Chapter 5

FEATURE-DRIVEN DECODER SIDE

DEPTH ESTIMATION (FD-DSDE)

The H-DSDE method considers the video-based coding of partial depth information,

which enables to beneĄt from the advantages of both, the ESDE and the B-DSDE system.

However, the disadvantages are maintained as well. This chapter introduces the Feature-

Driven Decoder Side Depth Estimation (FD-DSDE) system. The concept of this approach

is to identify relevant side information, denoted as features, which support the depth

estimator at the decoder-side to perform depth estimation signiĄcantly faster and with

higher accuracy. By avoiding the video-based coding of depth entirely, the disadvantages

of ESDE are avoided while simultaneously, the presence of high quality depth maps on

the encoder-side is exploited.

5.1 Motivation for a feature-driven DSDE solution

We conclude from the H-DSDE experiments (see chapter 4), that depth map trans-

mission using a video codec, globally or locally, is inefficient. SigniĄcant modiĄcations of

the depth map encoder may be required, including the usage of depth coding tools. How-

ever, such an approach goes against the premise of a video-based volumetric video coding

solution and may lead to a dead-end (similar to 3D-HEVC). Alternatively, H-DSDE may

be included into a MIV bitstream, however, the disadvantages of ESDE, including QPD

allocation and pixel rate cost would be maintained. Consequently, we do not deepen our

investigation into the concept of H-DSDE. However, we learned that the depth maps,

present at the encoder-side, may contain information which cannot be recovered by the

same depth estimator at the decoder-side using decoded textures. Furthermore, we un-
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derstand that the task of decoder-side depth estimator is not similar to depth estimation

typically discussed in literature: there is no necessity to perform the depth estimation

"blindly", because the true depth maps are already known (at the encoder-side). There-

fore, the question to address is: given that the depth maps are already known, what kind

of information could be provided to a depth estimator, in order to estimate the depth

faster and in higher accuracy? The goal is to identify a strategy, which takes advantage

of the presence of high quality depth maps at the encoder side, without coding them

using a 2D codec, without losing the advantages of B-DSDE and without introducing the

disadvantages of ESDE. Even further, we intent to attenuate the downsides of B-DSDE,

which is the high complexity at the decoder side.

5.2 Description of the FD-DSDE system

Figure 5.1 Ű Overview of the proposed FD-DSDE system. The input signals are original
multiview textures T and multiview depth maps D. T ∗ are coded textures F and F ∗ are
the original and coded feature sets respectively. D+

F are feature-enhanced decoder-derived
depth maps. SF are synthesized views.

FD-DSDE is a proposed, novel system based on B-DSDE and adresses two major

drawbacks of the latter: decoder complexity, and depth estimation inaccuracy. Considering

the BD-Rate performance of B-DSDE presented in Chapter 3, complexity may be the

biggest concern of DSDE in general. The Feature Driven DSDE (FD-DSDE) system is

shown in Fig. 5.1. A feature extractor identiĄes features that help the depth estimation

at the decoder side. The features are chosen during encoding time to generate a depth

map which minimize the distance to the original depth map. The encoder has access to

the decoded version of the textures and can thus simulate the behavior of the decoder

side depth estimator in order to correctly choose the feature values. Since the features
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are extracted and optimized at the block level, the depth estimator has been modiĄed

to operate on a block-basis. For each block, the following features are extracted and

transmitted: depth ranges, optimal depth estimation parameters, depth estimation skip

Ćag and a partition Ćag, which are detailed in the following paragraphs.

Depth Range traditionally, the camera distance Zmin and Zmax are required by most

depth estimators, in order to deĄne the search range, which can alternatively be described

in terms of disparity to a Ąxed reference view as dmax = f ·b

Zmin

and dmin = f ·b

Zmax
with the

focal length f and the baseline to a reference view b. The disparity range [dmin, ..., dmax]

deĄnes the number of disparity candidates that need to be tested. The number of candi-

dates is N = (dmax − dmin) · p + 1 with optional sub-pixel precision p. The overall size of

the cost volume is therefore CV = N · w · h with width w and height h of a view. Each

pixel requires an analysis over the full range, which is deĄned by the farthest and closest

object in the view.

For each block, the feature extractor simply selects Zmin and Zmax from the original depth

map D. In the same spirit, the available geometry has been utilized previously in order

to optimize the computation of plane-sweep volumes in the context of CNN-based view

synthesis [57] [58].

Narrowing down depth ranges per block aims at reducing the complexity by minimizing

the cost volume that has to be computed. Enabling partial cost volumes increases the

speed of block-matching, depth selection (e.g. by graph-cuts) and makes the estimated

depth maps more accurate by avoiding depth candidates that are out of the correct range.

This is illustrated in Fig. 5.2, where the number of candidates is minimized for smooth

areas. The much larger default number of depth candidates is only justiĄed where a block

contains a transition between foreground and background.

Depth Estimation Skip the depth estimation skip is signaled through a single Ćag

which indicates if a block requires re-estimation. If a block is skipped, the depth of the

previous frame is re-used and the encoder does not transmit any additional features.

Fig. 5.3 indicates, which blocks require re-estimation. In the given example, only around

7.5% of the blocks require a re-estimation of the depth map. The skip Ćag aims at mini-

mizing complexity and maintaining temporal stability in the depth maps and synthesized

textures. While it would be possible for the decoder side depth estimator to determine

whether a block depth should be updated, this would require additional computation and
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Dmin = 65

Dmax = 67
3 depth candidates

Dmin = 133

Dmax = 156
24 depth candidates

Dmin = 61

Dmax = 134
75 depth candidates

Figure 5.2 Ű Illustration of required number of depth candidates per block, speciĄed by
the transmitted depth range (Dmin and Dmax).
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Figure 5.3 Ű Illustration of depth estimation skip. Highlighted blocks are re-estimated
while all other blocks are skipped.

would go against our objective to reduce the complexity.

Partitioning with the design of a block-based approach, a maximum block size has

to be selected. Partitioning enables the feature extractor to transmit features at a Ąner

granularity if beneĄcial. We enable a simple partitioning in a quad-tree fashion. The

beneĄt is illustrated in Fig. 5.4. In the given example, a range of [61,...,134] has to be

analyzed in a block of size N × N . The range is large, because the block contains parts of

the table (close to camera) and part of the wall behind the chair (far from camera). By

partitioning, each block can further minimize the search range, leading to a reduction of

depth candidates that have to be tested by an additional 50%.

Depth Estimation Parameters most Multiview or Stereo Depth Estimation methods

include a form of regularization which favors homogeneous regions, unless a substantially

large change is detected locally. This type of regularization is usually dependent on pa-

rameters determining the amount of change requested to consider a transition as valid,

such as smoothing coefficients in energy-minimization methods. We choose to transmit

optimized smoothing coefficients as features, because the strength of the regularization is
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Figure 5.4 Ű Illustration of the partition Ćag. The highlighted block shows Dmin and Dmax.
On the left, parts of the background are in the block and 74 depth candidates have to
be tested. On the right, the partition Ćag is used and the back- and foreground are more
efficiently separated, reducing the total number of depth candidates to 37.
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heavily signal-dependent. In our feature-extractor design, several smoothing coefficients

are tested by simulating the depth estimation process and selecting the value which min-

imizes the error with the block in the reference depth.

In this work, our feature extractor selects the features by minimizing the L2 distance of

a block between the estimated and the reference depth. In other words, we encode the

reference depth into a feature set, which helps the depth estimator at the decoder side to

estimate depth maps using decoded textures. This criterion is used to identify partition-

ing and depth estimation parameters. The depth estimation skip is performed if the L2

distance between two temporally adjacent blocks in the original source textures is below

a threshold. For CGI content, the depth maps can be used directly to identify the depth

estimation skip, where any temporal change implies re-estimation.

Our feature extractor is based on DERS8, where every possible feature set is tested by

estimating the depth on a block-basis. The DERS8 used at the decoder side has been

modiĄed accordingly, reading the received features and estimating the depth faster and

with higher performance. One should note that FD-DSDE does not require any synthesis

during encoding, so it is relatively light when compared to other processing stages such

as texture coding. The features are compressed using Context-based Binary Arithmetic

Coding (CABAC) [59] with a single context assigned for each feature. We encode the

features losslessly and therefore optimize for complexity minimization instead of BD-Rate

performance, since complexity is the biggest concern of the DSDE system.

Fig. 5.5 illustrates the impact of our features on depth estimation and synthesis perfor-

mance. In this example, uncoded textures are used for depth estimation and synthesis.

A) shows the performance of unmodiĄed DERS8. F) shows the performance of synthe-

sis if blender depth is used. B)-E) gradually include additional features, extracted from

the blender depth. We observe a degradation of quality by moving from a full-frame to

a purely block-based method in B). This is expected, as the limited texture available in

certain blocks can make the depth estimation more challenging. However, by transmitting

the depth range per block in C), many artifacts are removed from the estimated depth

map and an improvement of the visual quality is obtained. In D) the depth estimation is

enhanced by additional smoothing coefficients, which further reduces the distance to the

blender reference and has the biggest impact on the objective quality. In E), partitioning

is included, which further reĄnes the depth map locally.

While the difference in objective metrics may seem minor compared to the unmodiĄed

DERS8, the impact increases with decoded textures, which we show in section V us-
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Figure 5.5 Ű Illustration of the impact of features, extracted from high quality blender
depth. Depth Estimation Parameters and Partitioning are chosen to maximize PSNR.
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5.2. Description of the FD-DSDE system

Table 5.1 Ű Entropy Rate (in kbps) and their fraction of the features of experiments B-E.

Experiment
Depth
Ranges

Depth Estimation
Parameters

Partitioning
Depth Estimation

Skip
Total

B 1203 (100%) 1203
C 1203 (73%) 441 (27%) 1644
D 1278 (72%) 466 (26.5%) 13 (0.8%) 1757
E 120 (52%) 45 (19.5%) 1.0 (0.4%) 65 (28%) 230

ing DERS8 depth maps as a reference. Additionally, when high-quality depth maps are

available (e.g. for CGI), this approach can guide the depth estimator to achieve a higher

quality depth maps.

In order to provide a Ąrst guess of the required bitrate of these features, we compute

the entropy rate for all experiments B-E. The average entropy rate and their fractions

are summarized in Tab. 5.1. The assumed block size is 128. The number of frames is

16. Regarding the coding of depth ranges (experiment E), we observe that the required

rate (1203 kbps) is not insigniĄcant. The required bitrate is high as the depth ranges

can strongly differ among all blocks of a frame and GOP. The coding of two smoothing

coefficients (experiment C) is much cheaper, as only pre-deĄned coefficients are tested.

The rate required for partitioning (experiment D) is negligible as it is represented by a

single Ćag per block. Furthermore, it is rarely selected, indicating that a block size of 128

is appropriate. The depth estimation skip (experiment E) has a signiĄcant impact on the

required bitrate for all features, as it enables us to omit the coding of the other features,

if a block or sub-block is indicated as a block to be skipped. The total entropic rate is

therefore signiĄcantly reduced, making the skip Ćag a valuable addition to the features.

Further experiments show that the bitrate of the features is roughly proportional to the

number of blocks. Consequently, a blocksize of 64 is considered too expensive as the

required rate is approximately four times larger than using a block size of 128. Thefore,

the following experiments continue to assume an initial block size of 128.

The depth ranges are directly extracted from the depth maps. The depth estimation

parameters are selected by simulating the depth estimation for each parameter set. The

depth estimation skip and the partitioning have more options for the selection process.

The motivation of the depth estimation skip is to only estimate depth blocks at the

decoder side, if changes in the depth have been identiĄed by the feature extractor. In

case of CGI depth maps, the situation is typically simple, as a change in depth pixels is

truly caused by a change of depth of the corresponding object. In case of natural content
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and estimated depth maps however, depth values may change temporally, even for static

content, for which the depth did not truly change. Some level of noise is especially visible

at object boundaries, leading to Ćickering in the corresponding synthesized view. This

situation can occur if temporal coherence is not sufficiently or not at all considered in the

depth estimator. Consequently, a threshold skipTh is deĄned in order to classify a block

as "requires re-estimation". A constant skipTh is identiĄed empirically for each sequence.

Note, that these values have empirically shown good result, but may be imperfect in

certain cases: some blocks may be re-estimated, even though it is not truly necessary

(negatively impacting temporal stability, CVR and runtime) and some blocks may not

be re-estimated, even though it is necessary (negatively impacting depth maps and view

synthesis quality). However, the thresholds have been chosen in favor of the quality.

Alternatively, the uncoded textures could be used to identify the skip Ćag. However, as

textures may contain signiĄcantly different levels of noise, a threshold cannot be avoided.

Futhermore, a change in the textures may not necesarily require a re-estimation of depth

(e.g. if the illumination changes, but the objects depth does not). More sophisticated

methods may be developed to identify these features more robustly, and there is signiĄcant

room for encoder optimization. The partition Ćag can similarly chosen based on different

criteria, using either uncoded depth maps or textures. In our case, we chose to partition

if the resulting depth map further minimizes the L2-distance to the reference depth.

Alternatively, a minimization of the complexity (as implied in Fig. 5.4) or a synthesis-

based optimization could be considered.

5.3 Impact of quantization

The feature extractors allows for quantization of the depth ranges according to the

following formulas

Zmin,q = (Zmin)/q2 (5.1)

Zmax,q = (Zmax + q − 1)/q2 (5.2)

The quantized depth ranges must now further narrow down the depth ranges, as this

will certainly introduce errors in the estimated depth map. Stronger quantizations, which

increase the depth range interval, will mainly attenuate the quality enhancing and com-

plexity reducing effects of the depth ranges. We test several quantization levels q = 1, 2, 4, 8
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5.4. Coding Efficiency of FD-DSDE

with q=1 referring to lossless compression.

Tab. 5.2 summarizes the average video and synthesis BD-Rate, the PSNR and the

CVR for all quantization levels and for high and low bitrates. In this scenario, we compare

with B-DSDE. Consequently, the video BD-Rate will always indicate a loss and reĆects

the bitrate which has been invested into the features. As expected, the video BD-Rate

gradually decreases with higher quantization. More importantly, the synthesis BD-Rate

for high bitrates reveals that the best performance is achieved for lossless compression of

the depth ranges. This is a surprising result, as the cost of the features may have been

expected to be high. However, as indicated by the PSNR difference, providing accurate

depth ranges is highly important for pixel-accurate performance. Minor deviations in the

depth ranges may already introduce pixel-shifts in the corresponding synthesized view,

which has a high impact on PSNR. Naturally, the CVR is the best without quantization.

In the low bitrate case, higher levels of compression may be advised, as q=8 indicates

the best BD-Rate performance. This result is expected, as with lower bitrates, higher

degradations in the features may be tolerated in favor of bitrate savings.

In light of these results, we conclude that lossless compression of the depth range is

advised. It may be possible to tune the quantization parameter for lower bitrates. However,

the beneĄt seems to be minor (-2.3% lossless vs. -3% q=8) and vary across the sequences.

This is also supported by our belief that the high bitrate case (and therefore high quality

/ high level of immersion) is the most important scenario for immersive video. Finally, it

is an interesting outcome that quantization of the depth ranges is of minor impact, as it

allows us to maintain a great advantage of B-DSDE: no tuning of any quantization level

is required. Note, that in ESDE as well as in H-DSDE, the selection of the quantization

parameter (QPD) is a major challenge. Consequently, FD-DSDE preserves this advantage

of B-DSDE. In the following sections, quantization is no longer considered and the features

are coded losslessly.

5.4 Coding Efficiency of FD-DSDE

In this section, the performance of the FD-DSDE system is evaluated by extracting

the features from uncoded DERS8 depth maps present at the encoder-side. In that case,

the decoder-side performance and the accuracy of the features are limited by the quality

of the encoder-side depth maps. Consequently, erroneous blocks of the encoder-side depth

maps may even attenuate the quality.
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Table 5.2 Ű Evaluation of different quantization levels for the depth range quantization.
The comparison is done with B-DSDE.

Quantization
level

Metric High bitrate Low bitrate

q=1
(lossless)

video
BD-Rate [%]

4.6 8.8

synth
BD-Rate [%]

-14.6 -2.3

synth
PSNR diff [dB]

-0.34 -0.40

CVR (t=0) -83.4

q=2

video
BD-Rate [%]

4.0 7.7

synth
BD-Rate [%]

-10.1 -1.0

synth
PSNR diff [dB]

-0.29 -0.35

CVR (t=0) -82.1

q=4

video
BD-Rate [%]

3.4 6.6

synth
BD-Rate [%]

-10.3 -2.1

synth
PSNR diff [dB]

-0.28 -0.34

CVR (t=0) -80.3

q=8

video
BD-Rate [%]

3.0 5.7

synth
BD-Rate [%]

-10.8 -3.0

synth
PSNR diff [dB]

-0.27 -0.33

CVR (t=0) -78.0
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5.4.1 Depth maps quality

First, we investigate the impact of FD-DSDE on the depth maps quality over all

bitrates using the Kitchen sequence as an example. Fig. 5.6 shows the uncoded DERS8

estimated depth map, which is used by the feature extractor as a reference. Fig. 5.7 shows

the corresponding decoder-side estimated depth map in comparison to the B-DSDE depth

maps over all rate points. We observe a signiĄcantly attenuated degradation of depth maps

quality with decreasing bitrate. Furthermore, the integrity of the structures in the depth

maps are much better retained, especially at low bitrates. Most "holes" in the depth maps

are Ąlled. This shows that for every rate point the features can be adapted to minimize the

L2 distance towards the reference depth, leading to a more robust and performant system.

As there is no quantization applied to the features, the improvement is guaranteed even

for low bitrates. Additional comparisons between B-DSDE and FD-DSDE are shown in

Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 as well as in Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11 for the highest and lowest bitrates

respectively. The beneĄt of sending adapted smoothing coefficients is especially visible in

the checkerboard of the UnicornA sequence, in which the "holes" are mostly Ąlled in FD-

DSDE. However, we observe that this is not the case for UnicornB. This can be easily

explained by referring to the uncoded DERS8 depth maps, shown in Fig. 3.2 in Chapter 3.

The "holes" are already present in the unocoded ders8 depth maps and consequently, they

will be carried over to the FD-DSDE depth maps. In fact, more "holes" appeared in the

checkerboard of the UnicornB sequence, which is consistent with the uncoded reference

depth maps. While this may seem at Ąrst disappointing, it is actually a wanted and

encouraging result, as it shows a strong relationship between the encoder-side features

and the decoder-side depth maps quality. Naturally, reference depth maps of low quality

will translate in a worse performance. The results in the low bitrate range are particularly

conclusive, as the level of degradation is signiĄcantly reduced for all sequences. However,

some level of "blockiness" is retained, originating from the block-based approach. This

blockiness is especially visible in the Chef2 sequence. However, the performance has to be

evaluated in terms of view synthesis quality.
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Figure 5.6 Ű Uncoded DERS8 estimated Kitchen depth map.
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5.4. Coding Efficiency of FD-DSDE

Figure 5.7 Ű Left: B-DSDE depth maps. Right: FD-DSDE depth maps.
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Figure 5.8 Ű B-DSDE (left) and FD-DSDE (right) for high bitrates using DERS8 as
reference (1/2).
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Figure 5.9 Ű B-DSDE (left) and FD-DSDE (right) for high bitrates using DERS8 as
reference (2/2).
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Figure 5.10 Ű B-DSDE (left) and FD-DSDE (right) for low bitrates using DERS8 as
reference (1/2).
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Figure 5.11 Ű B-DSDE (left) and FD-DSDE (right) for low bitrates using DERS8 as
reference (2/2).
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5.4.2 Synthesis Quality

The view synthesis performance per rate point is visualized in Fig. 5.12, corresponding

to the depth maps of Kitchen shown in Fig. 5.7. By comparing the B-DSDE and FD-DSDE

synthesis we observe, that the reduction of degradation in the depth maps directly trans-

lates into a perceptually improved view synthesis quality. This is particularly well visible

in the low bitrate ranges, as all artifacts, e.g. around the table, are signiĄcantly attenu-

ated. Additional results are shown in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 as well as in Fig. 5.15 and

Fig. 5.16 for the highest and lowest bitrates respectively. The objective quality with FD-

DSDE is improved further compared with B-DSDE and H-DSDE. PSNR gains increase

on average by 0.63 dB and 0.62 dB for medium and low bitrate respectively. Similar to H-

DSDE, the beneĄt of the method heavily depends on the quality of the depth map at the

encoder side. In the case of the Chef2 sequence, we observe that neither of our extensions

led to a beneĄt over B-DSDE, which indicates that the encoder side depth maps did not

contain relevant additional information compared to the B-DSDE depth maps. However,

the Dancing sequence increases in PSNR by 1.91 dB, surpassing B-DSDE and H-DSDE.

For the majority of sequences, the LPIPS metric is better with FD-DSDE, showing that

the synthesis quality is improved.
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Figure 5.12 Ű Synthesis performance of Kitchen over all rate points. Left: B-DSDE syn-
thesis. Right: FD-DSDE synthesis usind DERS8 depth maps as reference.
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Figure 5.13 Ű B-DSDE (left) and FD-DSDE (right) for high bitrates using DERS8 as
reference (1/2).
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Figure 5.14 Ű B-DSDE (left) and FD-DSDE (right) for high bitrates using DERS8 as
reference (2/2).
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Figure 5.15 Ű Synthesis quality of B-DSDE (left) and FD-DSDE (right) for low bitrates
using DERS8 as reference (1/2).
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Figure 5.16 Ű Synthesis quality of B-DSDE (left) and FD-DSDE (right) for low bitrates
using DERS8 as reference (2/2).
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Table 5.3 Ű Summary of all BD-Rate objective metrics for FD-DSDE compared to ESDE. The best synthesis performance
is indicated in bold. In addition, PSNR and LPIPS are provided. The value in brackets indicate the difference compared
to ESDE.

ConĄg Sequence
video

BD-Rate [%]
synth PSNR
BD-Rate [%]

synth MS-SSIM
BD-Rate [%]

synth VMAF
BD-Rate [%]

synth PSNR
diff [dB]

synth LPIPS
diff

Medium
Bitrate

Painter -29.3 -25.0 -23.4 -28.6 34.25 (-0.13) 0.218 (-0.002)
UnicornA -3.8 -28.5 -13.2 -22.4 29.92 (+0.34) 0.056 (-0.003)
UnicornB -4.6 -40.4 -14.5 -35.9 30.42 (+0.54) 0.055 (-0.003)
Shaman -28.1 -52.1 -36.8 -50.8 34.24 (+0.61) 0.250 (-0.005)
Kitchen -14.8 -51.5 -28.6 -52.1 31.45 (+0.90) 0.169 (-0.018)
Dancing -2.7 -75.0 -49.0 -73.8 30.06 (+1.91) 0.191 (-0.027)
Chef2 -22.8 -42.2 -32.8 -47.5 31.70 (+0.20) 0.257 (-0.003)
Frog -5.8 -53.1 -28.6 -48.2 27.53 (+0.58) 0.215 (-0.014)
Average -14.0 -46.0 -28.3 -44.9 31.20 (+0.63) 0.176 (-0.009)

Low
Bitrate

Painter -27.6 -23.6 -21.5 -27.7 32.80 (-0.16) 0.332 (-0.002)
UnicornA -3.4 -23.1 -10.6 -18.7 28.67 (+0.46) 0.115 (-0.008)
UnicornB -4.7 -26.5 -10.0 -25.2 29.12 (+0.56) 0.118 (-0.005)
Shaman -30.4 -44.8 -33.1 -47.3 32.93 (+0.47) 0.423 (-0.007)
Kitchen -16.0 -43.6 -25.4 -45.1 30.27 (+0.85) 0.308 (-0.016)
Dancing -2.5 -68.0 -40.0 -64.2 28.88 (+1.86) 0.356 (-0.030)
Chef2 -22.6 -40.0 -23.4 -36.7 31.13 (+0.31) 0.319 (-0.004)
Frog -3.7 -34.0 -16.1 -31.3 26.60 (+0.61) 0.346 (-0.017)
Average -13.9 -37.9 -22.5 -37.0 30.05 (+0.62) 0.290 (-0.011)
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Table 5.4 Ű Average runtime per frame and view using the unmodiĄed DERS8 and FD-
DSDE.

Sequence DERS8 [s] FD-DSDE [s] speedup
Painter 698.3 111.0 6.3
UnicornA 291.4 40.4 7.2
UnicornB 270.5 35.2 7.7
Shaman 3933.9 169.1 23.3
Kitchen 1051.5 22.6 46.5
Dancing 1195.0 30.2 39.6
Chef2 2565.1 228.8 11.2
Frog 1107.3 177.6 6.2
Average 1389.1 101.85 18.5

5.4.3 Coding Efficiency of FD-DSDE

Tab. 5.3 summarizes the BD-Rate values of FD-DSDE in comparison to ESDE. Over-

all, we observe an average synth BD-Rate reduction of 46% and 37.9% showing a clear

beneĄt over both B-DSDE and H-DSDE. In contrast to ESDE and H-DSDE, FD-DSDE

efficiently transmits the relevant depth information in terms of features to the client side.

The MS-SSIM and VMAF metrics conĄrm signiĄcant improvements compared to ESDE,

with equivalent performance compared to B-DSDE.

5.4.4 Complexity Reduction

One of the motivations for designing the FD-DSDE system was the reduction of com-

plexity, as it is the main concern of B-DSDE. The pixel rate and cost volume reduction

is shown in Tab. 5.5. Since no depth is transmitted, the pixel rate reduction is equivalent

to B-DSDE, i.e. −50%. Therefore, one of the main advantages of B-DSDE is maintained.

The cost volume is reduced by around −88% on average. That means, that due to the

adapted depth ranges and the skip Ćag in combination with a block-based approach,

the far majority of depth candidates do not need to be tested. This translates into a

speedup of 18.5 on average as shown in Tab. 5.4, emphasizing that FD-DSDE can provide

a signiĄcant contribution in making decoder side depth estimation feasible in terms of

complexity. Furthermore, the block based approach is highly parallelizable, as every block

can be processed independently. In our experiments, we did not take advantage of this

aspect. However, a speedup of several factors can be expected.
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Table 5.5 Ű Pixel Rate and Cost Volume Reduction FD-DSDE.

ConĄg Sequence PRR [%] CVR [%]

Medium
Bitrate

Painter -50.0 -83.6
UnicornA -50.0 -76.8
UnicornB -50.0 -84.0
Shaman -50.0 -94.8
Kitchen -50.0 -97.7
Dancing -50.0 -97.3
Chef2 -50.0 -88.8
Frog -50.0 -82.4
Average -50.0 -88.3

Low
Bitrate

Painter -50.0 -83.8
UnicornA -50.0 -77.4
UnicornB -50.0 -84.4
Shaman -50.0 -95.0
Kitchen -50.0 -97.9
Dancing -50.0 -97.3
Chef2 -50.0 -88.7
Frog -50.0 -82.4
Average -50.0 -88.4

5.5 FD-DSDE with high quality depth maps

Up to this point, all depth maps used in our experiments originated from the same

algorithm (DERS8). In this way we show that the changes in performance of all proposed

systems do not come from changes in the depth estimation algorithm. Yet, in practice, one

would use the best depth maps that are available. Due to the high potential of FD-DSDE,

shown in the last sections, we evaluate it once again using high quality blender depth

for CGI content. Tab. 5.6 shows the results of all objective metrics, where the Kitchen,

Shaman and Dancing sequences have been re-computed using high-quality depth maps

as a reference. Synth BD-Rate is further improved compared to the FD-DSDE results

with DERS8-reference. The PSNR of the Dancing sequence has improved by 2.86 dB

on average, which is 1 dB more than B-DSDE and 2 dB more than H-DSDE, while

simultaneously keeping the bitrate low. This further underlines that FD-DSDE is a more

efficient way of taking advantage from high quality depth maps by encoding the relevant

geometry information into features.
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5.6 Comparison of FD-DSDE with 3D-HEVC

The previous section reports experimental results using MPEG-I Visual CTC. As

clariĄed, MPEG-I Visual chose to facilitate the adoption of its standard by considering

existing 2D video codec for depth and textures, thus preventing the use of speciĄc depth

coding and interview prediction tools. However, since MIV is the spiritual successor of 3D-

HEVC, there seems to be a regular interest to request a comparison with 3D-HEVC when

proposing improvements to MIV. Judging a proposal for a video-based system based

on a comparison with a geometry-based system, which may be at a different stage of

development, is not fruitful. Nevertheless, in this subsection, we provide a comparison of

FD-DSDE with 3D-HEVC for informative reasons. As there are inherent limitations of

the 3D-HEVC standard and its reference software that prevent us from setting it into

a conĄguration that matches the MPEG-I Visual CTC, we chose to use the 3D-HEVC

test conditions as described in [60] and set the conĄguration of FD-DSDE accordingly:

in particular, we limit ourselves to a 3 view conĄguration, using the Ąrst three horizontal

views of the MPEG-I Visual test sequences. The results are summarized in Tab. 5.7 and

Fig. 5.26. Naturally, this experiment is in favor of 3D-HEVC, as the 3-View conĄguration

is designed for this scenario. It is therefore inconclusive when it comes to 6DoF immersive

video. Since 3 views are used, the anchor has to be re-computed. Depth estimation is

re-performed on 3 views, leading to novel uncoded depth maps. To be consistent with our

previous section, the MV-HEVC anchor in 3-view conĄguration is set as an anchor for the

video-based ESDE approach. In total, the following experiments were re-computed given

3 views per sequence:

1. Depth estimation from uncoded textures.

2. 3D-HEVC-coded texture+depth.

3. Simulcast MV-HEVC-coded texture+depth.

4. MV-HEVC coded texture + decoder-side estimated depth.

5. MV-HEVC coded texture + feature-driven decoder side estimated depth.

As the FD-DSDE results are the most interesting, we will omit the presentation of the

B-DSDE and video-based ESDE results. Instead, we compare the geometry-based ESDE

(full 3D-HEVC) with FD-DSDE, with textures coded by MV-HEVC. Numerical results

are provided for all experiments.
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Table 5.6 Ű Objective metrics, where features are extracted from high quality depth maps created with blender, which
are available for the CGI sequences (bold). The value in brackets indicate the change to the results of Tab. 5.3 and ??.

ConĄg
Reference

Depth
Sequence

video
BD-Rate [%]

synth PSNR
BD-Rate [%]

synth MS-SSIM
BD-Rate [%]

synth VMAF
BD-Rate [%]

synth
PSNR [dB]

synth
LPIPS

Medium
Bitrate

DERS8

Painter -29.3 -25.0 -23.4 -28.6 34.25 0.218
UnicornA -3.8 -28.5 -13.2 -22.4 29.92 0.054
UnicornB -4.7 -40.4 -14.5 -35.9 30.42 0.055
Chef2 -22.8 -42.2 -32.8 -47.5 31.70 0.256
Frog -5.8 -53.1 -28.6 -48.2 27.53 0.216

Blender
Shaman -22.0 (+6.1) -58.3 (-6.2) -40.6 (-3.2) -48.9 (+1.9) 34.91 (+0.67) 0.243 (-0.007)
Kitchen -15.2 (-0.4) -56.7 (-5.2) -32.6 (-4.0) -53.7 (-1.6) 31.74 (+0.29) 0.166 (-0.003)
Dancing -3.4 (-0.7) -81.4 (-6.4) -56.6 (-7.6) -82.4 (-8.6) 31.03 (+0.97) 0.172 (-0.018 )
Average -13.4 -48.2 -30.3 -45.9 31.44 0.173

Low
Bitrate

DERS8

Painter -27.6 -23.6 -21.5 -27.7 32.80 0.332
UnicornA -3.4 -23.1 -10.6 -18.7 28.67 0.114
UnicornB -4.7 -26.5 -10.0 -25.2 29.12 0.118
Chef2 -22.6 -40.0 -23.4 -36.7 31.13 0.319
Frog -3.7 -34.0 -16.1 -31.3 26.60 0.345

Blender
Shaman -18.7 (+11.7) -40.1 (+4.7) -24.5 (+8.6) -36.3 (+11.0) 33.36 (+0.43) 0.423 (-0.000)
Kitchen -16.8 (-0.8) -47.7 (-4.1) -28.2 (-2.8) -46.4 (-1.3) 30.46 (+0.19) 0.306 (-0.002)
Dancing -4.1 (-1.6) -73.6 (-5.6) -46.2 (-6.2) -72.0 (-7.8) 29.51 (+0.63) 0.346 (-0.010)
Average -11.9 -38.6 -22.6 -36.8 30.21 0.288
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5.6. Comparison of FD-DSDE with 3D-HEVC

5.6.1 Experimental results

Fig. 5.17 summarizes the DERS8 depth maps quality for 3 input textures. The center

view is shown and therefore, may contain less artifacts than the boundary views. Natu-

rally, the performance of 3D-HEVC will be impacted by the quality of these depth maps.

However, the same applies for the corresponding B-DSDE and FD-DSDE results.

Figure 5.17 Ű Depth maps estimated by DERS8 using 3 source textures for 3D-HEVC
experiments.. Top row: Painter, Fencing, Dancing. Mid row: Chef2, UnicornA, Shaman.
Bottom row: Frog, UnicornB, Kitchen.

As expected, 3D-HEVC outperforms MVD compression with MV-HEVC simulcast.

In many cases B-DSDE can still outperform 3D-HEVC. Since depth maps are estimated

from 3 views only, FD-DSDE may perform worse, as the features are extracted from depth

maps with more artifacts. We show the RD curves in Fig. 5.26.

Depth Quality of FD-DSDE against 3D-HEVC

3D-HEVC and FD-DSDE depth maps are shown in Figs. 5.18- 5.21. As expected, 3D-

HEVC preserves the object boundaries much better than MV-HEVC. Especially at low

bitrates, the superiority in depth preservation is visible.
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Figure 5.18 Ű 3D-HEVC based ESDE (left) and FD-DSDE (right) for high bitrates (1/2).
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Figure 5.19 Ű 3D-HEVC based ESDE (left) and FD-DSDE (right) for high bitrates (2/2).
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Figure 5.20 Ű 3D-HEVC based ESDE (left) and FD-DSDE (right) for low bitrates (1/2).
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Figure 5.21 Ű 3D-HEVC based ESDE (left) and FD-DSDE (right) for low bitrates (2/2).
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View Synthesis Quality of 3D-HEVC against FD-DSDE

The visual quality of the synthesized views is shown in Figs. 5.22-5.25.

Figure 5.22 Ű Synthesis quality for 3D-HEVC based ESDE (left) and FD-DSDE (right)
for high bitrates (1/2).
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Figure 5.23 Ű Synthesis quality for 3D-HEVC based ESDE (left) and FD-DSDE (right)
for high bitrates (2/2).
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Figure 5.24 Ű Synthesis quality for 3D-HEVC based ESDE (left) and B-DSDE (right) for
low bitrates (1/2).

Coding Efficiency of FD-DSDE against 3D-HEVC

The synthesis PSNR BD-Rate is shown in Tab. 5.7. We observe, that on average,

3D-HEVC and B-DSDE perform very similar, which is surprising considering the years of
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Figure 5.25 Ű Synthesis quality for 3D-HEVC based ESDE (left) and B-DSDE (right) for
low bitrates (2/2).

research behind 3D-HEVC in comparison to the simplicity of B-DSDE. Furthermore, 3D-

HEVC seems to be more robust towards erroneous depth maps, while FD-DSDE suffers

more from the degraded features, extracted from the 3-view conĄguration-based depth
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Table 5.7 Ű Synthesis PSNR BD-Rates using the 3-View conĄguration of the 3D-HEVC
CTC. FD-DSDE average (*) is underestimated due to missing overlaps for Frog and
Dancing. Instead, their RD-curves are shown in Fig. 5.26.

ConĄg Sequence
synth PSNR BD-Rate [%]

3D-HEVC B-DSDE FD-DSDE

Medium
Bitrate

Painter -24.3 -36.4 -27.7
UnicornA -58.3 -42.3 -64.6
UnicornB -59.2 -33.8 -44.1
Shaman -59.5 -46.8 -35.9
Kitchen -66.4 -61.1 -57.2
Dancing -62.2 -83.4 no overlap
Chef2 -67.1 -82.3 -47.9
Frog -62.8 -79.9 no overlap
Average -57.5 -58.2 -46.0*

Low
Bitrate

Painter -25.0 -36.5 -27.0
UnicornA -39.3 -38.3 -47.5
UnicornB -41.6 -37.4 -40.0
Shaman -50.6 -25.5 -22.7
Kitchen -57.4 -50.2 -53.6
Dancing -32.8 -82.2 no overlap
Chef2 -55.3 -61.5 -40.7
Frog -40.5 -58.6 -77.8
Average -42.8 -48.8 -44.2*

maps. Fig. 5.26 shows additionally the RD-curves for the Dancing and Frog sequence, for

which a BD-Rate value could not be computed.

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, FD-DSDE has been presented. It is a solution which identiĄes useful

features that support the depth estimator at the decoder side in estimating depth maps

faster and with higher accuracy. In that context, a block-based depth estimation strategy

has been proposed. The proposal outperforms B-DSDE without re-introducing the disad-

vantages of ESDE. Therefore, a 50% pixel rate reduction is maintained. Furthermore, a

comparison to 3D-HEVC has been presented, proving that B-DSDE and FD-DSDE have

the potential to outperform 3D-HEVC in terms of coding efficiency. However, independent

of these results, DSDE does not actually compete with 3D-HEVC in practice, since the

latter has not been adopted by the industry.
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Figure 5.26 Ű RD-curves for the Dancing and Frog sequences.
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Chapter 6

THE GEOMETRY ABSENT PROFILE AND

THE GEOMETRY ASSISTANCE SEI

MESSAGE OF MPEG IMMERSIVE VIDEO

This chapter is a direct continuation of Chapter 2, MPEG Immersive Video, focusing

on two features of the standard, which have been adopted as a result of the research

conducted in Chapter 3 and 5: the Geometry Absent ProĄle and the Geometry Assistance

SEI message. Both will be utilized in the subsequent chapters 7 and 8.

6.1 The Geometry Absent ProĄle of MPEG Immer-

sive Video

It was shown during the standardization process that the coding gain of the TMIV can

be signiĄcantly improved, if the depth maps are estimated on the decoder-side using Im-

mersive Video Depth Estimation(IVDE), instead of coding the CTC depth maps [61] [62].

The latter include high-quality depth maps, originating from the blender software ("Ground-

Truth") in case of CGI or reĄned several times, e.g. through manual tuning of the software.

As a consequence, the B-DSDE concept has been adopted into the MIV standard as the

MIV Geometry Absent (GA) ProĄle. The speciĄcation around this proĄle is designed

under the assumption, that depth maps are not present at the encoder-side [63], which

has several consequences. First of all, it is not possible to design an anchor, which corre-

sponds to the MIV Anchor in ESDE-mode. The latter utilizes depth information in order

to perform the pruning process. This is not possible in the GA ProĄle. Therefore, the
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anchor related to the GA proĄle corresponds to the MIV View proĄle, in which the view

labeling is run in mode 2, effectively turning it into a view selector. However, since up to

50% of pixel rate is saved in the GA ProĄle, up to twice the number of basic views (=

basic "textures") can be included into the atlases compared to the MIV View anchor. In

addition, all four decoder instantiations are now available for texture decoding. Finally,

the encoders will compress the texture atlases as efficient as possible, as they are designed

for texture compression. The potential of multiview-prediction is also high in this setup,

because more similarity among the views can be expected, given that double the views of

the original light Ąeld are coded. This scenario is similar to the one covered throughout

this thesis, in which MV-HEVC is utilized to code the MVD. The anchor has Ąnally been

added to the CTC, denoted as MIV DSDE anchor [64].

ModiĄcations to the speciĄcation are mostly related to excluding the syntax elements

related to geometry coding. A remarkable premise is, however, that the depth estimator

remains non-normative, similar to the rendering process. Consequently, the GA ProĄle

of TMIV is compatible with any depth estimator, as long as it does not require any

additional information beyond texture and camera parameters. The block diagram of the

simpliĄed TMIV Encoder is shown in Fig. 6.1. SimpliĄed means, that any module related

to ESDE has been removed (see Chapter 2, Fig. 2.5) [65] [63]. It shall be noted that

the encoder in DSDE-mode is signiĄcantly simpler and mostly dependent on the view

selection process. Despite the simple architecture, the coding gain of the DSDE-mode

utilizing the GA ProĄle is much higher. The corresponding simpliĄed TMIV Decoder,

Figure 6.1 Ű The simpliĄed TMIV Encoder reĆecting the DSDE mode using the GA
ProĄle [65].

run in DSDE mode, is shown in Fig. 6.2. It reĆects, how the depth-related information

is removed from the decoding process and how the depth processing related modules are

replaced by a simple depth estimation process ((see Chapter 2, Fig. 2.12) [65]). Needless
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Figure 6.2 Ű The simpliĄed TMIV Decoder reĆecting the DSDE mode using the GA
ProĄle [65].

to say, the price to pay for such a simpliĄed system is the requirement of an accurate and

fast depth estimator at the decoder-side and as well as a smart and reliable view selector

at the encoder-side.

6.2 The Geometry Assistance SEI message of MPEG

Immersive Video

One way to support the depth estimator in its challenging task is to move most of the

thinking to the encoder-side and provide relevant side information instead. FD-DSDE has

shown, that a signiĄcant speedup and coding gain can be achieved by providing certain

features to the depth estimator at the decoder-side [66]. This concept has been adopted

into the MIV Standard as the Geometry Assistance SEI message. It is mostly similar to

the proposal described in Chapter 5. Therefore, only the main differences are summarized

here.

The feature extractor has been signiĄcantly simpliĄed in order to derive the features

directly from the depth maps. The derivation process and criteria are explained in for

each feature below.
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6.2.1 Depth range

For a given block partition, the Zmin and Zmax values the block are extracted from

the reference depth map, similar to FD-DSDE.

In the MIV Standard, the depth ranges are coded in a predictive manner using already

coded values in the neighboring left (Zmin,left, Zmax,left) and top (Zmin,top, Zmax,top) block

indicated by the gas_ltmin_Ćag and gas_ltmax_Ćag respectively. For each block, the

depth ranges are derived as:

Zmin = (gas_ltmin_flag == 1?Zmin,top : Zmin,left + gas_qs × gas_zmin_delta) (6.1)

Zmax = (gas_ltmax_flag == 1?Zmax,top : Zmax,left + gas_qs × gas_zmax_delta)

(6.2)

with gas_qs indicating the quantization step, while the differences between the cur-

rent block and the indicated neighboring blocks depth range are gas_zmax_delta and

gas_zmin_delta. The consideration of quantization for the depth range coding is the main

difference with FD-DSDE. The reason for that is that additional depth estimation param-

eters (like smoothing coefficients) are not part of the Geometry Assistance SEI message,

see Section below. For each sequence, the quantization step gas_qs can be automatically

adapted in order to limit the overall bitrate to not exceed 1Mbps. This constraint was set

by the group, as it is unusual that a SEI message involves the coding of this big amount

of data.

6.2.2 Partitioning

The original FD-DSDE, which supports a quadtree partitioning, is extended to rect-

angular shapes as shown in Fig. 6.3. This codes associated with each partition type are

based on the expected occurrence. The latter has been derived through simulations. As

can be seen, the quadtree split is the most occurring partitioning type, proving, that the

most important case has already been covered by FD-DSDE. It is coded through a single

gas_split_flag-Ćag. Additional signalling is required for less often occurring partition

choices.

The feature extractor selects the partitioning based on the computed cost volume

reduction if a given partition is utilized. A partitioning is performed, if the amount of
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Figure 6.3 Ű All supported split types,their corresponding Ćag description and code, in
the Geometry Assistance SEI message.

cost volume reduction is below Tsplit:

CVN

CVsplit

< Tsplit, (6.3)

with the initial cost volume CVN of the initial block of size N and the resulting cost

volume CVsplit for a certain partitioning type. The threshold Tsplit has to be manually

selected. The most recent experiments utilize Tsplit = 4%.

6.2.3 Depth Estimation Skip

The depth estimation skip is similar to the one used in FD-DSDE. The depth estima-

tion skip is is indicated by a single gas_skip_Ćag. If it is equal to zero, gas_zmax_delta

and gas_zmin_delta have to be present in the bitstream, while gas_ltmin_Ćag and

gas_ltmax_Ćag may be present. If the skip Ćag is equal to one, none of these syntax

elements are present in the bitstream, saving signiĄcant amount of bitrate for the coding

of the features. A depth estimation skip is performed for a block or sub-block if the L1

distance between the current and the previous depth block or sub-block is below Tskip.

The most recent experiments utilize Tskip = 0.2%.

6.2.4 Depth Estimation Parameters

The depth estimation parameters, particularly the two smoothing coefficients of DERS8

have not been adopted in the GA SEI message. As previously explained, the depth esti-

mation is supposed to stay non-normative. While normalized smoothing coefficients, valid

for multiple energy-minimization-based depth estimators could be designed, it could not

be proven at the time of adoption. As a consequence, the performance of the GA SEI
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message is lower than FD-DSDE. Nevertheless, the implementation in the novel depth

estimator is not truly block-based. SigniĄcant advantages in terms of speed-up are lost,

but the requirement of transmitting smoothing coefficients is lower.

6.3 Ongoing research

Various companies and institutions have shown interest in the DSDE system, which

contributed to the adoption of the Geometry Absent proĄle [67] [68]. The system has

been investigated over several meetings in scope of exploration experiments [69]. The

IVDE software has been continuously upgraded to support DSDE by including the ERP

format, automatizing the global depth range estimation (in GA, the depth range of the

sequence is not signalled), reĄnement steps prior to depth estimation [70] [71] [72] and

more robustness for compressed input textures [73].

After revealing FD-DSDE to the group, the technology has been continously im-

proved in scope of exploration experiments [74]: enhanced partitioning by rectangular

shapes [75] [76], deeper splitting [77] [78] [79] and partial feature transmission [80].

Variations of H-DSDE and combinations with FD-DSDE are under investigation [81],

in which full depth maps are send for a subset of views, supporting the depth estimator

to estimate depth of remaining views [71].

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the Geometry Absent ProĄle and the Geometry Assistance SEI mes-

sage have been presented, which will be utilized in the subsequent chapters. The currently

adopted technology as well as the ongoing research related to the B-DSDE, H-DSDE as

well as the FD-DSDE system have been outlined.
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Chapter 7

LOW COMPLEXITY DECODER SIDE

DEPTH ESTIMATION (LC-DSDE)

In the previous chapter, FD-DSDE has introduced two concepts to reduce the depth

estimation complexity: the Ąrst is the depth range, which reduces the local number of

depth candidates. The second is the skip Flag, which allows to skip the depth estimation

for future frames, if the depth did not change. The current chapter is driven by the idea

to Ąnd alternative ways of recovering the depth on the decoder side and perceiving depth

estimation as a "last resort" method. Instead, other strategies should be taken advantage

of, which are signiĄcantly less complex in contrast to the distortion they may introduce.

Indeed, instead of rate-distortion, DSDE systems may require a complexity-distortion cri-

terion, judging an approach based on the invested complexity and the achieved distortion

in the synthesized view. Typically, speed-up approaches sacriĄce accuracy, i.e. by operat-

ing in low resolutions or by considering segments/superpixels instead of pixels. We have

seen with FD-DSDE that a less complex approach does not necessarily provide worse

results. B-DSDE is has already shown impressive performance over ESDE. FD-DSDE

has further improved the quality and the question of "complexity" remains as the most

prevalent argument against DSDE.

This chapter introduces the low complexity decoder side depth estimation (LC-DSDE)

system, which is taking advantage of the presence of the texture decoder at the decoder-

side. Particularly, motion information contained in the texture bitstream is utilized to

recover depth maps temporally using motion compensation, avoiding the process of depth

estimation. This way, signiĄcant complexity reduction can be expected, however, as it is

not intended to send a depth residual - which would contradict the concept of DSDE - a

lossly approach must be expected.
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7.1 Description of the LC-DSDE system

It is known from 3D-HEVC studies that the motion in textures often correlate with

the motion in the depth maps and therefore may serve as an useful predictor (see Chapter

2). In LC-DSDE, we try to utilize the motion information already coded in the texture

bitstream to motion compensate the depth maps and therefore, reconstruct depth for

future frames, without using depth estimation. The system is shown in Fig. 7.1. Again, we

assume that the textures have been coded prior to the depth analysis on the encoder-side.

This allows us to fetch the motion information from the texture bitstream and test it on the

encoder-side for their accuracy of depth reconstruction. For this, we adopt the partitioning

provided by the texture encoder, where a motion vector is given for any prediction unit.

Consequently, we can decide in the corresponding depth map, for any patch as small as a

prediction unit, if it shall be compensated or estimated. In order to design such a decision,

the block-based approach, presented in Chapter 5, has to be reconĄgured to be applicable

for very small, varying patches. We know already that such a strategy introduces artifacts

in the corresponding depth. Therefore, besides of the distortion introduces by motion

compensation, the distortion introduced by a block-based approach has to be considered

as well.

The depth recovery module on the decoder-side is utilizing the modiĄed block-based

depth estimator. The bitstream contains the result of the depth analysis and communi-

cates to the depth recovery, which prediction units shall be compensated using the decoded

depth at a previous time instance and which shall be computed using depth estimation.

The very Ąrst frame is estimated as usual with the unmodiĄed depth estimation. For

subsequent frames, the proposal is used. A 2D encoder compresses the textures. For all

Figure 7.1 Ű Our proposed LC-DSDE system. T and T ∗ are uncoded and coded textures.
Dref are reference depth maps. DMC are depth maps, where some blocks have been
recovered by motion compensation. D+ are DSDE depth maps estimated by ffDE. Motion
vectors are denoted as mvx and mvy. The resulting synthesized view is SMCDSDE for the
LC-DSDE system involving motion compensated depth.
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inter-coded CUs a displacement vector [mvx, mvy] is present. The FFMPEG opensource

library provides tools to extract these displacement vectors from the bitstream in a simple

way for h.264/AVC [13]. As TMIV is compatible with any 2D codec the usage of AVC

in the following experiments is possible. Furthermore, the partitioning associated with all

displacement vectors is available. The displacement vectors, the decoded Textures T∗ as

well as the reference depth maps Dref are provided to the Depth Analysis module. This

module performs the following tests for all inter CUs 1:

1. Perform block-based depth estimation on the CU.

2. Perform motion compensation utilizing the previous intra-coded depth frame and

the associated displacement vectors [mvx, mvy].

3. Compute the L2-distance between the reference depth Dref and the two depth map

candidates Dmc and DbbDE as .

4. Select the method based on the evaluation L2,bbDE > sL2,mc, with the error tol-

erance factor s. If the statement is true, the CU is recovered at the decoder-side

through motion compensation. If the statement is false the CU is estimated by the

block-based depth estimator.

The decision is signalled as part of the MIV bitstream and does not require normative

changes to the 2D encoder.

7.2 Preparation for Evaluation of LC-DSDE

Starting from this chapter, we release some of the constraints set by the CTC. In order

to show a proof of concept the conĄguration of the encoder has been drastically modiĄed to

disable intra coding in inter-frames. Furthermore, we disable B-Frames, as it will simplify

the interpretation of the extracted motion information. In practice, the number of valid

prediction units for motion compensation has to be expected to be smaller than in our

experiments. On the other hand, the prediction is expected to be more accurate if B-

Frames are enabled. Furthermore, more recent coding standards may provide displacement

vectors with higher accuracy. Furthermore, we will investigate the high-bitrate scenario

(QT = 25) for 5 sequences, excluding the still images UnicornA and UnicornB, as they

do not beneĄt from this approach and Shaman, as it has been removed from the CTC in

the meantime, due to being too similar to other sequences.

1. We continue the usage of Coding Tree Unit and Coding Unit to stay consistent with the text and

the usage in more recent codecs like HEVC in VVC. In AVC, the CTU is denoted as a macroblock.
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Next, we look at the modiĄcations of DERS8 to small patches. In AVC, the block size

of motion compensated CUs can vary between 4×4 to 16×16. We enable DERS8 to extract

the partitioning from the AVC bitstream and to estimate each motion compensated patch

individually. It is therefore an extension to the block-based depth estimator utilized in

Chapter 5, however, adapted to micro blocks. An example of the resulting depth quality

is shown in Fig. 7.2. The left depth map originates from the unmodiĄed DERS8, while

the right depth map was generated using the block-based DERS8. The "blockiness" can

be clearly seen, surprisingly however, the depth map seems overall correct.

The amount of motion compensated blocks is controlled by tolerating a higher error,

i.e. we deĄne a block as a motion compensated block if L2,bbDE > sL2,mc with an error

tolerance s and the L2 distance to a reference depth Dref . Here, we use the unmodiĄed

DERS8 depth maps as a reference. We test the values s = [0.1, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75]. An exam-

ple of the chosen blocks is shown in Fig. 7.3 For each value s, we compute the amount of

motion compensated blocks as well as the resulting synthesis PSNR and MS-SSIM. Fur-

thermore, the depth estimation runtime is provided comparing the block based DERS8

with different thresholds s and the unmodiĄed DERS8. Computation was performed on an

Intel Xeon (R) CPU E5-2520 @ 2.00 GHz. As the bitrate required to signal this decision

is negligible, we focus on the objective and subjective quality of the depth maps and the

synthesizes views. The more blocks are motion compensated, the better the reduction in

complexity. Simultaneously, more errors are introduced into the depth maps.

Figure 7.2 Ű Left: unmodiĄed DERS8 depth. Right: modiĄed block based DERS8 depth.
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Figure 7.3 Ű Example for identiĄed Prediction Units with non-zero motion information.
Green blocks are motion compensated, while red blocks are estimated using the block-
based DERS8 (case s = 0.25, Painter sequence).

7.3 Experimental Results

As usual, we Ąrst investigate the impact of our proposal on the depth maps quality,

secondly on the view synthesis quality and Ąnally investigate the beneĄt on the main goal

of the proposal: the complexity reduction.

7.3.1 Depth Maps Quality

Instead of different QPs, we investigate the inĆuence on the depth maps quality for

different values of the error threshold s. The Figs. 7.4- 7.8 show the change of degradation

starting from frame 0, to frame 8 and 16. In general, a quality degradation is expected

in all cases, since no residual is allowed to be send, as otherwise the approach would

steer towards depth coding. The impact of the last frame in the GoP is most severe for

s = 0.1, also due to error propagation. However, it is apparent that even for s = 0.75

an increase in artifacts may appear, for example in the Chef2 sequence. This is due

to erroneously estimated depth in a block-based approach. As expected, most artifacts

become visible if previously occluded objects appear because they cannot be recovered by
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motion compensation.
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7.3. Experimental Results

Figure 7.4 Ű Chef2 Sequence. Top: frame 0, estimated by the unmodiĄed DERS8. left:
Frame 8. Right: Frame 16. From top to bottom: increasing threshold s, from 0.1 to 0.75165
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Figure 7.5 Ű Kitchen Sequence. Top: frame 0, estimated by the unmodiĄed DERS8. left:
Frame 8. Right: Frame 16. From top to bottom: increasing threshold s, from 0.1 to 0.75
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Figure 7.6 Ű Painter Sequence. Top: frame 0, estimated by the unmodiĄed DERS8. left:
Frame 8. Right: Frame 16. From top to bottom: increasing threshold s, from 0.1 to 0.75
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Figure 7.7 Ű Dancing Sequence. Top: frame 0, estimated by the unmodiĄed DERS8. left:
Frame 8. Right: Frame 16. From top to bottom: increasing threshold s, from 0.1 to 0.75
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Figure 7.8 Ű Frog Sequence. Top: frame 0, estimated by the unmodiĄed DERS8. left:
Frame 8. Right: Frame 16. From top to bottom: increasing threshold s, from 0.1 to 0.75
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7.3.2 View Synthesis Quality

The synthesized views are shown in Figs. 7.9- 7.13 for all thresholds s and the frames 0,

8 and 16. A zoom towards certain patches (with motion) is shown in Fig. 7.14 for view 16,

together with their corresponding depth maps. The degradation of view synthesis quality

is quite severe for s = 0.1, with strong artifacts and visible "holes" for Sequences like Frog.

Nevertheless, we observe that many artifacts are not due to the motion-compensation of

depth, but rather due to the block-based approach of DERS8, because several artifacts ap-

pear at areas without any motion. As expected, most artifacts become visible if previously

occluded objects appear because they cannot be recovered by motion compensation. If a

high amount of error is tolerated (s = 0.1), the typical motion compensation artifacts in

depth maps translate into an increased level of noise-like artifacts in the synthesized tex-

tures. Yet, even for s = 0.1 most of the synthesized objects are reconstructed accurately.
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Figure 7.9 Ű Chef2 Sequence. Top: frame 0, synthesized using depth maps estimated by
the unmodiĄed DERS8. left: Frame 8. Right: Frame 16. From top to bottom: increasing
threshold s, from 0.1 to 0.75
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Figure 7.10 Ű Kitchen Sequence. Top: frame 0, synthesized using depth maps estimated
unmodiĄed DERS8. left: Frame 8. Right: Frame 16. From top to bottom: increasing
threshold s, from 0.1 to 0.75
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7.3. Experimental Results

Figure 7.11 Ű Painter Sequence. Top: frame 0, synthesized using depth maps estimated by
the unmodiĄed DERS8. left: Frame 8. Right: Frame 16. From top to bottom: increasing
threshold s, from 0.1 to 0.75 173
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Figure 7.12 Ű Dancing Sequence. Top: frame 0, synthesized using depth maps estimated
by the unmodiĄed DERS8. left: Frame 8. Right: Frame 16. From top to bottom: increasing
threshold s, from 0.1 to 0.75
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7.3. Experimental Results

Figure 7.13 Ű Frog Sequence. Top: frame 0, synthesized using depth maps estimated by
the unmodiĄed DERS8. left: Frame 8. Right: Frame 16. From top to bottom: increasing
threshold s, from 0.1 to 0.75
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7.3.3 Complexity-Distortion Compromise

The main goal of the proposed LC-DSDE is to minimize the complexity (with minor

impact on quality), as it is the main concern of DSDE. The objective metrics and the

runtimes are shown in Tab. 7.1 for all tested sequences and thresholds s. The unmodiĄed

DERS8 is denoted as ffDE. We observe the following: Ąrst, the synthesis PSNR degrades

with a lower threshold, and therefore, with more motion compensated blocks, as expected.

Naturally, this is dependent on the amount of motion in sequence. Therefore, Frog has

a loss of 1.63dB, Painter and Chef2 losses of around 1dB. In contrast, sequences with

little motion have a lower degradation at s = 0.1. This is conĄrmed by the MS-SSIM

metric. However, s = 0.1 is rather an extreme-case. Another interesting observation is,

that the synthesis PSNR is rather similar between s = 0.5 and s = 0.75. This indicates

that with s = 0.5, the majority of "safe to use" motion vectors are found, which do not

signiĄcantly impact the quality in contrast to depth estimation. Again, this is conĄrmed

by the MS-SSIM metric, which indicate the same value of 0.960 for s = 0.5 and s = 0.75.

The next observation is, that despite the saturation of quality from s = 0.5, there is still

a large gap towards the unmodiĄed, full frame DERS8 synthesis PSNR. On average, a

loss of 0.44dB is seen, with the smallest loss of 0.12dB for Kitchen and the largest loss

of 0.73dB for Chef2. Due to the saturation of quality starting from s = 0.5, we conclude,

that large parts of the degradation starting from this threshold are due to the block-based

DERS8 approach and not due to the applied motion compensation.

Tab. 7.1 also summarizes the amount of motion compensated blocks, taking only

into account the blocks with non-zero motion vectors. In case of s = 0.1, on average

about 80% of blocks with indicated motion are used to motion compensate the depth

blocks, instead of estimating them. The fraction gradually increases with the threshold

to around 34% with s = 0.75. While we observered a saturation of quality loss from

s = 0.5, there is indeed more blocks being compensated from s = 0.75 to s = 0.5. The

runtime is also shown in this Table for all thresholds and compared to the unmodiĄed

DERS8. Naturally, the runtime of the unmodiĄed DERS8 is much larger, as it is applied

on the full frame. Nevertheless, focusing the depth estimation on blocks, which are not

compensated, can provide a speed-up from 105 (s = 0.1) to 18 (s = 0.75). Considering the

quality degradation, the optimal point among the tested thresholds is s = 0.5, for which

a speed-up of 22.2 for inter-frames is measured. The proposed method shows potential

to reduce the depth estimation complexity signiĄcantly. Tab. 7.1 provides the runtime

for inter-Frames for both, bbDE for several thresholds as well as the unmodiĄed ffDE.
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7.4. Conclusion

Table 7.1 Ű Average synthesis PSNR and MS-SSIM as well as the amount of motion com-
pensated blocks and runtime different thresholds s and the ffDE reference. The percentage
refers only to blocks which have an identiĄed motion.

Sequence
synth PSNR [dB] synth MS-SSIM Motion Compensated [%] Depth Estimation runtime [s]

0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 ffDE 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 ffDE 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 ffDE
Painter 33.89 34.23 34.36 34.39 34.88 0.968 0.972 0.973 0.973 0.976 88.71 77.37 60.32 47.32 2.7 8.1 15.2 22.3 412
Kitchen 31.69 31.84 31.89 31.90 32.02 0.975 0.976 0.977 0.977 0.977 56.41 42.48 29.19 20.29 1.9 3.6 5.9 6.5 594
Dancing 30.45 30.54 30.59 30.60 30.76 0.967 0.968 0.968 0.968 0.970 79.57 65.62 49.19 37.45 2.3 4.9 9.6 14.0 1467
Chef2 30.50 30.61 30.66 30.63 31.36 0.948 0.950 0.951 0.950 0.958 89.81 76.33 55.11 42.39 2.5 11.8 27.7 42.0 1485
Frog 26.27 26.96 27.17 27.21 27.90 0.913 0.927 0.930 0.930 0.940 76.65 51.97 31.09 21.70 35 98 149 170 657
Average 30.56 30.83 30.93 30.94 31.38 0.954 0.957 0.960 0.960 0.964 78.23 62.75 44.98 33.83 8.8 25.28 41.5 51.0 923

While ffDE provides the highest synthesis PSNR performance, the computational cost is

drastically increased. Depending on the threshold value, we report a speedup of a factor

18 (s = 0.75) to 104 (s = 0.1). For the best threshold of s = 0.5, the runtime is reduced

by a factor of 22.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, LC-DSDE is presented, which takes advantage of motion information

present in the texture bitstream in order to motion compensate the depth information

instead of estimating it. It was shown that a signiĄcant speed-up can be achieved for minor

degradation of view synthesis quality. However, the presented solution is considered a proof

of concept and more research is required to make it usable. This includes an optimized

block-based depth estimation approach. However, such an approach could take advantage

of the FD-DSDE proposal in Chapter 5. By minimizing the search range, the estimation

will be less often erroneous for very small patches. Furthermore, the approach becomes

more accurate with more advanced codecs, as in VVC, the motion can be represented

with higher order models.
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Figure 7.14 Ű Depth maps and synthesized view of two sequences. Frame 16 is shown for
the unmodiĄed reference in the B-DSDE system using ffDE as well as the MC-DSDE
proposal for different thresholds.
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Chapter 8

DECODER SIDE MULTI PLANE IMAGES

(DSMPI) WITH GEOMETRY ASSISTANCE

SEI MESSAGE

In this chapter, decoder side MPIs (DSMPIs) are proposed and enhanced utilizing

the Geometry Assistance SEI. It is shown, that without modiĄcations of the CNN-based

model, a block-based MPI construction is feasible without loss of performance. Further-

more, each block can be supported by the Geometry Assistance SEI message. DSMPI

allows to bypass all the disadvantages of challenges of encoder-side MPI, which has up to

today not been able to outperform the MVD-based anchors of the MIV.

8.1 Motivation for decoder side MPIs

Our studies on the proposed DSDE systems has shown, that the transmission of depth

maps through a video-based coding system is inefficient. However, particularly FD-DSDE

has shown that the transmission of some information related to the geometry is very

helpful. Therefore, in this chapter, we investigate to what extend our conclusions related

to DSDE can be extended to and exploited by recent texture-based neural synthesizers.

Several neural network-based, viewport synthesis techniques have emerged recently. Typ-

ical examples are Stereo MagniĄcation [6] and [7] based on MPIs or IBRNet [82] based

on ray marching. MPIs have been introduced in Chapter 1 as an alternative format to

MVD. MPIs have also been investigated by the MPEG-I Visual group, who has decided

to support the MPI format in MIV and to include a dedicated MPI encoder in TMIV.

However, the application of the latter is limited to a specialized representation of the MPI,
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which has shown interesting perceptual quality in case of CGI. However, signiĄcant coding

losses have been shown in comparison to the MVD-based solution, following the CTC.

Furthermore, the specialized representation is still difficult to achieve for natural content

and the amount of data in terms of pixel rate is too large for reasonable reconstruction.

Because the conversion to this specialized format is not publicly available and because

shown results for MPI encoding are not very promising (following the CTC) we decide to

study the concept of DSDE using MPIs directly. DSDE is a system, which is in favor of

MPIs, because the huge amount of data is not required to be coded. And similar to DSDE,

the complexity may be the biggest concern of decoder side MPI (DSMPI). Therefore, an-

other goal is to investigate if MPIs can similarly beneĄt from the Geometry Assistance

SEI message as depth estimators do. This would reveal, that our study on DSDE and

our proposed FD-DSDE (or Geometry Assistance SEI) is not tied to traditional depth

estimation, but can similarly be utilized with neural networks and alternative techniques

which utilize geometry to perform view synthesis.

8.2 Adapted Test Conditions and Experimental Setup

We use the Stereo MagniĄcation network [6] to show the beneĄt of the GA SEI message.

The stereo magniĄcation network estimates a single MPI given two texture views. This

allows us to set up a simpliĄed test environment using only two coded texture views.

We select 8 sequences, which are compatible with this network (rectiĄed, perspective)

and 4 QP values. These sequences differ mostly from the previously presented sequences,

as they are taken from more recent common test conditions. We decided to update the

sequences, because MPIs have shown some beneĄt with non-lambertian surfaces and these

new sequences reĆect this difficulty. Their properties are summarized in Tab. 8.1. Stereo

MagniĄcation is by design limited to 32 planes. Methods exist, that are in principle not

limited to any number planes and can provide almost perfect results [7] (if any memory

and runtime limitation is ignored). However, as complexity is more crucial on the decoder

side, we constrain ourselves at 32 planes, which is equivalent to using 32 depth candidates

per pixel in depth estimation. Therefore, we investigate wether the GA SEI message can

improve the performance given this constraint.

We encode the Ąrst two texture-views of each sequence using TMIV 8.0 and HM 16.23.

Depth maps are not coded, as we operate completely in the geometry absent proĄle.

The evaluation of an experiment is done as follows. Using two decoded textures, the
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8.3. Block-based Basic Decoder Side Multi Plane Images (B-DSMPI)

Table 8.1 Ű Test sequences.

Sequence Type Format Resolution NumViews
Painter NC LPP 2048 × 1088 16
Frog NC LPP 1920 × 1080 13
Carpark NC LPP 1920 × 1088 9
Fan CG LPP 1920 × 1080 15
Kitchen CG LPP 1920 × 1080 25
Hall NC LPP 1920 × 1088 9
Street NC LPP 1920 × 1088 9
Mirror NC LPP 1920 × 1080 15

MPI at view (x0y0/v0) is constructed. It is subsequently used to synthesize a view at

(x1y0/v1). The synthesis PSNR is computed between the synthesized view (x1y0/v1) and

the corresponding uncoded reference.

In total, three experiments are performed and evaluated (see Fig. 8.1):

1. Anchor generation. SM is applied without modiĄcation (Fig. 8.1a)).

2. Block-based MPI construction. The input textures are divided into equally sized

blocks and padded. The padding mitigates the artifacts introduced be the extrap-

olation method (see next Section). The MPI construction and synthesis is applied

on each block independently. The padding is removed from each synthesized block

and they are stitched together. This experiment shows the impact of moving to a

block-based MPI approach (Fig. 8.1b)).

3. Block-Based MPI construction using the features provided by the Geometry As-

sistance SEI (FD-MPI). Similar to the block-based MPI construction, however,

for each block, the depth planes are positioned as proposed by the depth ranges

contained in the Geometry Assistance SEI message (Fig. 8.1c)).

8.3 Block-based Basic Decoder Side Multi Plane Im-

ages (B-DSMPI)

The construction of the MPI on the decoder side is analogue to the B-DSDE discussed

in Chapter 3, and therefore, we denote this system as basic DSMPI (B-DSMPI). In order

to take advantage of the GA SEI message, the MPI construction needs to be applied
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Figure 8.1 Ű The three decoder-side MPI systems discussed in this chapter: The unmodiĄed
system in a), the block-based system in b) and the block-based and GA-SEI enhanced
system in c). Input to all systems are textures T , which are converted into Atlases TAT L

using the TMIV Encoder and subsequently compressed using a 2D video encoder. Depth
maps D are used by the TMIV-internal feature extractor in c), in order to derive the GA
SEI message. The texture bitstream is decoded by the corresponding 2D video decoder
and back-converted to the multiview format T ∗ by the TMIV decoder. A MPI construction
algorithm utilizes these textures to derive the MPIs and to synthesize novel views S, Sp

and SGA in systems a), b) and c) respectively. The latter utilizes additionally the GA SEI
provided by the TMIV decoder.
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8.3. Block-based Basic Decoder Side Multi Plane Images (B-DSMPI)

on a block-basis. The content is separated into blocks of size 128 × 128. In order to

avoid boundary effects, it is further padded by 32 pixels on the left, top and bottom

boundaries and by 224 on the right boundary, see Fig. 8.2. These numbers have been

derived empirically and are motivated by the patch-based synthesis, described below.

Given a full HD frame, 135 MPI-patches are estimated independently. The view synthesis

Figure 8.2 Ű Construction of the padding for a certain block (red box).

is performed on a MPI-patch as well. Each MPI-patch is projected to the target view and

the padded area is removed. The process is shown in Fig. 8.3. Because the input of the

MPI network are two patches, each synthesized patch will end up with an area that could

not be recovered (grey area) and possibly an area with strong artifacts, reĆecting the

uncertainties in the MPI-patch. This situation motivated the one-sided strong padding.

The padded synthesized patch is cropped to the Ąnal, synthesized patch. This process is

repeated for all MPI-patches. The cropped, synthesized patches are stitched together to

create the Ąnal synthesized view, see Fig. 8.4. The boundary effects (due to the block

based approach) are barely visible. The main artifact remains at the far right view, which

remains as the consequence of the chosen extrapolation approach. Due to this artifact,

we restrain our PSNR evaluation on height × (width − 200), excluding this artifact in all

experiments.
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Figure 8.3 Ű Left: synthesized patch using one patch-MPI. Right: Ąnal cropped, synthe-
sized patch.

Figure 8.4 Ű Final synthesized view, stitched together from synthesized patches.
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8.4. Enhanced B-DSMPI with GA SEI

8.4 Enhanced B-DSMPI with GA SEI

The last section described the prerequisite for the utilization of the GA SEI. Fig. 8.1c)

shows the system overview of our proposed approach. The GA SEI is derived on the

encoder-side utilizing the feature extractor of TMIV (see Chapter 6). It is encoded into the

MIV bitstream and therefore increases the total bitrate of the proposal, which is considered

in the evaluation section. However, it does not affect the coded texture bitstream and

therefore, all synthesis PSNR improvements are due to the GA SEI. On the decoder-side,

the GA SEI is provided to the block-based MPI construction algorithm. Utilizing the GA

SEI, the relevant depth range is known to the MPI constructor. The 32 planes, available by

the Stereo MagniĄcation algorithm, can therefore be placed in-between the relevant depth

range in every block. Consequently, a denser sampling in the depth space can be achieved

from content, which is actually relevant. In the unmodiĄed system, content outside the

valid depth range, and therefore, outside the volumetric video will be sampled. This

situation is demonstrated in Fig. 8.5, which shows the transparency maps for all 32 depth

planes sampled in the reference and our proposal for a given block. The depth range of

the Carpark sequence is [Dglobal
min , Dglobal

max ] = [0.34m, 27.6m]. Consequently, an MPI layer is

constructed approximately every meter in the given example. It can be observed, that the

majority of transparency layers are zero, because the corresponding content is not present

in processed block. zero-layers do not contribute to the alpha-blending process during

view synthesis and are therefore irrelevant. In the GA SEI enhanced proposal however, the

relevant depth range for this block b is identiĄed as [Db,GA
min , Db,GA

max ] = [21.8m, 26.1m] and

the available 32 depth planes are placed in this range. Consequently, the sampling is more

dense in the range, in which relevant content exists and the corresponding transparency

layers are non-zero. In other words, more relevant information from the volumetric video

is captured in the MPI representation utilizing the GA SEI.

8.5 Coding Efficiency of B-DSMPI with Geometry

Assistance SEI

When analysing the results, we have observed, that the MPI-speciĄc artifacts are

rather constant among all QPs. Even further, we have observed a strong robustness of

the CNN-based stereo magniĄcation approach towards compression input. Consequently,

the visual results shown in the following are computed using uncoded input textures.
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Figure 8.5 Ű Illustration of the beneĄt of the GA SEI. Real example based on the Carpark
sequence. For the given block, the GA SEI allows to analyze the relevant depth range,
leading to more meaningful transparency layers.
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8.5.1 View Synthesis Quality

The Figs. 8.6- 8.12 show the view synthesis quality of the anchor and the proposal

utilizing the Geometry Assistance SEI message. Without increasing the number of depth

planes, the resulting synthesized images become signiĄcantly sharper. This is because the

depth planes have been locally placed, where the content actually exists and therefore,

the 32 planes carry more relevant information. If the depth range of the full frame is

used, the depth planes may be locally placed without covering any existing information,

as they are distributed uniformly. In the estimated MPIs, those planes are often found to

be "empty", meaning, the transparencies are zero and the area does not carry meaningful

information. Furthermore, we observe that by narrowing down the range, the extrapolation

works better and more information can be recovered. The fan sequence is particularly

interesting as it shows where the depth-driven approach may fail. In case of a "fence"-like

object, which allows to see through the object, the depth ranges become useless. The same

would hold for the FD-DSDE approach presented in Chapter 5.

Tab. 8.2 summarizes the synthesis PSNR for the uncoded sequences. As expected, due

to the limitation to 32 planes, the anchor performance is relatively low and vary strongly

from sequence to sequence (20.26dB to 33.58dB). The Table conĄrms, that the impact

of moving to a block-based MPI approach is relatively low. On average, a loss of −0.2dB

originates from the block-based computation of the MPIs. The Geometry Assistance SEI

improves the quality from 1.75dB for the Carpark sequence to up to 6.16dB for the Hall

sequence. The only exception is the Painter sequence, which show a loss of −0.63dB.

This odd result is however consistent with Chapter 3-5, in which Painter has already

shown losses. On average, a quality improvement of 2.74dB is observed if the Geometry

Assistance SEI is utilized.

8.5.2 Efficiency over all rate points

The quality improvement in terms of synthesis PSNR is too large to compute any

synthesis BD-Rate values. Therefore, the RD curves are shown instead in Figs. 8.13-

8.16. We see, that the bitrate increase due to the Geometry Assistance SEI is marginal

and therefore, almost all improvements are due to the quality increase. Furthermore, the

quality improvement is consistent across all bitrates.
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Table 8.2 Ű PSNR performance of the anchor, block-based MPI with and without Geom-
etry Assistance SEI.

Sequence Anchor
Block-based MPI
(without GA SEI)

Difference GA-MPI Difference

Painter 33.58 33.37 -0.21 32.94 -0.63
Mirror 23.98 23.56 -0.41 25.83 +1.86
Kitchen 27.45 27.40 -0.05 32.18 +4.87
Frog 22.96 22.89 -0.07 24.72 +1.75
Fan 20.26 20.07 -0.18 22.82 +2.57
Carpark 28.98 28.79 -0.19 30.69 +1.70
Hall 29.25 28.92 -0.32 35.42 +6.16
Street 30.49 30.34 -0.15 34.13 +3.64
Average 27.12 26.92 -0,20 29.84 +2.74
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Figure 8.6 Ű View synthesis result of the Carpark sequence. Top: anchor. Bottom: proposal.
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Figure 8.7 Ű View synthesis result of the Fan sequence. Top: anchor. Bottom: proposal.
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Figure 8.8 Ű View synthesis result of the Frog sequence. Top: anchor. Bottom: proposal.
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Figure 8.9 Ű View synthesis result of the Kitchen sequence. Top: anchor. Bottom: proposal.
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Figure 8.10 Ű View synthesis result of the Mirror sequence. Top: anchor. Bottom: proposal.
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Figure 8.11 Ű View synthesis result of the Painter sequence. Top: anchor. Bottom: proposal.
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Figure 8.12 Ű View synthesis result of the Street sequence. Top: anchor. Bottom: proposal.
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Figure 8.13 Ű RD-curves of the Painter and Mirror sequences of the anchor, the block-based
MPI (bbMPI) and the proposal using the Geometry Assistance SEI message (GA-MPI).
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Figure 8.14 Ű RD-curves of the Frog and Kitchen sequences of the anchor, the block-based
MPI (bbMPI) and the proposal using the Geometry Assistance SEI message (GA-MPI).
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Figure 8.15 Ű RD-curves of the Fan and Carpark sequences of the anchor, the block-based
MPI (bbMPI) and the proposal using the Geometry Assistance SEI message (GA-MPI).
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Figure 8.16 Ű RD-curves of the Hall and Street sequences of the anchor, the block-based
MPI (bbMPI) and the proposal using the Geometry Assistance SEI message (GA-MPI).
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8.6 Conclusion

In this Chapter, B-DSMPI has been proposed, which considers the MPI construction

on the decoder-side. We have shown, that neural network-based methods are more robust

to compression artifacts in the input textures, leading to a more consistent synthesis qual-

ity over the QPs. We have shown, that a block-based application of the MPI construction

network can be performed with minor quality losses, which is the foundation to support

each block with supplemental information or to skip the construction temporally. Finally,

we have enhanced the block-based MPI construction using the Geometry Assistance SEI

message, which has been originally designed for depth estimation. The objective quality

has been improved by up to 6.16 dB and 2.74 dB on average. The subjective quality

is signiĄcantly higher with sharper synthesis results and mitigated artifacts. This im-

provement has been achieved using a limitation of 32 planes, which better respect the

complexity-critical situation on the decoder-side.
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CONCLUSION

The research conducted in scope of this thesis has brought Decoder-Side Depth Es-

timation to life. DSDE has been a system, which did not Ąnd its place during the stan-

dardization activities of 3D-HEVC. However, we have foreseen the consequences of the

design choices for the novel MPEG Immersive Video standard and understood that the

challenge of reducing pixel rate as well as the inappropriate coding of depth maps through

2D codecs can be solved by DSDE. Convinced by the impressive 37% synthesis BD-Rate

improvement and 50% pixel rate savings by B-DSDE compared to the MV-HEVC anchor,

several opportunities of improving and extending the simple B-DSDE architecture have

been proposed. After several meeting cycles after proposal, the B-DSDE system has been

adopted as the Geometry Absent proĄle in the novel MIV standard.

In H-DSDE, a CTU-based Rate-Distortion optimized decision has been performed to

select between ESDE and DSDE mode per CTU. For this manner, the SVDC has been

utilized. We have shown, that some parts of estimated depth at the encoder-side may still

contain useful information in contrast to the decoder-side depth. As a result the subjective

performance has improved as several DSDE-related artifacts have been resolved. At the

same time, many ESDE-CTUs, which introduce strong distortion, could be avoided. A

more efficient, video-based coding with multiview capabilities as opposed to HM simulcast

could make this kind of solution more attractive in terms of coding efficiency. Furthermore,

while it avoids the problems of DSDE, it maintains the problems of ESDE. As of writing

this thesis, H-DSDE is still being investigated by MPEG.

In FD-DSDE, the disadvantages of ESDE shall not be re-introduced. We maintain a

fully DSDE-type system and do not code any geometry by spending pixel rate. Instead,

several features have been identiĄed, which support the depth estimator at the decoder

side to perform faster depth estimation with higher accuracy. The features include block-

based, adapted depth ranges, a partitioning concept and a skip Ćag, which indicates

for inter-frames to avoid depth estimation for a certain block. This metadata is coded

into the MIV bitstream through CABAC losslessly. Therefore, not tuning of quantization

parameters is required. All objective metrics have improved with 46% synthesis BD-Rate

gain over ESDE. At the same time, the amount of data required to be processed by the
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decoder-side depth estimator is reduced by 90% and a speedup of around x20 is achieved

compared to the reference depth estimator. This proposal has been, together with some

modiĄcations and several improvements, adopted as the Geometry Assistance SEI message

in the novel MIV standard. As of writing this thesis, FD-DSDE is still being investigated

by MPEG, including synergies with H-DSDE.

In LC-DSDE we utilize the displacement information present in the bitstream in order

to motion compensate certain depth CTUs for inter-frames, instead of estimating them.

This choice is done on the encoder-side. We have shown, that a signiĄcant speed-up

between 18 and 104 can be achieved, depending on the tolerated synthesis PSNR loss.

In DSMPI it has been shown that the beneĄt of Geometry Assistance SEI message of

TMIV is not limited to depth estimation. Instead, the presence of the depth estimator on

the decoder-side can be utilized to merge the geometry estimation and the view synthesis

into a joint method. The MPI construction is one example for such a solution. We show,

that a block-based MPI approach is possible and enhance each block by utilizing the

Geometry Assistance SEI. Without increasing the number of analysed depth planes, the

objective quality is improved by up to 6 dB and 2.74 dB on average.
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Titre : Compression et synthèse pour la représentation de contenus immersifs adaptés à 6DoF
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Résumé : Une nouvelle norme de codage vi-
déo immersive a été finalisée par le Moving
Picture Experts Group (MPEG). Il s’agit de la
norme MPEG Immersive Video (MIV), MPEG-
I Part 12. La norme MIV peut être utilisée
pour permettre une navigation libre dans une
scène. Cependant, il ne faut pas s’attendre
à une compression appropriée de la géomé-
trie, car les codecs vidéo 2D largement utili-
sés ne prennent pas en charge les outils dé-
diés au codage de la profondeur. En outre,
la compression de la géométrie présente plu-
sieurs inconvénients, tels que des exigences
plus élevées en termes de débit binaire et de
taux de pixel.

Dans cette thèse, Decoder Side Depth Es-

timation (DSDE) est proposé et développé
comme un système de codage alternatif au
MIV, qui offre un gain de codage significa-
tif, des économies de taux de pixel et une
meilleure qualité perceptuelle. Nous propo-
sons en outre plusieurs nouvelles améliora-
tions de DSDE, impliquant la transmission
partielle de la géométrie, la transmission d’in-
formations latérales et l’exploitation du flux bi-
naire de la texture afin d’améliorer encore le
gain de codage et de réduire la complexité.
Enfin, nous montrons que nos propositions
peuvent être utilisées pour améliorer les per-
formances de méthodes de rendu plus ré-
centes, basées sur les réseaux neuronaux,
comme les images multiplans.

Title: Compression and Synthesis for Representation of Immersive Content for 6DoF

Keywords: Immersive Video Coding, Video Compression, Decoder Side Depth Estimation,

MPEG Immersive Video, Rendering, Multiplane Images

Abstract: A novel immersive video coding
standard has been finalized 2022 by the Mov-
ing Picture Experts Group (MPEG) denoted as
MPEG Immersive Video (MIV), MPEG-I Part
12. The MIV standard can be used to enable
free navigation within a scene. However, ap-
propriate compression of the geometry can-
not be expected as widely used 2D video
codecs do not support dedicated depth cod-
ing tools. Furthermore, several disadvantages
like higher bit- and pixel rate requirements are
connected with the compression of geometry.

In this thesis Decoder Side Depth Estima-

tion (DSDE) is proposed and further devel-

oped as an alternative coding system to MIV,
which provides significant coding gain, pixel
rate savings and improved perceptual qual-
ity. We further propose various novel improve-
ments of DSDE, involving the partial transmis-
sion of geometry, the transmission of side in-
formation and the exploitation of the texture
bitstream in order to further improve the cod-
ing gain and to reduce the complexity. Finally,
we show that our proposals can be used to en-
hance the performance of more recent, neural
network-based rendering methods like multi-
plane images.
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